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Abstract
Past research has found that intervention with Paro, a seal robot, on healthy adults can improve
psychophysiological responses (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012). According to
Bethel & Murphy (2010), psychophysiological study focuses on understanding human emotion
and behaviour during an event through observation, physiological and psychological measures.
However, these previous studies of Paro were limited by small participant sizes (less than 10
participants), and did not investigate the effectiveness of Paro in reducing stress such as en-
vironmental stress. Furthermore, little is known about the circumstances in which interacting
with Paro can help to reduce stress as indicated by changes in psychophysiological responses.
Three studies were conducted in laboratory settings, in order to limit any extraneous vari-
ables that can affect the psychophysiological responses. This thesis aims to identify factors
that can influence psychophysiological responses to short-term interaction with a Paro in the
healthy adult population. It also aims to understand how the factors affect the effectiveness
of Paro intervention in reducing effects of stress. The psychophysiological responses were
measured using self-reports, physiological sensors (skin conductance responses, heart rate, and
heart rate variability) and video recording. The stress used in this thesis is induced environ-
mental noise.
A study was conducted (n = 76) to explore which features of Paro (active and inactive) and
of human behaviour towards the robot (talking and stroking) were responsible for any effects
it creates. It was found that interacting with Paro aroused skin conductance responses and
its presence during the intervention increased positive moods. At the same time, the positive
moods influenced the effectiveness of the Paro intervention in reducing stress.
A subsequent study (n = 104) compared the effects of interacting with an active Paro with
the effects of stroking a furry bolster, and explored the stress reducing effect of Paro inter-
vention as a pre-stress treatment. The novelty effect of Paro in the intervention was also in-
vestigated. It was found that the Paro intervention was not enough to minimize and reduce
the impact of induced stress. However, there was a trend that suggests the Paro intervention
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has more impact in lessening the stress than the bolster intervention as indicated by improve-
ments in physiological responses (such as heart rate and heart rate variability). At the same
time, it was found that novelty affected how participants interacted with the Paro (based on
video observation during the intervention), but did not change the positive effect of the Paro
intervention.
A final study (n = 104) explored two intervention formats: either Paro or bolster as pre-
and post-stress intervention. This study also explored the effectiveness of Paro or bolster inter-
vention using a mathematical task. It was found that the Paro intervention was more suitable as
a post-stress intervention, as suggested by improvement in physiological responses (heart rate
and heart rate variability). However, no improvement in math performance was found in either
Paro or bolster interventions.
Additionally, in this study and Study 2, the bolster intervention showed the importance of
stroking soft fur in reducing stress and negative moods.
There are five key findings of this thesis: Large samples of data were obtained from (i)
healthy young adults (n = 284). Paro intervention is more effective as (ii) post-stress treatment,
in terms of reducing effects of (iii) induced environmental stress in (iv) healthy adults. The
thesis also found (v) factors that influenced the changes in psychophysiological responses and
the effectiveness of Paro interventions such as stressors and intervention formats.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The number of people of all ages that are suffering from mental health problems such as anxi-
ety, stress, depression has been increasing yearly especially among the younger generation (i.e.
the student population) (World Health Organization 2010, Kumaraswamy 2013, World Health
Organization 2014). If stress is not being treated properly, it can lead to high levels of stress,
anxiety, loneliness, and nervousness (Robotham 2008, Perou et al. 2013). It is very important
for people who suffer from mild to severe mental health problems to seek advice and therapy
to reduce or buffer the stress effect (American Psychological Association 2015). According
to Macaskill (2013), there is an increasing number of people looking at non-pharmacological
stress reducing treatment. One of the treatments is pet therapy Beetz et al. (2012a).
Stress reducing intervention and animal therapy:
There is an empirical evidence of the effectiveness of animal therapy in reducing psychophys-
iological of stress (Fine 2010, Lundqvist et al. 2017). However, there is also a considerable
debate about its effects and about the use of animal therapy, for example, ethical concern about
animal welfare, cost, and potential harm to humans (Wilson & Barker 2003, Melson et al.
2005). The emergence of advanced technology such as robotic pets provides an alternative to
animal therapy.
1
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Pet robots and Paro robot:
Past research showed that a robotic pet could provide similar benefits to those of animal ther-
apy by reducing stress responses (Bemelmans et al. 2012, Chang & Sung 2013, Kachouie et al.
2014, Preuß & Legal 2017, Broadbent 2017). One of pet robots that has been used commer-
cially is Paro, a seal robot. Based on literature, there were evidences of short- and long-term
intervention with Paro showed an improvement in social behaviour in elderly people with De-
mentia and autistic children (Rabbitt et al. 2015, Abdi et al. 2018, Moerman et al. 2018). Many
studies claimed that Paro acts as mediator but not as a tool to replace human in social inter-
action. The presence of Paro during the intervention not only trigger communication between
elderly people in nursing home but helps the elderly to improve their cognitive memory. Im-
provement in cognitive memory help the elderly to recollect their past events or old memory.
This also help to improve their short-term memory and enhanced their communication skills,
hence reduced loneliness in elderly people. The intervention with Paro also helps to reduce
pain and anxiety in hospitalized patients with diagnosed diseases (Okita 2013). There are also
studies that mentioned that the intervention with Paro helps in reducing stress in terms of psy-
chophysiological measures such as improving in moods and physiological functions (Mitsui
et al. 2001a,b, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017, Crossman et al. 2018).
Gap in the literature of Paro:
Indeed, there is empirical evidence that interacting or intervention with Paro may help to reduce
stress, pain and minimizing the symptoms of Dementia. At the same time, the intervention
helps to improve quality of life of people with Dementia. Therefore, the potential of Paro
interventions in reducing stress and improving moods should not be limited to those population.
The interventions should also be applied and benefits by population such as healthy young
adults i.e. students. However, it still unclear whether the Paro interventions might help to
reduce stress in healthy young adults, especially in improving mental and physical health.
There is a large gap in literature review of Paro when investigating the effectiveness of Paro
intervention among healthy young adults and involving methodological issue. The issues such
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as a small sample size of participants, lack of controlled condition and within-design study and
no study understanding the effects of Paro as pre- or post-stress treatment, especially in terms
of short-term stress reducing intervention.
At the same time, there was no research of Paro investigating the effects of Paro interven-
tion in reducing effect of stress that related to environmental stress i.e. noise. There was some
evidence that environmental stress is one of the factors that increase the risk of cardiovascu-
lar diseases (Walker et al. 2016), increase the symptoms of agitation in people with Dementia
(Dewing 2009) and worsen performance when doing a task (Szalma & Hancock 2011). There-
fore, it is important to seek an effective intervention that can help to minimize or reduce the
effect of stress causes by exposure to noise.
1.1 Relevance of this thesis
The thesis begins with understanding and filling a gap in Paro literature, based on Mitsui et al.
(2001a) study. The relevance of this study is that it provides strong evidence of the effect that
a Paro intervention has on improving psychological and physiological functions with a large
number of participants (based on healthy adults population) and a rigorous study design.
In terms of the stress reducing intervention, it is important not only to understand the ef-
fectiveness and final outcome of the interventions, but also to understand the immediate effects
during the interventions. At the same time, it is important to explore factors such as robot
features or human behaviour towards a robot. These factors can help to understand the impact
of the intervention on reducing stress and help to improve the design of the intervention.
This study not only relevant to study of stress reducing intervention, at the same time, it
is also relevant to understanding the effect of acute stress on psychological and physiological
responses. It was acknowledged that the changes in psychological and physiological responses
during stress can provide a clue how an individual responds to and copes with the stress (Walker
et al. 2016, Fish et al. 2018). However, it still is unclear how the stress reducing intervention
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of Paro creates any changes on psychological and physiological responses especially in short-
term intervention settings. Furthermore, the use of physiological and psychological measures
together can contribute on understanding the human experience that cannot be reported using
self-reports.
1.2 General aims
The general aims of this thesis are as follows:
1. To explore factors in short-term interaction with Paro that affect human psychological
and physiological responses. Those factors include:
• the ways of interacting with the Paro robot.
• the Paro robot features themselves, and at the same time, to compare the Paro
features with inactive object such as bolster.
• different intervention formats: (i) pre- and (ii) post-stress reducing intervention.
2. To compare the effects of a Paro session and a stress session on psychological and phys-
iological responses.
3. Finally, to investigate whether the interaction with a Paro reduced the effects of different
types of induced stress.
1.3 Main research questions
The following are the main research questions for this thesis:
1. What are the immediate effects of short-term interaction with a Paro on observed facial
expression, self-reported and physiological responses?
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2. Does an intervention session with Paro have an impact on reducing the effects of different
forms of induced stress on self-reported and physiological responses?
3. What effects does the implementation of different intervention formats (i.e. either inter-
acting with Paro before or after a stress inducement session) have on self-reported and
physiological stress responses?
4. Does interacting with Paro have a different impact on psychological and physiological
responses compared to stroking a bolster?
1.4 Three studies in this thesis
Based on the general aims outlined in the previous section, a summary of the purpose of the
three studies reported in this thesis follows:
Study 1:
Study 1 aims to understand the effects of interacting with Paro and its effect on induced stress.
Additionally, Study 1 investigates aspects of human behaviours towards the robot such as talk-
ing and stroking, in order to know which behaviour induces more positive effects during in-
teraction with Paro and which reduce the effects of induced stress. This study also explores
the effects of robot behaviour such as being active or inactive and their contribution towards
creating positive moods during the interaction and reducing induced stress. In Study 1, stress
was induced by means of exposure to an environmental noise. Participants were exposed to
noise, followed by a session with Paro.
The responses were collected using self-reported positive and negative affect, stress and
physiological measurement: skin conductance responses, and using observed facial expression.
Study 2:
Based on the results of Study 1, a further investigation into the effects of interacting with
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Paro and its effect on induced stress was undertaken. In this study, a comparison between
interacting with an active robot (Paro) versus an inactive object (a bolster) was made, in order
to determine which aspects of Paro are responsible for the effects that it creates. In this study,
the intervention format was changed, in order to investigate the effects of interacting with Paro
without the effect of a previous stress induction. A session with the Paro or a bolster was
followed by a stress inducing noise session. This made it possible to explore the potential
of interacting with Paro on minimizing or reducing the effects of subsequent induced stress.
This study also included an investigation of the effects of familiarity with Paro prior to the
intervention session.
The responses were collected using self-reported positive and negative affect, stress and
emotions, and physiological measurement: skin conductance responses, heart rate and heart
rate variability, and using observed facial expression.
Study 3:
In Study 3, a comparison between the effects of interacting with Paro and a session with a
bolster was further investigated. However, Study 3 also explores the stress reducing effects
of intervention in different formats. There are two formats of intervention in Study 3: an
intervention session followed by a stress session, and a stress session followed by an interven-
tion session. At the same time, based on the different intervention formats, Study 3 examined
whether an earlier intervention session with Paro or a bolster helps to reduce stress. At the same
time, the study examined whether a Paro or a bolster session may improves mathematical per-
formance compared to no earlier intervention session with Paro or bolster. Furthermore, Study
3 also compares the difference in the effects of a stress session and an intervention session,
in order to reveal the different psychological and physiological responses under two different
circumstances.
The responses were collected using self-reported positive and negative affect, stress, emo-
tions, perceived stress and mathematical task scores, and using observed facial expression.
Then the physiological responses were measured using skin conductance responses, heart rate
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and heart rate variability.
1.5 Thesis contributions
By addressing the research questions listed in the previous section, this thesis is expected to
enrich the knowledge of the short-term effects of interacting with a pet-robot on psychological
and physiological responses. The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
Contribution 1: This is the first study to look at the short-term effects of interacting with
a Paro robot on induced environmental stress (in Study 1 and Study 2), and a combination of
environmental stress and arithmetic stress test (in Study 3). This helps in understanding the
potential effects of Paro on reducing different daily stressors.
Contribution 2: The thesis extends previous research with older adults with cognitive
impairment to examine the effects of Paro on a non-medical population of healthy adults. All
the studies in this thesis were conducted in a laboratory setting using a rigorous experimental
methodology that looks at both self-report (psychological) and physiological responses.
Contribution 3: This thesis explores the factors that influence the effects of intervention
with Paro as a positive intervention, as measured by the psychological and physiological re-
sponses. The factors include different ways of interacting with Paro (talking versus physical
interaction), familiarity with Paro before a therapy session, and a comparison of the effects of
physical interaction with an active (Paro robot) and an inactive object (bolster). Then based on
the immediate effects during intervention, this thesis explored its potential effects in reducing
the effects of different types of induced stress.
Contribution 4: At the same time, this thesis extends an understanding of how a Paro
intervention and a stress session influence changes in skin conductance response (SCR), heart
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rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV), in terms of interaction and stress recovery. An
understanding of the changes of physiological responses is important, in order to assess the
effectiveness of therapy as mechanism of stress prevention or recovery especially in a clinical
situation.
Contribution 5: This thesis extends previous research of Paro in healthy adults by ex-
ploring the effects of different intervention formats based on a manipulation of the timing of
the session. Comparing the intervention formats (stress inducement before or after a session
with Paro), may indicate the potential use of pet robots for reducing the effects of anticipated
upcoming stressors or for reducing the effects of being exposed to a stressor. For example, in
a real case situation such as in a waiting room before meeting a doctor, or to comfort people in
temporary shelters, who were affected by tsunami in Japan.
1.6 Thesis outline
This thesis consists of six chapters.
Chapter 2 reviews previous studies of animal therapy and their advantages and disadvan-
tages. Then, it continues to introduce studies of pet-robot therapy that have been used as medi-
ator in social interaction, companion and provide assistance to user. The chapter also discusses
previous studies of Paro. There is evidence that interacting with Paro can improve social in-
teraction, reduce pain (by decreasing pain medication intake), decrease anxiety and loneliness,
and also enhance psychophysiological responses. The review includes the study of Paro on a
variety of populations (i.e. children, young adult, and elderly people). Then, a summary of the
effects of Paro is given, followed by a discussion of the limitations of previous studies and the
rationale for this thesis.
The first study in Chapter 3 focuses on exploring the aspects of Paro and human behaviour
towards the robot that may help to alleviate the effects of induced stress. This study also
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explores the immediate effects of Paro intervention can have on improving moods and physio-
logical stress responses.
Based on the result of the first study, the second study in Chapter 4 examines the stress-
reducing effects of interacting with Paro on subsequent stress induction. The intervention with
Paro also compare with the intervention with a bolster and resting alone. The intervention
of Paro also been compared with a factor such as familiarisation with Paro in an introduction
session. This is an important consideration as novelty effect in human-robot interaction study
could influence moods. At the same, the factor could also influence the effectiveness of Paro
intervention in minimizing the impact of stress.
The results of the first and second studies inform the design of the final study in Chapter
5. The study investigates the effects of different intervention formats on influencing how the
intervention helps in reducing participants’ stress as a responses to induce stress. At the same
time, the study explores more details on comparison between different format interventions
(Paro intervention as pre- and post-stress treatment) In addition, the study includes a mathe-
matical task during the stress session, in order to look at the effectiveness or Paro intervention.
The study also compare the effects of interacting with Paro and stroking a bolster.
Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the answers to the main research questions of this thesis along
with implication of this thesis on Paro literature. The key achievements of this thesis: (i) a
large sample of data collected from healthy adults population. (ii) Paro intervention is more
effective as a post-stress treatment to reduce effects of environmental stress. (iii) Provide more
understanding on the factors that influenced the changes of psychological and physiological
during stress and intervention session. The chapter also reviews the limitations of this study
and highlights some suggestions for future studies. In future studies, other factors that could
influence the effectiveness of intervention such as human behaviour i.e. hugging and talking
(more specifically looking at the effects of reminiscence) should be done.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
The chapter begins with a general review of pet or animal therapy, or more specifically, the
benefits and limitation of animal therapy. Then, in section 2.3, the effects of Paro robot ther-
apy are reviewed. Next, in section 2.4 and 2.6, a review of stress and methods of assessing
the emotions in human-robot interaction is provided. In further sections highlight a review on
methods of analysis for physiological measures (section 2.6.4) and how to perform data analy-
sis in statistics (section 2.7). Then, the chapter concludes with the rationale of this thesis based
on the reviews on Paro and stress literature (in section 2.8).
2.1 Animal therapy
The term “pet therapy” was formally used in 1960s (Hooker et al. 2002). Animal therapy
provides methods to heal the human mind and body. Animal therapy can decrease loneliness
and boredom (Levinson 1962).
A study by Friedmann et al. (1980) found that heart disease patients who owned a pet had a
higher survival rate compared to non-pet owners. The study was also supported by Friedmann
& Thomas (1995), who found that patients with myocardial infarction (i.e. cardiovascular dis-
ease) who owned a pet lived a year longer than non-owners. Barker et al. (2010) also found
10
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a relationship with pet-ownership in reducing physiological stress responses and self-reported
stress compared to when interacting with unfamiliar pet. The ownership also related to attach-
ment behaviour between the pet and owner which contribute to positive and stress reducing
effects during therapy session.
An additional study by Nagasawa et al. (2009) also investigated attachment behaviour.
They found that a gaze exchange between owner and pet for a few minutes increased oxy-
tocin. The oxytocin is a hormone produced in a small part of the brain, the hypothalamus. The
oxytocin hormone releases helped to stimulate the interaction between pet and owner. Further-
more, pet therapy also showed positive effects in preventing cardiovascular disease (Anderson
et al. 1992).
A study by Shiloh et al. (2003) found that petting a pet has an effect in reducing induced
anxiety. Braun et al. (2009) also found a reduction of pain levels in hospitalised children
after a short session with a dog. A study by Tsai et al. (2010) found a decrease in heart rate
after children engaged with animal therapy during hospitalization. This is because hospitalized
children will have a higher heart rate cause by pain and anxiety.
However, in contradiction to the previous studies described above, a study by Palestrini
et al. (2017) did not find changes in heart rate or behaviour across sessions in a paediatric
hospital. Patients showed increased breathing rates, but, the quick breathing was linked to the
high temperature set in the ward.
Lass-Hennemann et al. (2014) used a service dog as a companion to reduce stress rating
responses during acute stress. The acute stress was induced by traumatic video which contained
a traumatic rape scene. The study was conducted in a laboratory with a session length of 20
minutes. The participants were female students (n = 80) and the study used a randomised
control study design. There were four conditions in the study: participants were accompanied
with (i) dog, (ii) stuffed dog, or (iii) a friendly person, or (iv) nothing while watching the
stressful video. However, the study did not find any changes in physiological responses i.e.
cortisol, heart rate and blood pressure across all the conditions. The study also did not find an
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increase in self-reported positive affect across conditions.
At the same time, animal therapy has been found to increase social interaction between par-
ticipants in elderly care homes and in hospitals (Broadbent 2017). The participants were nurses,
staff, patients, and visitors. Animal therapy also showed improvement on human psychophysi-
ology. For example, Calvo et al. (2016) found that animal therapy resulted in improved negative
self-reported responses and cortisol levels after a few sessions on patients with schizophrenia.
Additionally, several studies looked at the effects of watching aquatic plants or animals in an
aquarium in reducing stress (DeSchriver & Riddick 1990, Edwards & Beck 2002, Barker et al.
2003). However, none of these studies found a significant effect when watching the aquarium
on heart rate and blood pressure. This could due to a lack of physical interaction (Beetz et al.
2012a). Contrary to the results of a study by Edwards & Beck (2002), the authors found an
increase in healthy diet intake in patients with Alzheimer’s disease when the aquarium was
placed in a dementia unit.
Despite the positive effects of animal therapy on humans, there are several ethical concerns
about animal therapy such as (i) animal harm, (ii) cost and (iii) diseases or harm of animals.
Animal Harm:
There are some concerns about the use of animals in therapy programs, such as the way of
interacting with the animal, when it was reported that the animal had been treated badly by the
patients and staff in the unit (Heimlich 2001, Ehre´n 2014). Ethical concerns have also been
raised about the use of pet therapy (i.e. dogs, cats and horses), where the animal showed signs
of fatigue due to the environment in the therapy room (i.e. high room temperature, more than
an hour per session) (Iannuzzi & Rowan 1991). The animal may have shown signs of stress
due to the interaction with unfamiliar or different people. Due to interaction with unfamiliar
people, an animal can become aggressive (Mongillo et al. 2015). However, there are some
guidelines to ensure the well-being of the animal (Wohlfarth & Sandstedt 2016). The staff
should be properly trained on how to handle any situation (Serpell et al. 2010).
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Another concern was anxiety in animals such as anxiety in dogs. The anxiety in dogs can
be due to separation from other dogs. Dogs in therapy programs should be able to behave
naturally and mix with other dogs (Schwartz 2003, Zamir 2006). An attachment to a pet can
increase the positive social interaction between owner and pet, however, it can also result in
increased anxiety and distress when the animal is separated from the pet owner (Flannigan &
Dodman 2001, Schwartz 2003). A similar effect can occur in the pet owner, and the loss of a
pet can cause grief (Beck & Katcher 2003). Reduced heart rates were also found in dogs with
separation anxiety (Wormald et al. 2017).
Cost:
The cost of taking care of pets can be both expensive and time-consuming. The care cost of
an animal pet can range from 8000 to 10,000 dollar a year (Herzog 2011). The animals need
proper care that includes food, home and medical treatment. Looking after an animal could
be a problem for elderly people with limited physical movements or cognitive ability (Beck &
Katcher 2003).
Diseases or harms of animals:
An animal can transfer chronic or contagious diseases such as scabies, fleas and ringworm
(Hooker et al. 2002, Brodie et al. 2002, Lutwack-Bloom et al. 2005). Elderly people or patients
or staff in medical settings could be potentially exposed to these harmful diseases (Barba 1995,
Sorrell et al. 2010). The animal also can bite or scratch the owner (Brickel 1979). The fur of
an animal can cause or worsen the symptoms of asthma and allergies (Brodie et al. 2002, Yawn
2008).
Overall, without doubt, a large number of studies of animal therapy have shown an im-
provement to human health and social interaction. However, due to some limitations of animal-
assisted therapy, the use of pet-robot therapies are gaining popularity and have received posi-
tive reactions from elderly people and children (Broadbent et al. 2009, Bharatharaj et al. 2017).
Many studies of pet-robot therapy in human-robot interaction that aim to understand human
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behaviour or emotions towards robot follow a similar study design as those used in animal-
assisted therapy. The next section will review pet-robot therapy and then we will focus on the
reviews of previous studies that related to Paro robot.
2.2 Pet-robot therapy
Pet-robot therapy has been shown to provide similar benefits as animal therapy. Most of in-
tervention studies of pet-robot therapy have been adapted from animal therapy. For example,
interacting with a pet-robot has been shown to lower blood pressure (Robinson et al. 2013c)
and reduce anxiety (Okita 2013). Shibata (2012) also stated that the use of pet-robot therapy
in care homes can increase social activity among patients. Robot therapy also can be used as a
means to distract a patient from painful experience (Okita 2013). Pet robot therapy not only can
have a positive impact on patient and staff in hospital, but can also affect visitors emotionally.
As a result of using an pet-robot as a mediator, visitors felt relaxed and found the visit more
enjoyable (Gelderblom et al. 2010). In addition, the use of pet-robot therapy can reduce the
time needed by staff to take care of a real animal and reduce possible threats to human posed
by real animals such as allergies and being bitten.
There are a number of studies of pet-robot therapy that have been investigated, following
are some of the examples of the studies where the pet-robot act as a human companion.
A long-term interaction study by Melson et al. (2005) found that AIBO1, a dog robot,
can have a similar effect of companionship as a real dog. The study had two conditions: (i)
AIBO and (ii) trained dog. The study was conducted in preschool settings. 80 participants
were divided into three ages groups: 7 to 9, 10 to 12, and 13 to 15 years. The children had
approximately 20 minutes session with AIBO then another approximately 20 minutes session
with a real dog accompanied by a researcher. However, the older children group (13 to 15
years) had an alone 5 minutes session with AIBO, and another 5 minutes session with a real
dog. Then, they were interviewed by the researcher for 35 minutes. Based on the results
1The official website of AIBO robot: https://us.aibo.com/
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of observation and interviews, the children prefer to play with the real dog than with AIBO.
However, the children treated the AIBO similarly to the real dog.
A study by Gustafsson et al. (2015) looked at the benefits of JustoCat2, a robotic cat and
the study found reduced agitation and improved quality of life of elderly people (n = 4). The
JustoCat was developed based on reminiscence therapy framework. The JustoCat is an inter-
active robot that considered an importance of hygiene while using robot therapy with fur in a
care home. The fur is washable, in order to keep elderly people from the risk of infection. An
intervention study was conducted for 10 weeks by recruiting four elderly people with severe
dementia in a Swedish care home. In the experiment, there were two stages, one was interven-
tion for elderly people and other was an interview with relatives and caregivers. The interview
was conducted to assess opinion on the use of robotic cat in care home. The results showed
that the robot resulted in an improvement in the elderly people’s behaviour.
Another study by Moyle et al. (2016) focused on the use of CuDDler, a teddy bear robot
for elderly people with dementia. They looked at its effects on agitation behaviour and social
improvement. Case studies of five elderly people with dementia in a care home were collected.
The CuDDler was programmed to perform a response to participant physical interaction such as
patting, and stroking. In this study, participants could freely interact with the robot for an hour
per week for 5 weeks. Their behaviour was video-recorded. The data form video was analysed
using Observed Emotion Rating Scale. Semi-structured interviews were also conducted at the
end of the experiment. Based on data collection from the interview, the results showed that it
is important to consider about the size and weight of the robot when developing it especially
when the end users are elderly people. However, the CuDDler showed a potential to act as a
mediator in social interaction. The participants’ interactions were shown to have contributed to
improvements in their mood.
There was a recent on-line article by Cooper (2018) about a cuddle pillow robot named
Somnox3. The robot acts as a sleeping companion where people can cuddle it, and the robot
2The official website of JustoCat robot: http://www.justocat.com/
3The official website can be found on https://meetsomnox.com/
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provides comfort through a sound of heart beats or sounds of nature, or lullabies. The sound
can be chosen based on personal preference. At the same time, the pillow robot was also able
to monitor the sleeping patterns of the person cuddling it. It was claimed that the pillow robot
was able to reduce the symptoms of stress, and hence improving the quality of sleep (Somnox
2017). But, a review by Boxall (2018) in a recent on-line article, the author mentioned that he
found that the pillow robot is less likely to replace a human or a dog as sleeping companion.
But, it might be not in the case of a night spent with the robot. In a white paper published by
the company in 2017, Somnox (2017) found that most participants showed an improvement in
average time of sleeping. In the study, participants ages between 25 to 55 years (n =10) were
asked to sleep accompanied by the pillow robot for 5 nights in their own home. Then on the
last day of experiment, participants were asked to fill in an on-line questionnaire that asking
about their sleeping pattern. This findings showed that there are some potential that the pillow
robot can be used for healthy adults and elderly people.
Among these pet-robots, Paro has been the focus of a significant number of studies in-
vestigating its therapeutic effects on social interaction, health and mood improvement. In the
following section, the effects of Paro will be reviewed. Paro’s effects are categorised as: (i)
Improved social interaction, (ii) reduced pain, anxiety and loneliness, and (iii) psychophysio-
logical improvement. Reviews of Paro will be discussed in the next section.
2.3 The therapeutic effects of Paro the robot seal
Paro, a seal therapeutic robot can be categorized as a companion-type robot and is illustrated
in Figure 2.1. Paro has been commercially available in Japan since 2005. It has been marketed
to more than 30 countries including Europe, Korea, Denmark, the Netherlands and the United
States. The robot has been used as a therapy tool for patients in hospitals and care homes.
Paro also has Food and Drug administration (FDA) approval as a medical device in the United
States. Paro has been used in clinical studies in more than 10 countries (Yang 2015). It has
been claimed that Paro can stimulate the brain activities of elderly people with dementia when
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interacting with it (Shibata 2012).
Figure 2.1: Paro robot, from (Center 2015)
Paro has a physical shape similar to that of a baby harp seal. Paro’s body is covered with
soft white fur. The tactile sensors located between the fur and endoskeleton are used to measure
human contact with Paro. Paro shows sad and cute expressions with movements of the eyelids.
There are four sensors used in Paro including (i) light sensor, (ii) microphone (for speech
recognition and hearing), (iii) body area with tactile sensors and (iv) temperature. The (i) light
sensors are located on Paro’s eyes and are able to detect any movements. For example, when a
human moves in a different direction, the Paro will move its head towards the human. Another
sensor is (ii) microphone for hearing and speech recognition. The speech is captured by a
microphone located near Paro’s nose. It is known that Paro can recognize its name when called
and understand some English and Japanese words. Paro reacts to unexpected events such as
a loud noise and is able to locate the source of the noise. The (iii) tactile sensors can detect
touch. Paro has a similar (iv) body temperature to a real animal (Shibata et al. 2011, Wada et al.
2013). The body temperature produce by internal heating system inside Paro’s body.
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Other important functions that Paro has are two types of behaviour: (i) proactive and (ii) re-
active. The proactive behaviour has two layers: (i) behaviour-planning layer and (ii) behaviour-
generation layer. Both layer contributes to behaviour of Paro, the behaviour system of Paro
focusing on making the Paro reacts like the real seal. At the same time, create unpredictable
movements and sounds which is asking and begging for an attention.
The reactive behaviour of Paro is the ability to make a little movement with his neck and
rear paddle. For example, if the Paro hear a sound, it will move its head towards the source of
the sound.
Paro has reinforcement learning for long-term memory. Its reinforcement learning is said
to give it the ability to react to the positive and negative values of interactions such as stroking
or undesirable hitting. The detection used the tactile sensors located underneath the soft fur of
Paro. Reinforcement learning is claimed to help Paro’s behaviour change slowly according to
the behaviour of its owners (Shibata & Coughlin 2014). Paro also has the ability to remember
the new name given by its owner (Wada et al. 2013). However, owners cannot change the
Paro’s behaviour manually. The physiological behaviour of Paro is similar to a real seal animal
in the sense that it has diurnal rhythms for morning, daytime and night. Paro sleeps at night
and when it is tired or needs to be recharged. The Paro is recharged using a battery charger that
looks like a pacifier (Wada et al. 2005a, 2008).
Table 2.1 summarizes the characteristics of Paro.
Table 2.1: Paro’s characteristics
Characteristics
Body Soft fur, eyelid,endoskeleton
Sensors (i) Light, (ii) Speech recognition and hearing, (iii) Touch sen-
sors and body temperature
Proactive behaviour includes
behaviour-planning and -
generation layer.
Internal states of Paro and making the Paro move like a real
animal such as the movement of the actuator.
Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Characteristics
Reactive behaviour Give reaction to spontaneous interaction with owner. For exam-
ple, the ability to recognize their name when being called.
Physiology Diurnal rhythm behaviour, sleeping during night.
A number of studies have found that Paro provides positive effects on humans such as (i)
improved social interaction (Wada et al. 2004b, Marti et al. 2005, Taggart et al. 2005, Kidd et al.
2006, Wada & Shibata 2007b, Yamamoto & Kimura 2007, Pipitpukdee et al. 2011, de Graaf
& Allouch 2014, Takayanagi et al. 2014, Sung et al. 2014, Yu et al. 2015, Wood et al. 2015,
Liang et al. 2017, Broadbent et al. 2018), (ii) reduced pain, anxiety and loneliness (Okita 2013,
Robinson et al. 2013a), and (iii) psychophysiological improvement (Mitsui et al. 2001a, Saito
et al. 2003, Wada & Shibata 2007b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 2013c, Carretero &
Sa´ez 2017, Petersen et al. 2017).
2.3.1 Improved social interaction
Paro has been used as a mediator for in-group or individual therapy in resident care homes
and hospitals to improve social interaction between patients and staffs and relatives. Elderly
people with dementia and autistic children may have some difficulties in their social skills such
as problems with communication and lack of interaction with people. Elderly people with de-
mentia can develop negative behaviours including verbal and physical aggression (Pedersen
2011, Moyle et al. 2016). The negative behaviour might be caused by depression triggered by
difficulty in communicating, loneliness, and boredom (Wada et al. 2013, 2008). Autistic chil-
dren also have social and learning difficulties. They also tend to develop repetitive behaviour
and have lack of communicative abilities and imagination (Pipitpukdee et al. 2011).
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Children:
Marti et al. (2005) investigated the use of the Paro robot as a mediator to stimulate social inter-
action in autistic young adults (n = 3). Participants’ behaviour such as speech, eye movement,
and behaviour when interacting with Paro i.e. patting, stroking, and holding were observed
for three months. The researchers used storytelling and play-acting to observe the participant
communication and interaction with therapist and robot. They found that the robot’s physical
characteristics i.e. facial appearance, shape, size, colour influenced the participants’ attention,
hence, increased their engagement during the social interaction.
Yamamoto & Kimura (2007) studied the behaviour of healthy children (n = 22) using video
recording to understand how children behave when interacting with three different robots:
AIBO, Paro and ifbot. The ifbot is a humanoid robot that has an ability to detect emotions
based on listening to the voice tone and words when communicating with it. The ifbot robot
has a few functions such as performing calculation, singing, giving advice, doing medical
checks and it also includes a few games i.e. puzzle and memory games. However, the robot is
not able to walk by itself. In the study, the robots were not introduced as robots. As a result,
the children treated the robots as living animals. They also preferred to play with robots that
were more interactive (ifbot) compared to AIBO and Paro. This is because compared to Paro
and AIBO, only the ifbot robot can communicate with the children. The talking robot ifbot
attracted the children to engage with it.
Pipitpukdee et al. (2011) also studied the ability of the robot to improve the behaviour
of children with learning difficulties’ behaviour when socializing with people. Children with
learning difficulties can have problems to maintain eye contact and can exhibit repetitive be-
haviour. In the experiment, they used a toy Duck and a robot Paro and 37 participants aged 3
to 8 were recruited. Two conditions of therapy were applied: individual and group therapy. In
individual therapy, observation showed that autistic children improved their eye contact with
robot. However, in group therapy, autistic children tend to communicate with other children.
Hence, the use of robot helps the children to improve their social interaction. The improvement
of autistic children also reduces stress level among parents.
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The latest study by Broadbent et al. (2018) compared the use of Paro and iRobiQ in a rural
school. Participants aged between 2 to 18 years old (n = 207) had a 30 minutes session with
the robot. Their interaction was observed and rated by an observer. Participants interacted with
the robots in a group of 2 to 5 people. They found that participants were significantly more
engaged and showed more positive expressions i.e. laugh with Paro compared to iRobiQ (a
humanoid robot).
Young adult:
A study, by Wood et al. (2015) used a sample from the adult population (n = 114). The Paro
was used to act as a mediator between two participants who were strangers to each other. The
study was conducted in laboratory settings at University of Sheffield, United Kingdom. The
conditions used two examples of Paro: active and inactive, and an active rubbery dinosaur
robot, Pleo. Based on the results from questionnaires and interviews with participants, the
study found that the active Paro was effective as a mediator to make conversation with strangers
more enjoyable compared to an inactive Paro and Pleo.
Elderly people:
A study by Wada et al. (2004b) showed that there were only slight differences in mood im-
provements between groups of older people with dementia (n = 23) after interacting with an
active Paro and an inactive Paro. Participants freely interacted with Paro in a group interac-
tion. However, the presence of an active Paro increased laughing and communication between
elderly people and staff in the nursing home.
Taggart et al. (2005) also investigated the behaviour of participants (n = 23) in nursing
homes in response to an active Paro, an inactive Paro, or being alone with no robot as control
conditions. In the no robot condition, participants tended to sit silently. But, in the switched on
robot condition, they were more likely to actively interact with the robot and with the caregiver.
Kidd et al. (2006), studied the effect of Paro’s reactive and proactive behaviour. Participants
(n = 23) were introduced to reactive and proactive Paro by caregivers. The experiment ran for 4
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months. Paro was placed on the table in public area. Everybody could play with Paro. Prior to
the experiment, caregivers introduced Paro and they taught the elderly how to play with Paro.
The results from video observations and Likert-Scale questionnaires showed that there were
improvements in social activities on both conditions. The elderly people also preferred to play
with a reactive Paro.
A study by Wada & Shibata (2007a), also showed that patients (n =12) tended to create
conversations between other patients and staff after having been introduced to Paro and inter-
acting with it. In the study, Paro was placed in public area where patients could play with Paro
at the same time as interacting with other patients. They concluded that the presence of Paro
triggered the intention to communicate with other patients. The results were also supported by
de Graaf & Allouch (2014) and Sung et al. (2014), who found that engagement with an active
Paro increased their communication and interaction skills in group activity.
The study by de Graaf & Allouch (2014) was adapted from a previous study by Kidd et al.
(2006). The study was conducted in an elderly care home in Amsterdam. 17 elderly people
were observed using video recording and participants’ facial expressions were rated using a
face scale. Then four elderly people were interviewed at the end of a session with Paro. The
participants could freely interact with Paro in a group. However, the paper did not report the
length of the session. Despite the positive finding during the group activity, however, the study
also found that female participants were more actively engaged with Paro compared to male
participants. The study conducted by Sung et al. (2014) observed a group of elderly people (n
= 12) playing with Paro. The participants played with Paro in 30 minutes sessions two times a
week for a month. The participants’ social behaviour during the group activity were observed
using Assessment of Communication and Interaction Skills (ACIS) and Activity Participation
Scale. The study found a significant improvement in social behaviour from baseline to the final
weeks of the session.
Takayanagi et al. (2014) also concluded that an active Paro robot can provide positive ef-
fects such as increased interaction between elderly people and caregivers compared to a stuffed
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toy. 30 participants with mild or severe dementia participated in this study. The study was
conducted in participants’ private rooms 15 minutes sessions over a three to six months period.
The results from recorded facial expressions showed more negative expressions to the stuffed
toy compared to when interacting Paro. It was suggested that the lack of responses from the
toy decreased the positive experience.
A study by Yu et al. (2015) was based on elderly people with dementia (n = 40) among the
Chinese population using two conditions of group activities: robot and table games. Elderly
people with mild to severe dementia played with Paro for 30 minutes a day during a six-week
period. It was found that the activities with the robot improved the moods and behaviours of
the older people as compared to playing table games.
A recent study by Liang et al. (2017) also observed a significant improvement in communi-
cation between elderly people with dementia (n = 60) and caregivers after interacting with Paro
compared to control condition. In the control condition, participants had regular activities such
as playing words games or listening to music and dancing. Another significant improvement
was observed in the facial expressions in Paro condition compared to control condition (no
Paro). Participants played with Paro for one hour session for three times a week for 6 weeks at
the dementia care centre and another 6 weeks at home.
2.3.2 Reduced pain, anxiety and loneliness
Other research has found that Paro can decrease loneliness, anxiety and stress, and improve
moods (Okita 2013, Robinson et al. 2013a).
Children:
Okita (2013) suggests that Paro can be used in hospital for children to reduce pain and anxiety.
The author focuses on how to develop coping skills using Paro as mediator. The patient played
or interact with Paro in two conditions: (i) playing by themselves and (ii) accompanied by
their parents. The result showed that levels of stress and pain decreased when the patient
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was accompanied by their parents. It was argued that this because Paro created a social bond
between patients and their parents.
Elderly people:
A study by Robinson et al. (2013a) focused on the reduction in loneliness in elderly people. The
elderly people were divided into two groups: one group (i) interacted with Paro and another
group (ii) played with a resident dog. The loneliness of the older people was measured using
a loneliness measurement scale. The elderly people interacted with Paro in a group by talking
and patting Paro. It was found that elderly people tend to interact more with Paro compared
to a resident dog and that there was a decrease in loneliness for the group who interacted with
Paro.
2.3.3 Psychophysiological improvement
There are several studies that have been conducted that have shown positive outcomes of Paro
on human psychophysiology (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Saito et al. 2003, Wada & Shibata 2007b,
Kawaguchi et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 2013c, McGlynn et al. 2016, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017,
Petersen et al. 2017, Crossman et al. 2018). In human-robot interaction, “psychophysiology”
terms use in studies that investigating human emotions, behaviours and performance.
The effects of physical interaction with Paro have been measured using physiological mea-
surements such as electrocardiogram (ECG), electrodermal response (EDR) and blood pres-
sure (cardiovascular responses), respiration rate, and urine (stress hormones) and brain activity.
Children:
In a recent study by Crossman et al. (2018), the authors investigated the effects of short-term
interaction with Paro on cortisol reactivity, anxiety (State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)) and
moods (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS)) in healthy children. Participants
ages between 6 and 9 (n = 87) were randomly allocated to one of three conditions: active Paro,
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inactive Paro and rest. They also were asked to perform a stressful task before the experimen-
tal condition session. The task was to tell a story and to complete a mental mathematical task
and to be judged by two individuals in the room. The findings of the study found that there
was an improvement in positive mood after interacting with Paro for 15 minutes. The authors
suggested that the influence of Paro on moods showed that there was a potential that the robot
can be used in situations to help reduce the effects of daily stress or depression in children. Un-
expectedly, at the end of experiment, there was no reduction in cortisol reactivity as responses
to stress in all conditions, when compared to baseline.
Young adult:
Research by Mitsui et al. (2001a) demonstrated the use of electrocardiogram (ECG),
electrodermal response (EDR), and respiration rate to study human body changes while in-
teracting with Paro by patting or stroking it. In order to evaluate the status of mood before
and after interacting with Paro, the data collected using the physiological measurements were
analysed together with Profile of mood state (POMS). In the experiment, they investigated the
differences in physiological changes in four different interactive sessions that involved (1) an
object that had similar fur and dimensions to Paro and (2) a column made of vinyl and playing
with Paro when it was (3) switched on or (4) off. The study identified elements that contributed
to the mood changes. They found that there were increases in heart rate variability (HRV),
respiration and EDR when participants were interacting with the active Paro compared to other
conditions. The heart rate (HR) did not increase in the active condition, but the HR did increase
when participants stroked a column covered with Paro’s fur and an inactive Paro. However, the
result showed no major differences in the different cases tested because the data sample was
very small (n = 6).
Later, in a study by Kawaguchi et al. (2012), the authors aimed to understand the effects of
interacting with active or inactive Paro on the brain. The study used functional near-infrared
spectroscopy (FNRIS) to collect the physiological data and participants were asked to perform
a mental task before interacting with the Paro. The mental task was required to balance the
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brain activity before interacting with Paro. The participants were given the mental task to solve
and then asked to play with Paro ON or OFF for 1 minute. After they played with Paro, the
result showed that there was an activation of brain activity while Paro was turned on or off. But,
interestingly, when participants interacted with active Paro, there was activation in an area of
the brain related to emotion recognition and efforts to communicate. Then, when participants
talked to inactive Paro is may related to speech. The results suggested that the interaction with
active Paro not only create an effort to talk but also induced emotional responses towards active
Paro. However, similar to previous study of Mitsui et al. (2001a), there are some limitations
to the Kawaguchi et al. (2012) study: there was no comparison with a control group and the
number of participants was really small (n = 10).
Elderly people:
Saito et al. (2003) and Wada & Shibata (2007b) used urine testing as a physiological way to
measure the effect of Paro on stress hormones. They studied the hormone in the urine named
17-ketosteroid sulphate (17-KS-S) and 17-hydroxycorticosteroisa (17-OHCS).
In 2003, Saito, Shibata, Wada & Tanie investigated changes in stress hormones as the result
of using Paro among elderly people living in nursing home (n = 23) and the caregivers (n = 30)
by looking at levels of 17-KS-S and 17-OHCS. In the experiment, there were two conditions
of Paro, the proactive and reactive behaviour. The proactive Paro can exhibit most of Paro’s
behaviour such as blinking its eyes, swinging its fins, moving its head, and crying for attention.
However, the reactive Paro has limited behaviour with only ability to cry and moving their
head. Participants took turns to play with Paro in the group. The length of the study was
three weeks and participants got a chance to interact with Paro four days a week. Participants
and caregivers’ urine was taken on the first week of interaction with Paro and at the end of
every week. Caregivers did not participate in playing with Paro during the therapy session but
they were present in the room. Based on urine analysis, it was suggested that levels of stress
decreased after the elderly people interacted with proactive Paro. Caregivers’ level of stress
were also reduced after Paro had been introduced to elderly people because the elderly people
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no longer needed extra attention from the caregivers.
Wada et al. (2005b) used electroencephalography (EEG) to measure cortical neuron activ-
ity (nerve cells).and the data collected was analysed using the Diagnosis Method of Neuronal
Dysfunction. The data was collected before and after interacting with Paro. The setting of
the study was in a Japanese care home with a free group interaction in a 20 minutes session.
Participants were elderly people with mild to severe dementia (n = 14). The results found an
improvement in cortical neuron activity in the elderly people.
Wada et al. (2005b) and Kawaguchi et al. (2012) studied the effects of Paro on brain activ-
ity using electroencephalography (EEG) and functional near-infrared spectroscopy (FNRIS)
respectively. Both of these measurements measure changes in mental states. However, the
EEG measures the electricity triggered by neuronal activity. FNRIS measure the changes in
blood volume and oxygenation as the result of homo dynamic responses to activity in the brain
(Hirshfield et al. 2009).
In 2007, Wada & Shibata used interviews, urine analysis, video, and case study to analyse
the improvement of social interaction in people who lived in a Nursing Home (n = 12). The
urine was taken before and after interaction with Paro over three weeks: (i) a week before
interaction with Paro (ii) 2 weeks after and (iii) week 3. Before the introduction of Paro,
some elderly people spent more time together talking and playing cards. However, some other
elderly people spent less time socializing with each other and just walked past in the corridor.
After the introduction of Paro, the time spent socialising was increased. The stress hormones
in the urine also showed a positive improvement with an increasing number of 17-KS-S and
17-OHCS ratio value.
A study by Robinson et al. (2013c) measured blood pressure and heart rate to find out
the physiological effect of Paro using cardiovascular measures. The study was conducted at a
retirement house in New Zealand. The experiments were conducted for 12 weeks. The aim of
the study was to see the changes in heart rate and blood pressure as the result of interaction
between Paro and elderly people (n = 17). In the experiment, the blood pressure of participants
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was taken before and after the interaction with Paro. Before collecting their physiological
data, the participants were left alone resting in the room for 5 minutes. There were significant
decreases in blood pressure (p = 0.048) and heart rate (p = 0.04) in participants who engaged
in physical interaction such as stroking and patting the Paro.
In 2016, McGlynn, Geiskkovitch, Mitzner & Rogers investigated the impact on stress when
either an active or inactive Paro was present or not present during stressful situation. In order
to induce stress, a Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test (RPM) was used, and to assess levels of
stress State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) was used. Participants were assigned to one of two
conditions, then they were asked to answer a set of matrices intelligence quotient questions
(RPM) in 5 minutes with or without the presence of active or inactive Paro. Participant were
also asked to rest for 3 minutes with the presence of active or inactive Paro. The authors found
an increased in stress during the stressful task when Paro not present. But, the authors also
found a similar trend of stress reduction after the stressful task in both the active and inactive
Paro conditions.
A recent study by Carretero & Sa´ez (2017) found a significant reduction in pulse pressure
but not in heart rate in people with Alzheimer’s disease or Dementia (n = 11) after interacting
with Paro for 20 minutes each session for four consecutive weeks.
Another recent study of Paro by Petersen et al. (2017) found a reduction in stress and
anxiety according to physiological measures (i.e. pulse rate, galvanic skin responses) after
interacting with Paro for a few weeks. The effectiveness of Paro intervention was compared
to a control condition. The participants were divided into two groups: the first group had a
20 minutes session with Paro 3 times a week, the second group also had a 20 minutes session
that include physical activity, listening to music and doing mental activity. The study had 61
elderly people with dementia and the experiment was conducted at a dementia unit in United
States. These results suggested an improvement in oxygenation and cardiovascular status in a
3-month intervention program.
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As mentioned in the previous section 2.3.1, a study by Liang et al. (2017) not only ob-
served the interaction between elderly people and caregivers with Paro as mediator, but, also
measured the changes in blood pressure, salivary and hair cortisol. The study compared be-
tween two conditions: (i) Paro and (ii) standard care in care home. At the dementia care centre,
the blood pressure and salivary cortisol were collected from the elderly people before and af-
ter each session. Then in home settings, blood pressures were collected at beginning of the
study, and after 6 weeks and 12 weeks of interventions. The hair cortisol, however was col-
lected at baseline and after 6 weeks’ period. Unexpectedly, the results found no difference in
physiological responses between both of the conditions.
A summary of previous studies of Paro on psychophysiological improvement can be seen
in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Previous studies of Paro that looking at physiological measurements
Physiological
measurements
Country Participant Method Result Author
EEG, Respira-
tion rate, EDR
Japan 6 participants,
25-30 years,
healthy
POMS Positive mood
changes
Mitsui et al.
(2001a)
Urine (17-KS-S
and 17-OHCS)
Japan 60 participants,
healthy and
light, heavy
dementia
Interview scaled of
Holmes and Rahe,
questionnaire,
Wilcoxon rank,
SPSS, Burnout
score
Improvement
in level of
17-KS-S and
17-OHCS
Saito et al.
(2003)
EEG Japan 14 participants,
elderly, mild
and severe
dementia
DIMENSION Improve mood Wada et al.
(2005a)
Urine (17-KS-S
and 17-OHCS)
Japan 12 participants,
67-89 years,
Healthy
Case study Improvement
in level of
17-KS-S and
17-OHCS
Wada & Shi-
bata (2007b)
Continued on next page
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page
Physiological
measurements
Country Participant Method Result Author
fNRIS Japan 10 participants,
21-33 years,
Healthy
Word associa-
tion, 35 channels
of brain, Paired
sample t-test
Brain activation
in speech and
brain area
Kawaguchi
et al. (2012)
Blood pressure,
heart rate (Car-
dioScope II)
New
Zealand
21 participants,
71-95 years
Long-term interac-
tion
Blood pressure
decreased
Robinson et al.
(2013c)
Pulse and heart
rate
− 11 elderly with
Alzheimer’s
disease and
dementia
Long-term interac-
tion
Reduction in
pulse pressure
Carretero &
Sa´ez (2017)
Pulse United
States
61 elderly
people with
dementia
Long-term interac-
tion in a group
A reduction in
stress and anx-
iety according
to pulse rate
Petersen et al.
(2017)
Saliva and
blood pressure
New
Zealand
30 dyads, pair
of elderly
people with
dementia and
their caregiver
Video observation
and long-term in-
teraction
Improve social
behaviour of
elderly peo-
ple with the
caregiver. But,
there was no
change in
physiologi-
cal responses
between both
conditions
Liang et al.
(2017)
Salivary corti-
sol
United
State
87 children
ages between 6
to 9 years old
PANAS and STAI Improve posi-
tive moods. No
improvement in
cortisol.
Crossman et al.
(2018)
2.4 Stress and stressors
This section reviews about stress and stressor that can be used in short-term stress reducing
intervention in laboratory settings.
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What is stress?
Stress is defined as a mental state that affects several physiological and psychological functions
of humans such as increases in resting heart rate and blood pressure which are related to emo-
tional changes (Taelman et al. 2009, von Dawans et al. 2012). Everybody can suffer from stress
regardless of age and gender. Stress can happen any time and everywhere. The symptoms of
stress can be frequent headaches and various health issues such as gastric problems, anxiety,
irregular blood pressure, and heart rate. Surprisingly, people might not be aware that they have
these symptoms (Spielberger & Sarason 2013).
Types of stress
There are three types of stress: (1) Acute, (2) episodic and (3) chronic stress. Firstly, acute
stress is an immediate reaction to certain tasks such as public speaking and taking examina-
tions. The average time for coping with stressful events depends on individual variabilities
(e.g. age, gender, lifestyle). After acute stress, the body will relax and return to resting levels.
Another type of stress is episodic stress. Episodic stress is a series of acute stress episodes. For
example, when one stressful event occurs and is followed by other stressful events (Roberts
2011). People who suffer from episodic stress will become fatigued due to negative emotions
triggered by stressful events and if the stress is left untreated over a long period, that person
may develop chronic stress. Chronic stress is a prolonged form of episodic stress that was not
properly managed (Sahoo & Sethi 2015). Chronic stress can lead to serious health issues such
as a weak immune system, low metabolism and cardiovascular diseases (Choi et al. 2014, Mah
et al. 2016). Prolonged stress also increases the possibility of harming the self and others (e.g.
suicide and domestic violence such as abuse and homicide) (Saito et al. 2003).
The relationship between levels of stress and stressors can be different based on people’s
age, gender, environment, and lifestyle (Fukuda et al. 2001, Cacioppo et al. 2007, Janipha et al.
2012). For example, a working adult may be stressed out by workload, family responsibilities
and financial concerns (Leger 1996). However, for students, an academic workload (i.e. learn-
ing, homework, examination, class assessment) are the main causes. Another factor for student
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stress can be loneliness (e.g. homesickness) (Sawir et al. 2008). Lifestyles of heavy drinking,
smoking, and poor daily nutrition intake can also increase levels of stress (Fukuda et al. 2001).
Other external stressors are related to the environment such as air and sound pollution produced
by transportation and factories (Cacioppo et al. 2007).
Since stress can affect people at any age, based on stress surveys in younger and older gen-
eration, it has been reported that the younger generation has higher levels of stress compared
to older generations (Andrews & Wilding 2004, Shields 2004, Kennedy 2015, Coccia & Dar-
ling 2016). The young generation age group is between 18 to 40 years old. In the young age
group of younger populations, it has been shown that students were experiencing higher levels
of stress, depression and anxiety (Petry 2002, Dyrbye et al. 2006).
Stress among students
Previous studies have reported some risk factors related to stress among students. A study
found that among students, females are more likely to have higher levels of anxiety and depres-
sion (Rose & Rudolph 2006). Another risk factor that contributes to student stress is poor time
management. Due to academic demands, students do not manage their study and leisure time
properly and wisely. The academic workload can also disturb sleep patterns and affect the stu-
dent levels of stress (Lund et al. 2010). Increasing levels of stress are experienced by students
during academic semesters (Misra & McKean 2000). Other studies reported that students who
are studying medical, dentistry, and engineering show higher levels of stress (Kumaraswamy
2013, Waghachavare et al. 2013).
Family background can also be related to stress among students. Previous studies reported
that students’ anxiety and stress behaviour were associated with their family financial situation
(Misra & McKean 2000, Andrews & Wilding 2004, Eisenberg et al. 2007).
Apart from that, one of the causes of students’ stress is noise. Students who stay in shared
accommodation tend to show higher depression, anxiety and stress because of noise, house
condition, problems with cleanliness of other occupants and bad relationships with house mates
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(Heath & Kenyon 2001, Andrews & Wilding 2004). Other risk factors that increases levels of
stress are bad eating behaviour (i.e. eating junk food), poor life-style (i.e. lack of exercise)
and abnormal sleep behaviour (Hudd et al. 2000, Lumley & Provenzano 2003, Brougham et al.
2009).
Stress induction
In order to measure the stress responses, especially in laboratory settings, task induced stress
is used to induce acute or short-term stress. There are some different techniques that can be
used for stress induction in laboratory settings, in order to induce immediate changes in human
physiology and psychology (Dickerson & Kemeny 2004). For example, stressful tasks that use
mental workloads such as interview, examination, public speaking and playing video games,
Montreal Imaging Task (MIT) (which includes mathematical task), and watching a stressful
video, listening to a noise, and physical stressor (such as cold pressure and electric shock)
(Dedovic et al. 2005, Beetz et al. 2012, Lass-Hennemann et al. 2014, Luijcks et al. 2014,
Nguyen & Zeng 2014).
There are three types of stress induction: (i) cognitive tasks, (ii) cognitive and verbal public
speaking (e.g. Trier Social Stress Test (TSST), and (iii) noise exposure (Dickerson & Kemeny
2004). Dickerson & Kemeny (2004) mentioned that verbal public speaking could be an effec-
tive stress induction to create acute stress in the laboratory and create a higher level of cortisol
activation. Cortisol is a hormone that is related to stress responses. However, another study
showed that there is activation of heart rate and skin conductance while performing laboratory
stress tasks with noise and electric shock (Luijcks et al. 2014). The activation of heart rate and
skin conductance are also related to stress responses and mood changes. Stress induction will
influence mood changes from a restful condition to negative moods (Luijcks et al. 2014).
Previous studies on stress reactivity used the TSST protocol for children as a stressor to
examine levels of stress (Beetz et al. 2012). The children were asked to perform stressful tasks
such as doing presentations in front of people and mathematical tasks. The levels of stress were
measured before and after the stressful tasks. The measurements consisted of salivary cortisol,
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questionnaires: Separation Anxiety Test (SAT) and Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), and
behavioural recording video. In their findings, it was found that there was an increase in levels
of cortisol after the stressful tasks (Beetz et al. 2012).
In another study by Lass-Hennemann et al. (2014), they used a traumatic video to induce
stress. The authors measured the subjective evaluation using Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) and State Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI). At the same time, levels of
stress experienced during and after the stressful task were measured using cortisol, heart rate,
and blood pressure. Lass-Hennemann et al. (2014) found an increase in blood pressure, heart
rate and cortisol after watching the traumatic video.
Noise as a stressor
Another interesting tool to induce stress is noise. Noise is known as one of environmental
stressors (Westman & Walters 1981) that can negatively impact mental (Stansfeld & Matheson
2003) and physical health (Basner et al. 2014).
The noise can be a suitable tool to induce stress in laboratory experiment because it can
induce mild stress in a short time (Mahmood et al. 2006). Noise can produce negative effects
in humans such as annoyance, frustration, and excitement, anxiety, anger, distortion, disap-
pointment, dissatisfaction and helplessness (Westman & Walters 1981, Stansfeld & Matheson
2003, Goines & Hagler 2007). The levels of acceptable decibel (dB) sound that can be heard
by human are around 35 to 45 decibel Hsu et al. (2010). However, unwanted or unpleasant
sounds called noise are those higher than 55 decibels (Kumar et al. 2004).
Noise has effects on human hearing, sleep, task performance, communication, and emo-
tional states (Westman & Walters 1981). Noise also induces short-term or acute stress. The
short-term or acute stress induced by noises will temporarily increase blood pressure, heart rate
and affect moods. Increased heart rate is a response that indicates readiness to fight or flight
when being exposed to loud or unfamiliar sound. The sound might trigger different reactions
in people who hear it, it depends on individual judgements about the sound. For example,
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some people will determine unwanted sound such as loud music and road traffic as noises but
some people find the sound is not disturbing (Rylander 2006). Goines & Hagler (2007) also
mentioned that the behaviour of people who are being exposed to noise levels of more than 80
decibels can be aggressive and may reduce their helpfulness to others. The noise also increases
levels of blood pressure and heart rate. These increasing levels are related to the activation of
the neuroendocrine system and the activities of sympathetic system in the human body (Mah-
mood et al. 2006, Wang et al. 2007).
Noise induction has been shown to increase stress levels in people exposed to different
levels of noise and uncontrollable noise (Sim et al. 2015). The combination of low and high
noises may induce stress. Mahmood et al. (2006) used short-term noise exposure with contin-
uous similar frequency and intensity. They reported that there are increasing levels of blood
pressure and heart rate between 2 to 11 minutes after being exposed to noise at 90 decibels. The
levels of heart rate and blood pressure after exposure to the noise remained higher compared to
the resting conditions. It was found that participants take several minutes to return to the rest
conditions. The average time taken by the heart rate to come down to the rest condition level
is 2 minutes.
Another study by Geen & McCown (1984) investigated the effects of controllable and
uncontrollable noise on skin conductance, heart rate, and blood pressure. They mentioned that
an uncontrollable condition would increase stress related symptoms because participants would
feel more uncomfortable with uncontrollable stimulation. For example, during controllable
conditions, the participants can control the noise stimulation during the experiment. Therefore,
they will feel less stressful compare to the uncontrollable condition. However, Kumar et al.
(2004) reported that participants exposed to an increasing level of continuous white noise from
65 to 90 decibels showed an increase in their skin conductance level.
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2.5 Physiology of stress
It is important to understand the nature of stress involving producing and controlling stress
responses. The stress responses include increased heart rate, blood pressure, sweating and
emotional reactions or changes.
The psychophysiology of stress refers to the changes of physiology in our body when it
reacts to the stressor and the reaction to stress is related to our mind. The effect of the stres-
sor on the autonomic nervous system (ANS) is received by the sympathetic nervous system
(SNS) and the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS). The SNS will decide to fight or flight
in response to a stressor. However, the PNS will act as the relaxation response after a physical
or psychological reaction to a stressor (Taelman et al. 2009).
The flight and fight response was described by Selye (1974) in the General adaptation
syndrome (GAS) of stress (Goldstein 2010, Szabo et al. 2012). There are three fundamentals
of GAS which concern the activation of the sympathetic nervous system to react to the stress.
In the second stage, the body will resist the stressor, however, the time to cope with the stress
depends on the individual. The examples of reactions to the stressor are physiological arousal
or mood changes. Third and finally, if the body is exhausted, and no longer able to cope with
the stressor, it will lead to various health issues such as heart attack, diabetes, and impaired
immune system (Vanitha & Suresh 2014).
Based on GAS of stress, the flight and fight response by SNS can be the negative emo-
tions and physical reactions such as facial expressions, changes in pupil size, increase in heart
rate and blood pressure, sweat glands activation and increased respiration rate (Dang & Tapus
2013, Lass-Hennemann et al. 2014). When stress triggers, neurochemicals such as epinephrine
(adrenaline), norepinephrine (noradrenaline), acetylcholine, and cortisol are released by the
adrenal glands as a response to the stressor. These increase the activity in the respiration and
cardiovascular systems. The activation of SNS will also increase the activation of sweat glands.
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The sweat glands are related to the other parts of the brain such as the amygdala (which func-
tions to decode emotions and act as stimuli to any harmful event to our body), the hippocampus
(related to memory and emotions), and the prefrontal cortex (controlling anxiety). The affective
processes such as memory, attention and emotional responses occur in the limbic system. Ad-
ditionally, both SNS and PNS cannot act simultaneously, therefore human cannot feel relaxed
and stressed at the same time (Seaward 2012).
Then in order to know more about how to assess the human responses to stress or to Paro,
the following sections review various methods that have been used to evaluate the human re-
sponses or emotions.
2.6 Assessing human emotions
Based on the previous section 2.3 on page 16, the Paro robot has been found to have positive
effects on emotions and physiological responses during social interaction. Various methods
have been used to evaluate human emotions, such as self-reports, interviewing, physiological
responses, task performance metrics and video behavioural observation (Bethel & Murphy
2010). However, the most common methods used to assess human emotion are self-reports
and physiological responses. In this thesis, one goal is to assess whether interaction with Paro
can reduce stress responses using self-reported, video observation and physiological responses.
Therefore, the following sections review the fundamental aspects of human emotions and how
to assess the emotions.
2.6.1 Emotions and facial emotional expression
Human emotions can be defined as emotional states or reactions that can be bodily based re-
sponses (Berne 1972). Based on the Oxford Dictionary, emotion defines as “a strong feeling”
resulting from a certain event and moods (Oxford English Dictionary 2017). There are several
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aspects of humans that are influenced by emotions including as cognition or memory, physiol-
ogy, expression and feeling (Oatley & Jenkins 1992, Kolling et al. 2016).
Emotions are associated with short term durations, but, moods can last for hours and days
(Lottridge et al. 2011). There are six basic types of emotions: anger, happiness, sadness, fear,
disgust and surprise. However, there are some arguments about the numbers of basic emotions,
the numbers could be four, five, six or eight (Ekman 1992, Lottridge et al. 2011). Then Jack
et al. (2016) suggested that there are only four basic emotions, due to overlaps on perception
between surprise and fear emotions, and between disgust and anger emotions. Other emotions
that can be categorised as non-basic emotions are boredom, relaxation or neutral, excitement,
and confusion (D’Mello & Calvo 2013).
Based on theories of emotion, there are two categories of emotion i.e. basic and dimen-
sional. The basic theory has been explained above. However, the dimensional theory is a
combination of emotions in two dimensions. The dimensions can be categorised in arousal and
valence (Russell 1980). Arousal can be defined as the activation of emotions that are stimu-
lated by the automatic nervous system. This activation of emotions is related to physiological
changes in skin conductance, heart rate and other physiological responses. The physiological
changes caused by a specific event (e.g. stress) will influence emotional states. The arousal can
range from low (i.e. calming or soothing) to high (i.e. excitement or agitated). The arousal can
be measured using self-reported and physiological measurements. Valence, however, provides
a clue to positive or negative emotional states (Lang 1995). These two fundamental dimensions,
arousal and valence were introduced in a circumplex model of emotion by Russell (1980).
Emotions can be identified using facial expressions, psychological and physiological mea-
surements. The psychological and physiological measurements will be discussed in next sec-
tion 2.6.2 and 2.6.3. Early research on facial expression and recognising emotions was con-
ducted by Darwin in 1872. Darwin (1872) mentioned that the facial expressions of emotion are
recognised similarly around the world. However, there are some arguments that the perception
of emotions can be different in different cultures (Jack et al. 2012).
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Facial expressions are defined as muscle movement beneath the skin on the face (Ekman
1993). Examples of muscle movement are frowning, smiling, eyes’ widening and nose wrin-
kling (Ekman et al. 2002). The basic emotions such as anger and happiness are easier to distin-
guish and identify visually (Silva & Miyasato 1997). For example, happiness can be identified
by looking at smiling with the corner of the lip pulled up and backwards, the cheek lifted and
visible wrinkles around the eyes (Ekman et al. 2002). Happiness can be related to pleasure and
excitement experiences (Ekman 2003). It can be defined as the feeling of achieving something
(Dursun et al. 2010). It includes smiling and laughing. Disgust can be defined as feeling of
revulsion or disapproval of anything that is extremely unpleasant (Ekman 2003). Feelings of
disgust can be caused by touching, looking, smelling or tasting unpleasant things or by just
listening to an idea (Ekman 2003).
Then, example of a non-basic emotion is boredom. Boredom is defined as dissatisfaction
due to lack of interest and activity and can also be related to low arousal based on the dimen-
sional theory (Kroes 2005). Boredom is categorised as negative experience (Fahlman et al.
2013). However, there are mixed arguments about the physiological changes that occur dur-
ing the experience of boredom. It has been claimed that, boredom can increase heart rate and
skin conductance (London et al. 1972). But another study suggests that boredom is associated
with both high and low arousals (Eastwood et al. 2012). Bench & Lench (2013) proposed that
boredom is the state of an emotion that changes from a higher intensity of emotion to one ap-
proaching a neutral state. This can lead to mind wandering which is related to disengagement
with current task (Smallwood et al. 2007). The expression of boredom can be identified by
closed lips, open eyes with slightly closed eyes’ lids, blank gaze, and sometimes a person who
experiences boredom will roll their eyes (Bench & Lench 2013). Boredom is often confused
with sadness (Silvia & Warburton 2006).
Another example of a non-basic emotion is confusion. Based on the Cambridge dictionary,
being confused is defined as “(of a person) unable to think clearly or to understand something.”
It could be because of “a lack of clear instruction or not enough information so difficult to
understand” (Cambridge 2015). The facial expression when someone is confused is defined
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by wrinkled nose and crease between the eyebrows (FaceTurn 2011). However, the facial
expression can be easily misinterpreted, for example, there are confusions when identifying
emotions between fear and surprise, between disgust and anger, between sadness and disgust,
between sadness and neutral expressions (Palermo & Coltheart 2004, Calvo & Nummenmaa
2008).
Overall, the facial expression does not only help to tell the current emotional state of indi-
vidual, but the face is also has been significantly important in social interaction as form of a
non-verbal communication (Ambady & Rosenthal 1992, Ekman 1992, O¨hman 2002). Facial
expressions allow a first person to express their internal feelings to a second person in social
interaction (Calvo & Nummenmaa 2016).
2.6.2 Self-reported responses
Self-reported responses can be used to access the participant’s personal feelings or opinions or
emotional states (Shibata et al. 2003). The methods include questionnaires, surveys, and psy-
chometric scales. However, a limitation of this methods is that participants might ignore their
own feelings or thoughts when answering the questionnaire and try to answer the questions
based on the researcher’s view (Bethel & Murphy 2010). Other limitations of questionnaires
are that participants might lose their concentration and participants might affect their mood if
the questions are too long (Travis 2002).
There are many questionnaires that can be used to measure stress responses such as: State
Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) Y-Form, University of Wales Institute of Science and Tech-
nology (UWIST) Mood Adjective Checklist (UMACL), Profile of mood state (POMS), and
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS). STAI Y-Form by Spielberger (1987) is used
to measure levels of anxiety, and the UWIST UMACL by Matthews et al. (1990) used to mea-
sure changes in general arousal, energy, tension and hedonistic. POMS by Terry et al. (2003)
and PANAS can be used to measure current feelings and moods.
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Other self-report ways to measure prolonged acute stress include Stress Response Inven-
tory (SRI) to measure tension, aggression, somatization, anger, and depression, fatigue, and
frustration (Koh et al. 2001). The SRI is suitable for measuring severe stress states (e.g. de-
pression). Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) by Cohen et al. (1983) is used to assess to what extent
individuals perceive their life as stressful.
2.6.3 Physiological measurements
Physiological measurements can be used to measure any physiological changes in the human
body. The physiological measurements have gained popularity among human robot interaction
researchers, in order to measure human experiences when using the technology. Some ex-
amples of physiological measurements include skin conductance, cardiovascular, respiration,
brain activity, muscles, peripheral nervous system, and others (Bassett et al. 1987, Ward &
Marsden 2003, Hjortskov et al. 2004, Ghaddar et al. 2013).
The physiological responses can be affected by factors and events, which contribute to any
changes in physiological responses. The factors and events can sometime be called as physical
and mental stimuli. One example of physical stimuli is cold pressure task, where participants
were asked to put their hand in the cold water for a minute (von Baeyer et al. 2005). One
example of mental stimuli is a task. Participant can be asked to perform a different task with
different levels of difficulties. Commonly, the task involves decision making, problem solving
and mental imagery.
The changes in physiological responses can be either positive or negative responses or
feedbacks (Ward & Marsden 2003). The physiological measurements provide a graph or re-
port that gives clues to the physiological changes during the performance of activities and can
enable identification of the significance of the events (Dawson et al. 2007). The physiological
measurements also can be used to identify human emotions such as anger, grief, and sadness
(Mandryk & Inkpen 2004).
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Some examples of the use of physiological measurements, as follows: Figner & Murphy
(2011) reported that skin conductance (SC) could reliably measure stress and affective states
such as emotion and experience during certain events. Then Henelius et al. (2009) stated that
heart rate (HR) can provide information on mental workload. Cowley et al. (2016), Shaffer &
Ginsberg (2017) stated that electrocardiogram (ECG) can be used to monitor user concentra-
tion and engagement with a given task, based on changer in heart rate variability (HRV). At the
same time, the ECG is able to monitor the ability of an individual to control their physiological
reactivity as a response to stressful situation (Shearer et al. 2016).
According to Dirican & Go¨ktu¨rk (2011), physiological measurements have great potential
to provide a better understanding of human responses. However, there are a few advantages
and limitations of physiological measurements highlighted by the authors. The advantages of
using physiological measurements that the data do not depend on human opinions. There-
fore, participant cannot easily manipulate their responses. This helps to reduce self-reported
bias (Arkin & Moshkina 2014). The measurements can be used together with self-reported
responses and recorded video to support the reliability and validity of the data or to give ad-
ditional information about the human reaction. Captured video is also very helpful as a time
reference for giving the clues about the movement or intention of the participants during the
experiment (Bethel & Murphy 2010, Tiberio et al. 2013).
Physiological measurements have sensitive sensors to sense any physiological changes that
occur in human body during real time monitoring (Dehais et al. 2011). The sensor will capture
different levels of cognitive and affective changes in both short time and long time (Dehais
et al. 2011).
Despite the advantages, according to Dirican & Go¨ktu¨rk (2011), the physiological measure-
ments can have some limitations in terms of cost and data collection. The cost of equipment
can be expensive and the researcher needs to undergo training to use the equipment correctly.
It is necessary to wear the equipment correctly to avoid noise in the data set. Another disadvan-
tage of using physiological measurement, wearing the equipment might limit the participants’
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movement because the participants’ body will be attached to the equipment and this could
lead to unnatural behaviour. Therefore, data pre-processing is needed to reduce the data noise.
Physiological measurements also produce a large volume of data, therefore, a researcher can
easily misinterpret the meaning of data.
Other concerns:
In order to study physiological measurements, it is crucial to consider the types and sources of
human variability such as age, gender, ethnicity, diets, lifestyles (e.g. smoking, alcohol con-
sumption, physical activities, medication intake and body weight and height) (Sim et al. 2015,
Picard & Wolf 2015). Physiological measurements are also not able to distinguish between
activation such as anger or joy, both emotions will activate high levels of arousal. However,
the results from physiological measures can be supported by using different measures (i.e.
self-reports) (Arkin & Moshkina 2014).
The following section presents three commonly used physiological measurements in phys-
iological research: (i) skin conductance, (ii) heart rate and (iii) heart rate variability.
2.6.4 Skin conductance
Galvanic skin response (GSR) is defined as any variation in skin conductance. Historically, the
term of GSR was used in 1889, and then in 80s, the commonly used terms are electrodermal
response (EDR) or skin conductance (SC) (Pour et al. 2010, Fish et al. 2018). According to
Cowley et al. (2016), skin conductance can be reliable to measure human experience in human-
computer interaction, as the measurement is easy to install and use. At the same time, the data
collected form the measurement also easy to interpret. Furthermore, Cowley et al. (2016)
suggested that the used of skin conductance is suitable as an introduction to physiological
measurement. The EDA can provide a clue to sympathetic nervous system activity based on
arousal (Dawson et al. 2007, Iffland et al. 2014).
The skin conductance is related to sweat production and used to measure anxiety, fear, joy,
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and stress levels (Dawson et al. 2007, Tiberio et al. 2013, Iffland et al. 2014). Sweat glands
activities produce during fight or flight activity that occurred during stress responses. The
sympathetic nervous system is part of the autonomic nervous system that is responsible for
sweat production and it is related to affective processes. The areas of eccrine sweat glands are
mainly on hands and fingers.
According to Westeyn et al. (2007), skin conductance measures the changes across two
regions of the skin in electrical resistance. The change in conductivity in arousal states of
individuals can be different based on differences in human mental, physical, and emotional
responses. The states of arousal can be related to the activation of the sympathetic branch in the
autonomic nervous system that is related to affective processes (Figner & Murphy 2011). The
eccrine glands in skin will produce ionic sweats, which, lower the skin resistance and increased
the conductivity during sympathetic responses. The measurement for skin conductance is in
micro Siemens (µS).
There are two types of skin conductance responses: (i) tonic and (ii) phasic. The (i) tonic
conductance (slow adaptation) is the baseline level of skin conductance that slowly changes
over time and it can be different for each person because the level of arousal depends on each
person’s psychological state. The (ii) phasic skin conductance (fast adaptation) is associated
with changes in human skin during short-term events and the changes influence by discrete
environmental such as sound, light and smell (Braithwaite et al. 2013).
The physiological measurement can measure basic emotions such as fear, anger and sad-
ness. Skin conductance is correlated with level of arousal and valence that related to positive
and negative emotional responses (Pour et al. 2010). In Figure 2.2 shows the valence and
arousal for the emotional states.
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Figure 2.2: Arousal and valance classes (Adapted from Posner et al. (2005))
Despite the benefits of skin conductance in measuring human responses, the skin conduc-
tance is also very sensitive to a little movement and as a consequence movements can affect
the data. Therefore, when collecting the data from the skin conductance, participants will be
advised to avoid any major movement.
Data recording
In laboratory settings, the skin conductance can be recorded using a BIOPAC system (BIOPAC
2017). BIOPAC system includes hardware and software for collecting and analysis physio-
logical data (Pflanzer 2005). Skin conductance sensors will be attached to the participants’
non-dominant hand. In Figure 2.3 shows the participant wearing the skin conductance sensors
by placing the two electrodes in a plastic bar on the middle finger and index. Participants need
to maintain the pressure on the electrodes because if there is major variation in pressure will
affect the results (Calvo et al. 2009).
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Figure 2.3: The skin conductance sensors were attached to participant’s fingers (from Calvo
et al. (2009))
In accordance with common recommendations by Cacioppo et al. (2007) and Figner &
Murphy (2011), for data acquisition parameters, the low-pass filter is set to 1 Hz (for reducing
noise in the collected data). Then the amplification of the skin conductance can be set to 0.01
to 5.00 µS as a boundary to physiological responses (Venables & Mitchell 1996, Kushki et al.
2011). Any amplitudes below the 0.01 or above the 5.00 µS will be considered as unrelated
events. The term of “unrelated events” is defined as when there was a presence of amplitudes
or peaks in SCR that occurred without any presence of physical or emotional stimuli (Braith-
waite et al. 2013). The relevant to set the range of amplitudes as some people might have
abnormal arousal that related to over reactivity of autonomic nervous system (ANS) (Lajante
et al. 2012), and the sensor of SCR can be sensitive to any artefact movements (Boucsein et al.
2012). Furthermore, the choices of amplitudes can be influenced by the types of experimental
conditions.
The data can be sampled between 100 to 2000 Hz (Braithwaite et al. 2013). However, a
large data sample will require a large computer storage. Figure 2.4 shows the data recorded
using BIOPAC MP36 data acquisition unit.
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Figure 2.4: Example of skin conductance data collected from BIOPAC
Data analysis
In accordance to recommendation by Figner & Murphy (2011), Boucsein et al. (2012) and
Braithwaite et al. (2013), the physiological data collected can be analysed using the BIOPAC
software. One of most common data analysis used is calculating the event-related based on
numbers of successful peak. As mentioned earlier, the event-related was count based on the
amplitudes set, which between 0.01 to 5.00 micro Siemens µS. Figure 2.5 shows an example
of the output of SCR from Excel. Based on the figure, the results showed that there was five
events-related that has been detected.
Figure 2.5: Example of Excel output for skin conductance data collected from BIOPAC
2.6.5 Heart rate and heart rate variability
Heart rate is defined as the number of beats calculated per unit of time. The changes of heart
rate are related to the activity of sympathetic and parasympathetic (See section 2.5 on page 36
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for details on sympathetic and parasympathetic activity). The heart rate tended to increase over
a short time course (e.g. stress and task) (Demello 1999, Sammito et al. 2015).
Heart rate variability (HRV) is defined as variations of beat-to-beat in length of time be-
tween heartbeats (Billman 2011). HRV allows the assessment of physiological changes over
a short or long time course, the durations can range from minimum of 5 minutes to 24 hours
(Malik et al. 1996, Chandra et al. 2003). The physiological changes are mediated by the ac-
tivity occurring in the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems (Pie´ri et al. 2001). A
high HRV normally indicates a good and healthy heart. Healthy people with high HRV have
been shown to a better way of handling stress. HRV can be an indicator of how the human
body responds to stress exposure. It was suggested that the HRV is lower than normal resting
when a person has been exposed to acute stress (i.e. mental or physical activity) (Karim et al.
2011, Dong 2016).
There are several HRV parameters that can be used to measure these activities, and the
most common types of HRV parameters used in past research of HRV are (i) time domain i.e.
standard of all normal RR intervals (SDNN), and (ii) frequency domain i.e. high-frequency
(HF) (Billman 2011, Kim et al. 2018). This method seems to be useful to record short term
responses of heart rate variability under laboratory settings (Task Force of the European So-
ciety of Cardiology and the North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology 1996,
Milicevic´ 2005).
SDNN measures an overall activity in autonomic nervous system (Wood et al. 2002). It rep-
resents a combination of parasympathetic and sympathetic activity (Malik et al. 1996). How-
ever, these activities also can be quantified independently, such as using frequency domain i.e.
HF (Libby et al. 2012). But, the HF could represent as a mix of activation of parasympathetic
and sympathetic activity (Berntson et al. 1997, Goedhart et al. 2008, van Ravenswaaij-Arts
1993). However, in most cases, the HF used as an indicator of parasympathetic activity (Libby
et al. 2012). As reviewed by Castaldo et al. (2015), Rodrigues et al. (2018), exposure to stress
could increase heart rate and reduce HRV. It was further suggested that stress also influenced a
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reduction in HF, and either increased or decreased SDNN (Castaldo et al. 2015).
Data recording:
The heart rate can be recorded using photoplethysmography (PPG) or electrocardiogram
(ECG). When recording using the PPG the sensor measures the blood volume using optical
method by bouncing infra-red light against the surface of the skin to measure the amount of
changes in light that reflected back. The pulses can be detected according to how much blood is
in the skin, higher pulses resulted from more blood. Commonly, the pulse sensor was attached
on the participants’ thumb. Then, when recording using ECG, three pre-gelled disposable elec-
trodes were used to obtain the signal. Two electrodes were placed on left (black cable) and
right clavicle (white cable) and just above the left waist (red cable), see Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors placement (from Cable & Sensor (2010))
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Data analysis:
In accordance to recommendation by Tarvainen et al. (2014), the heart rate scores can be
pre-processed using Kubios 2.0 software. Kubios is a free software that downloaded from
https://www.kubios.com/. The signals were corrected using the default option “medium
artefact correction” in Kubios software. Additionally, to remove disturbing low frequency
baseline trend components, a Lambda value of 500 was set to the “smoothness prior method”
option (Luque-Casado et al. 2013). Then the data were manually inspected and corrected for
any artefact on or removal (Krypotos et al. 2011).
Then the data from heart rate variability can be pre-processed using AcqKnowledge 4.4
software. The data noises from PPG signal (i.e. movement) were removed using high-pass
filters with cut-off frequencies of 0.5 Hz (Lu et al. 2008, Jeyhani et al. 2015).
2.7 Statistical test of data analysis
This section focuses on explaining the selection and use of a statistical test to test the experi-
mental hypotheses.
When investigating quantitative data, data analysis involves the use of statistical measures
such as mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) (Watkins 2016). M is a total of scores of a group
(x) then divided by the total number of scores of the group (N). The formula is
∑x
N
. SD is a
square root of the sample variance. The formula is SD =
√
∑ |x−M|2
N
. The variance is an
average of the square of the differences of the mean. The formula is Variance =
∑ |x−M|2
N
.
2.7.1 Data cleaning
Before choosing statistical tests to test a hypothesis, data cleaning needs to be done. The
purpose of data cleaning is to remove any outliers in the data (unreliable data) that can affect
the results (Greer & Mulhern 2001). An outlier is defined as a number that lies far from the
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overall data distribution. Outlier data should be removed from most or all of the remaining
measurements in the data distribution (Shafer & Zhang 2012).
In order to remove or check any outliers in the data, the distributional properties of data
have to be checked or observed. The distribution of data in the population can also help to
determine statistical analysis that should be used, i.e. either parametric or non-parametric test
(Greer & Mulhern 2001). The two tests will be discussed further in the next section.
As suggested by Razali et al. (2011), two tests are commonly used to check the distribution
of the data: (i) Shapiro-Wilk test and (ii) Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. According to Razali
et al. (2011), both tests are used to test the normality of the distribution of the data. The tests
depend on a normal distribution hypothesis as follows: Null hypothesis (H0): The data is not
normally distributed. Alternative hypothesis (H1): The data is normally distributed. When
testing the hypothesis of data distribution, if the p-value is more than 0.05, the null hypothesis
is rejected. The Shapiro-Wilk test is said to be suitable for the data samples smaller than 50,
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is suitable for data of more than 50 samples (Razali et al.
2011). However, the Shapiro-Wilk test is more stable than the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test when
testing the data distribution, regardless of the size of the data set (Ghasemi & Zahediasl 2012).
Normal data distribution is described as a bell curve and the data is assumed to be dis-
tributed in a similar way. The distribution of the data also can be observed based on histogram
by looking at the shape of data distribution. Another example of data distribution is skewed
data distribution. A skewed distribution is similar to normal data distribution but the data is
either stretched out to the left or the right. It can be described as (i) positive skewness (right)
or (ii) negative skewness (left).
A way to reduce the skewness in data distribution is by observing the distribution of the
data using a box-plot. The box-plot extends from the lower quartile to the upper quartile and
any points beyond these limits can be considered as outliers (Greer & Mulhern 2001). It was
also suggested by Osborne & Overbay (2004) that any data that more than 3 standard deviations
should be removed.
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2.7.2 Statistical tests
Based on the results from the tests of normality and skewness, as mentioned earlier, there
are two types of statistical test that are commonly used to perform the statistical analysis:
(i) parametric and (ii) non-parametric. The parametric test analyses the data based on the
group means, and non-parametric tests analyse the data based on group medians (Gunawardena
2011). The non-parametric test is an alternative test to be used when the data collected did not
meet assumptions of parametric tests. This usually occurs when a study has a small sample
size of participants (less than 20 participants) (Gunawardena 2011).
Examples of parametric tests are the t-test (to compare two groups) and analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) (used to compare more than two groups). The ANOVA has within-design
(repeated measures) and between-design (comparing between groups) and mixed-design (re-
peated measures and comparing between groups) (Shankar & Singh 2014).
Examples of non-parametric tests are a Wilcoxon test (instead of an independent t-test),
a Mann-Whitney test (an alternative to the paired t-test), a Kruskal-Wallis test (to replace a
one-way ANOVA test) and a Friedman test (Mixed-design test).
In physiological research, repeated measures study design is commonly used (Park et al.
2009). In repeated measures study design, the data is collected at certain time-points (e.g. at
pre- and post-measurement time-points). Then when the study involves comparing between
two or more groups or conditions, a mixed-design ANOVA test (parametric test) or a Friedman
test (non-parametric test) can be used. Both tests analyse if there are any changes or differences
in the data across time-points and between groups or conditions.
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2.7.3 Statistical analysis using parametric test
This section presents an example of a statistical test using a parametric test. The parametric
test is a mixed-design ANOVA (repeated measures and comparing between groups).
Example of experimental design:
The experiment aims to assess participants’ heart rate before and after watching a video. There
are three conditions in this study: (i) Condition A, (ii) Condition B, and (iii) Condition C. In
condition A, participants watch a funny video. In condition B, participants watch a sad video.
In condition C, participants watch no video. Participants are randomly assigned to one of the
three conditions. The levels of participants’ heart rate are taken before and after watching the
video.
Hypothesis:
After watching a funny video, participants’ heart rate levels will increase compared to before
watching the video. It is also hypothesised that participants’ heart rate in condition A will be
higher than in other conditions.
Variables:
Variable is defined as a measure used in a study that can be analysed such as the time when
the heart rate was measured and the levels of heart rate at each time the rate was measured
(Shankar & Singh 2014). Based on this example, the repeated measure in this study is heart
rate (before and after video). The levels of heart rate of ’before’ and ’after’ are considered to
be the dependent variable. The dependent variable is defined as the variable that the researcher
is interested to measure in a study (i.e. levels of heart rate). The three conditions in this
study are considered as a between-subject factor. A between-subject factor is defined as the
independent variable. The independent variable is defined as a variable that can affect the
dependent variable. For example, participants’ heart rate may increase after watching a funny
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video compared to before watching the video.
Example of multivariate analysis:
This section presents an example of results of a statistical analysis test using ANOVA. The
analysis can be done using statistical software such as Statistical Package for the Social Sci-
ences (SPSS). If the data is normally distributed, ANOVA is a reliable test to determine the
significance of any difference in mean scores.
Assumption of sphericity:
When conducting an ANOVA test, it is important to examine the assumption of sphericity.
Sphericity is when the variances of differences between all possible pairs of related conditions
(within-subject factor) are equal (Park et al. 2009, Brace et al. 2016). If the assumption of
sphericity is not met, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction should be used to make an adjustment
to the degrees of freedom in the ANOVA. The degrees of freedom (d f ) is a value that is related
to the number of participants in the whole experiment and the number of values in the sample
size that are free to vary (Pandey & Bright 2008, Healey 2014, Brace et al. 2016).
Result:
Example of results for the ANOVA: F(1,200) = 1.234, p = 0.050,r = 0.900. The formulae:
F(df, df of error(time)) is equal to F-value, p-value, effect size. Definition of the terms are as
follows:
• F-statistic (F) is defined as the ratio of the two mean squares of between and within
groups or conditions (Greer & Mulhern 2001), where they are also described as the
variance. The variance is as the result of the manipulation of the between-subject factor.
The variance is the difference between conditions or groups, divided by the variance due
to error (within-subject factor). The formula is F =
Meanbetween
Meanwithin
.
• P-value (p) is a conditional probability. In a statistical test, the p-value needs to be equal
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or less than 0.05 to reach the accepted level of statistical significance (Rothman 1990,
Greer & Mulhern 2001).
• Effect size (r) is defined as the difference between the mean of two different intervention
groups or conditions, divided by the mean of the standard deviation of both groups or
conditions (Coe 2002, Sullivan & Feinn 2012). The formula is r =
x1− x2
meanSD
. According
to Cohen’s term (Coe 2002), there are three categories of effect size: (i) small (r-value
below or equal to 0.2), (ii) medium (r-value below or equal to 0.5), (iii) large (r-value
larger than 0.8).
• Alpha value (α): If the p-value is significant, this shows that there was a meaningful
difference in mean scores between groups or conditions (Greer & Mulhern 2001). In
order to determine the significance level of the p-value, an alpha level (α) needs to be
set to 0.05 or 5%. The α level of 0.05 is the common standard used in research. The
alpha-level is the probability of the chance of rejecting a null hypothesis.
Multiple comparisons:
However, the p-value does not give precise information about the differences across conditions
or time-points, therefore, a further comparison test needs to be done. The further comparison
test was done in order to reduce the risk of false-positive results, where the null hypothesis is
rejected but the result is not true. One of most used tests in scientific research is the Bonferroni
test (Brace et al. 2016). The Bonferroni test performs a multiple comparison test to the p-
value obtained earlier. For example, based on the study design described earlier, there are three
number of comparisons: Condition A compared to Condition B, Condition A compared to
Condition C, and Condition B compared to Condition C. Therefore, the significant p-value will
be divided by 3.
Figure 2.7 shows a summary of a sequence for performing statistical data analysis.
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Figure 2.7: A flowchart for commonly used statistical tests.
2.8 Rationale of this thesis
Overall, the previous sections review the literature on animal therapy, pet-robot therapy, Paro
robot, stress and methods use to assess human responses, and methods to analyse the physio-
logical responses and understanding the ways of performing the data analysis. Based on review
in section 2.3 on page 16, the potential benefits of intervention of Paro have been categorized
into three, as follows:
i. Paro as a companion and mediator in social interaction.
ii. Intervention of Paro to reduce pain, anxiety and decrease loneliness.
iii. Intervention of Paro to improve psychophysiological health.
Thus, this section highlights a rationale of this thesis based on a gap and limitations found
in Paro literature and some things should be considered for further investigation.
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Study sample population
Firstly, previous studies of Paro mostly focused on people that have been diagnosed with long-
term mental health problems such as depression and anxiety in general population, and demen-
tia and autism, e.g. Pipitpukdee et al. (2011), Okita (2013), Robinson et al. (2013c). However,
there are some limitations to the research that can be undertaken with vulnerable elderly people
as mentioned by Robinson et al. (2013b). For instance, participants might have a difficulty in
committing to the experiment due to poor physical and mental health, and difficulty with com-
munication. These limitations might lead to an inability for participants to complete the entire
experiment.
Healthy young adults
Furthermore, since the Paro robot shows a potential for improving human health, the use of the
robots should not be limited to such populations. For example, according to Mowbray et al.
(2006), Eisenberg et al. (2007), Hunt & Eisenberg (2010), Jarolmen & Patel (2018), there are
numbers of students that seek therapy especially during the examination period. As the exami-
nation period can be stressful for students (Trammell 2017). Therefore, the effectiveness of the
therapeutic robots in such populations i.e. healthy young adults should be further investigated.
Furthermore, an advantage of recruiting students, is that the students are easy to recruit.
At the same time, when investigating the effectiveness of Paro on healthy young adults,
there are only a few studies that have looked at this population (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Kawaguchi
et al. 2012, Wood et al. 2015). The limitations of these studies are the use of small numbers of
participants (except the study by Wood et al. (2015), a lack of comparison between conditions,
the use of within-subject experimental design (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012),
and a lack of gender-balance (e.g. the majority of the participants were male) in Mitsui et al.
(2001a). Hence no strong conclusion on the effects of Paro can be made from these studies
(Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012). The study by Wood et al. (2015) used large
number of participants (more than 100 participants). However, the study focused on the effects
of Paro as a mediator in dyadic interaction, and not on the use of Paro in the context of reducing
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effects of acute stress or in understanding how Paro intervention affects physiological changes
over time.
Effects of Paro on different sample population
In addition, in terms of interacting with the Paro robot, Robinson et al. (2013c) mentioned
that the younger population acted differently when interacting with Paro compared to the older
population. Healthy young adults felt more excited when playing with Paro (Mitsui et al.
2001a), compared to elderly people with mild or moderate dementia (Robinson et al. 2013c).
This may suggests an intervention with Paro may have different benefits or different potential
in improving health in both population.
Paro intervention and acute stress
Furthermore, in terms of the effects of Paro on reducing effects of acute stress, only two studies
have investigated this, that is McGlynn et al. (2016) and Crossman et al. (2018). These stud-
ies investigated the effects of short-term sessions with Paro, during stressful cognitive tasks
(McGlynn et al. 2016) and after a stress inducing task (Crossman et al. 2018). However, in the
study by McGlynn et al. (2016), participants were not allowed to touch Paro, in order to explore
on the effects of Paro being present before, during and after a stressful situation. Meanwhile,
Crossman et al. (2018) did not find an improvement in stress reduction after a session with
Paro. However, there was a positive result in terms of improving mood after interacting with
Paro Crossman et al. (2018).
In addition, these studies also used a different sample population, where participants in
McGlynn et al. (2016) study were elderly people aged between 65 and 77, and in Crossman
et al. (2018) study were healthy children aged between 6 to 9 years. This shows an obvious
age gap in terms of sample population when investigating the effectiveness of Paro on reducing
stress responses.
Additionally, different stressors were also used in each study i.e. Raven’s Progressive Ma-
trices Test (RPM) (McGlynn et al. 2016) and Trier Social Stress Test (TSST) (Crossman et al.
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2018), although both stressors are reliable to induce mild stress in a laboratory-setting. How-
ever, the TSST mainly focuses on inducing stress related to social situation and RPM focuses
on inducing stress based on cognitive performance. Furthermore, based on positive results
found in (McGlynn et al. 2016), it is plausible that interacting with Paro may help in reducing
different types of induced stress such as environmental stressor (i.e. noise).
Induced Stress
In the review of noise as stressor in section 2.4 on page 34, it was acknowledge that the ex-
posure to noise can be harmful to mental and physical health. In reviewed by Mu¨nzel et al.
(2014a, 2018b), there are a few studies claimed that there is a relationship between exposure
to noise and cardiovascular diseases. The noise also can potential bring harm to human hear-
ing, sleep, task performance, communication, and emotional states (Westman & Walters 1981).
However, it was claimed by Parsons (2002) that most of people not aware that noise also can
contribute to one of their daily stressors. Therefore, it is important to understand how the Paro
intervention may helps in reducing or minimizing the impact of noise exposures on psycholog-
ical and physiological functions. This study not only helps to expand the Paro literature (as no
previous study of Paro that looking at the effects of Paro intervention on noise exposure), but
it will also expand the noise literature and suggest a potential stress reducing intervention for
environmental stress.
Effects of Paro on physiological stress responses
Therefore, based on the studies reviewed earlier, no previous study of Paro in a laboratory
setting has examined the reducing effects of Paro on induced stress and on physiological re-
sponses, in a sample population of healthy young adults. Only one study, Crossman et al.
(2018) has looked at the effects of Paro on reducing the effects of induced stress, in the context
of physiological responses and laboratory settings. However, Crossman et al. (2018) only mea-
sured the reactivity in hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA) on stress responses using salivary
cortisol, and using a population sample of children.
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Despite that, based on the literature, there are a few studies that have found an improvement
in physiological responses after interacting with Paro (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Wada & Shibata
2007b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012, Robinson et al. 2013c, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017, Petersen et al.
2017, Crossman et al. 2018). But, some of these studies used small sizes of participants (n =
6 to 60). According to Bethel & Murphy (2010), the largest sample of participants for human
study should be more than 60. The largest sample size can help to give an adequate power of
effects to detect differences when doing a group comparisons.
Extraneous variables
Furthermore, most of the previous studies of Paro were done in natural settings such as nursing
homes, and the interactions with Paro were in groups of people or with the researcher or the
caregiver present (Robinson et al. 2013b). The presence of other people and other objects
during the session can be identified as extraneous variables and may have had an effect on
the social activity. For example, in studies by Kidd et al. (2006), Wada & Shibata (2007a),
participants were given a chance to play with Paro freely in a public area or open space in
nursing homes. There might be other objects in the area that also influenced any effects that
occurred during the interaction with Paro. Therefore, a sole effect of Paro and the effect of
interaction with it could not be fully understood.
Another extraneous influence is the humidity of in the public settings. As mentioned by
Boucsein (1992), the temperature of the room could influence the physiological responses.
Therefore, when studying in natural settings, it can be difficult to measure or control the tem-
perature compared to doing an experiment in a lab. A previous study by Palestrini et al. (2017)
mentioned that participants’ heart rates increased due to high temperature in the ward, hence
reducing the effects of intervention therapy on physiological stress responses. These extra-
neous variables need to be carefully controlled by investigating the stress reducing effects of
Paro on induced stress in more controlled environment such as laboratory settings, where the
temperature is unlikely to vary.
In conclusion, based on the summary of literature, the uses of therapeutic robots have been
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shown to have potential for improving people’s health, in both mental and physical health.
However, there are some limitations to the research and some unresolved methodological is-
sues. Furthermore, if therapeutic robots are shown to reduce stress in vulnerable population,
then their use with healthy young adults who do not have dementia but who suffer from stress
should be investigated. The thesis aims to add evidence to the existing literature, as no study
of the stress reducing effects of Paro on induced stress in laboratory settings, in healthy young
adults, and in physiological responses, has been reported before.
Chapter 3
Study 1: Comparing effects of interacting with an active
and inactive Paro
3.1 Overview of Study 1
As reviewed in Chapter 2, pet robot therapy or therapeutic robots have shown a lot of potential
for improving mental health in diverse groups such as the elderly and children (Okita 2013,
Wada & Shibata 2007b). Emerging technologies such as the Paro have been used commer-
cially in care homes. Hundreds of Paro have been sold internationally for therapeutic purposes
(Levsen 2015). Although there can be remarkable positive psychophysiological improvement
as the results of interacting with Paro robot, most of studies using young healthy adults (ages
between 18 to 35 years (Petry 2002, Dyrbye et al. 2006)) were primarily exploratory (Mit-
sui et al. 2001a,b, Kawaguchi et al. 2012). These studies also used a very small sample size
(less than 10 participants) and lacked controlled condition comparisons (within-subject study
design).
According to World Health Organization (2014), the adult population is often subject to
mental health problems such as stress, anxiety, depression that can increase the risk of cardio-
vascular diseases. As reviewed in section 2.4, exposure to acute stress in daily life can induce
negative moods and expose people to the risk of cardiovascular diseases. Improvements in
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psychophysiology are important for reducing stress, and short-term improvements could lead
to better long-term mental and physical health. Therefore, these reasons motivate Study 1 to
investigate further about the potential of pet robot therapy such as Paro in reducing stress on
healthy adults or non-clinical population.
3.2 Main aims
The aim of Study 1 was to investigate the effects of short-term interactions with Paro under
laboratory settings in healthy adults.
A further aim was to understand whether interacting with a Paro could help to reduce the
level of stress response to previously encountered noise.
Additionally, another aim was to examine which characteristics of the Paro and humans
might be responsible for any effects during interventions, or for reducing the temporarily in-
duced stress. The primary experimental manipulations were the physical embodiment and be-
haviour of Paro (e.g. appearance, soft fur, animated movement, voice), and human behaviours
towards the Paro (i.e. talking, stroking, and petting).
The effects were measured using observed facial expressions, self-reported stress, positive
and negative affect, and physiological response i.e. skin conductance.
In order to investigate the effects of the Paro to reduce stress in laboratory settings, a lab-
oratory stress-inducing event was used to assess the psychophysiological responses. In Study
1, a sound consisting of a combination of noises was used to induce mild stress. Study 1 was
designed in controlled settings to focus on the immediate effects of interacting or presence of
Paro on reducing acute stress such as noise.
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3.3 Terms
The terms listed below are defined for the scope of Study 1:
• Time-point refers to the time when the physiological measure was taken. There are four
time-points in this study where time-point 1 labelled as t1, time-point 2 labelled as t2,
time-point 3 labelled as t3 and time-point 4 labelled as t4.
• After time-point refers to the time when the participants need to fill in the questionnaires.
Participants fill in the questionnaires after each physiological measures time-point. There
are four after time-points in this study where after time-point 1 labelled as at1, after time-
point 2 labelled as at2, after time-point 3 labelled as at3 and after time-point 4 labelled
as at4.
• Session 1: noise refers to a stress session at time-point 2, where the participants were
asked to listen a noise.
• Session 2: Paro refers to intervention session with a robot at time-point 3. There are four
conditions in this study where Condition 1 labelled as C1, Condition 2 labelled as C2,
Condition 3 labelled as C3, and Condition 4 labelled as C4.
• Changes in scores refers to new variables created for changes in scores between time-
points. The variables for self-reported responses labelled as at2mat1 (changes in scores
between session 1: noise and pre-measurement), at3mat1 (changes in scores between
session 2: Paro and pre-measurement), and at3mat2 (changes in scores between session
2: Paro and session 1: noise). The variables for physiological responses labelled as t2mt1
(changes in scores between session 1: noise and pre-measurement), t3mt2 (changes in
scores between session 2: Paro and session 1: noise), 4mt3 (changes in scores between
post-measurement and session 2: Paro), and t4mt1 (changes in scores between post-
measurement and pre-measurement).
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3.4 Summary of Study 1
This section provides a summary of methods used in Study 1. In the next section 3.5 provides
more details about important consideration of this study.
Methods:
Study 1 used a repeated measures and between-subject design. Study 1 had four time-points
(t1 - 4) and four conditions (C1 - 4). The physiological measure (i.e. skin conductance) was
collected at four time-points: A pre-measurement (t1) was followed by Session 1: a 3 minutes
stress-inducing noise (t2), Session 2: a 3 minutes intervention session with the Paro robot (t3)
and a final measurement (t4).
Then self-reported stress, and positive and negative affect were collected after pre-
measurement (at1), after session 1: noise (at2) and after session 2: Paro (at3).
Then in order to observe facial expressions towards the robot, participants’ session with the
robot (during session 2 at t3) were recorded on video.
Conditions: Participants were randomly assigned to one of four conditions (C1 - 4): Condi-
tion 1 (C1): a full interaction (i.e. talking and stroking) with an active Paro, Condition 2 (C2):
talking to an active Paro, Condition 3 (C3): stroking an inactive Paro, and Condition 4 (C4):
no interaction with an inactive Paro).
A detailed experimental procedure for Study 1 is provided in section 3.9 on page 75.
3.5 Important considerations and rationale of Study 1
The following are the important considerations that Study 1 aimed to explore.
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3.5.1 Short-term interaction
A 3 minutes intervention session duration was selected because past research of animal or Paro
therapy has found that a few minutes session with a pet i.e. 2 to 5 minutes can result in an
improvement in moods (Shiloh et al. 2003) and physiological responses (Mitsui et al. 2001b),
and stimulate brain activity (Kawaguchi et al. 2012), and result in positive observed facial
expression (Takayanagi et al. 2014).
In Study 1, the physiological response was measured using skin conductance response
(SCR), as an indicator to autonomous nervous system activity (Figner & Murphy 2011).
Therefore, a hypothesis 1 (H1) hypothesised that during a short-term with full interaction
with an active Paro (C1) compared to other three conditions: talking to active Paro (C2),
stroking an inactive Paro (C3) and no interaction (C4) would result in greater effects on H1(a)
improving moods and H1(c) positive facial expression.
3.5.2 Key factors
There are a number of key factors that could lead to improvement in moods and physiologi-
cal responses during short-term interaction with pet robot therapy. The factors are (i) features
of Paro such as its appearance, physical embodiment, and interactiveness, and (ii) human be-
haviour towards the robot (i.e. talking, stroking, smiling and eye gaze).
(i) Robot features:
The Paro has several features such as a cute face, soft fur, body movement, cute voice and
physical embodiment. These features could influence moods and encourage engagement during
interacting with the robot, that lead to the positive improvement mentioned in past research of
Paro (Barker et al. 2003, Sherman et al. 2009, Kolling et al. 2016) (See section 2.3, page 16).
The positive moods are suggested to be related to a reduction of the induced stress (Crossman
et al. 2018). It has also been suggested that the momentary enhancement in positive moods
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could benefit mental and physical health (Gallego-Perez et al. 2014). However, each feature
of Paro could have a different influence on moods and physiological responses (Mitsui et al.
2001b, Takayanagi et al. 2014, Crossman et al. 2018). Therefore, to investigate the different
effects of Paro’s features, an inactive Paro (in C3 and C4) was used to compare with the effects
of interacting with an active Paro (C1 and C2).
(ii) Human behaviour:
Another aspect that could influence the moods and physiological stress responses is human
behaviour towards the robot such as stroking, talking and eye gaze. These behaviours were
suggested to be linked to user engagement with pet robot in social support and helping to buffer
or reduce the stress response (Horsten et al. 1999, Ditzen et al. 2007). Ditzen et al. (2007)
mentioned that stroking or physical contact will reduce blood pressure and the effects that are
mediated by autonomic nervous system (ANS) and hypothalamic pituitary adrenal (HPA). In
addition, in terms of therapy, talking to someone can also help in reducing the physiological
responses to stress (Horsten et al. 1999). However, in a review by Beck & Meyers (1996) on
animal-therapy, the authors mentioned that a lower level of stress was found in people who
talked with pet compared to human. Based on these benefits, Study 1 compared the effects of
different human behaviour towards Paro on moods and physiological responses.
Two conditions were included in order to examine effects of talking to an active Paro (C2)
and stroking an inactive Paro (C3) might have on moods and stress responses compared to full
interaction with active Paro (C1).
There is also a possibility that the participants would feel better at the end of experiment
without any interaction with Paro. Therefore, condition 4 will be used as baseline or control
condition. Participants will be asked to sit back and relax. Paro will simply be present on
the table. Participants are not allowed to touch or talk with the Paro, and the Paro will be
switched off. If a similar improvement in stress or mood is found in C4 compared to the
other conditions, this could suggest that the presence of Paro in the room could influence the
improvement. This is because the ’cuteness’ of Paro can be represented as a calming visual
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object (Sherman et al. 2009, Kolling et al. 2016). It was suggested that by just watching a calm
visual object such as a plant (Dijkstra et al. 2008), fish or aquatic plants in aquarium (Barker
et al. 2003, Buttelmann & Ro¨mpke 2014) or watching a video of cute pet (Myrick 2015, Kogan
et al. 2018) may have positive effects and reduce stress. Another possibility is just resting
might reduce the participants’ stress response.
3.5.3 Skin conductance responses
Study 1 measured the changes in physiological response using skin conductance response
(SCR). It was hypothesised that during a full interaction with an active Paro (C1) at session 2
versus the other conditions: talking to active Paro (C2), stroking an inactive Paro (C3) and no
interaction (C4) would result in: Hypothesis 1, H1(b) higher skin conductance responses (at
t3).
The prediction was based on findings from a previous study of Paro by Mitsui et al. (2001a).
As discussed in literature review chapter on page 25, Mitsui et al. (2001a) found a significant
increase in skin conductance responses when stroking a column covered with Paro’s soft fur and
vinyl, and when interacting with an active and an inactive Paro. The SCR were significantly
higher in active Paro compared to inactive Paro condition, and the higher SCR in active Paro
condition was associated with positive moods, as reported by participants (Mitsui et al. 2001a).
Then in conjunction to first study by Mitsui et al. (2001a), Mitsui et al. (2001b) did a
comparison between hand movement, stress task, stroking an active and an inactive Paro. They
found a significant increase in SCR from baseline to stress task session (mental math), there
was also an increase trend in SCR when stroking active and inactive Paro. Whilst the study by
Mitsui et al. (2001b) tried to distinguish between positive and negative arousal in SCR based on
attitudes towards Paro, no self-reported response were measured in the study. The author also
did not report a statistical group comparison between the negative and positive arousal. The
study by Mitsui et al. (2001b) also had some limitations such as small number of participants,
and used within-subjects study design. Although some of the results showed statistical changes
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in scores, a larger magnitude of effect was not detected between conditions. The results may
also have been influenced by personal bias or fatigue during the experiment (Charness et al.
2012).
Furthermore, no previous studies of Paro have looked at differences in physiological
arousal to Paro, to an environmental stressor (i.e. noise) or whether interacting with Paro
reduces the effect of noise induced stress.
Therefore, Study 1 tested that, based on changes in scores between baseline and final-
measurement. Hypothesis 2 (H2): A full interaction with Paro compared to other three condi-
tions following exposure to a stress-inducing session would result in H2(a) an improvement in
mood and H2(b) a reduction in skin conductance responses.
This prediction was based on findings in animal therapy that investigate stress-reducing
effects of interacting with animal on skin conductance responses (Allen et al. 1991, O’haire
et al. 2015). The skin conductance response (SCR) tended to reduce or to return to baseline
following stress exposure, as a result of recovery (Ulrich et al. 1991).
Research examining the physiological effects i.e. SCR of environmental stress have shown
that noise has the ability to increase SCR (Alvarsson et al. 2010, Mackersie & Cones 2011,
Capobianco et al. 2018). But, based on the literature review on Paro, it was noted that a mental
task showed a greater increase in SCR than stroking an active or an inactive Paro (Mitsui et al.
2001b). This leads to other questions about whether other stress inducement such as noise
will result in similar or higher levels of physiological arousal compared to Paro, and whether
interacting with the Paro reduces the physiological arousal resulting from the stress.
3.6 Hypotheses
Based on important considerations discussed in earlier section, the following are the hypotheses
of Study 1:
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Hypothesis 1 (H1):
The hypothesis 1 (H1) was tested based on scores at session 2: Paro (at t3 or at3).
The H1 was divided into there parts: H1(a) tested based on effects of condition on self-
reports, H1(b) tested based on effects of condition on skin conductance responses, and H1(c)
tested based on effects of condition on observed facial expressions.
The hypothesis aims to answer whether different aspects of Paro or different behaviour
towards Paro may influence participants’ responses during intervention session.
It was hypothesised that a full interaction with an active Paro (C1) versus the other condi-
tions: talking to active Paro (C2), stroking an inactive Paro (C3) and no interaction (C4) would
result in:
H1(a) higher self-reported positive affect, and lower self-reported stress and negative affect
(at at3).
H1(b) higher skin conductance responses (at t3).
H1(c) higher frequency of observed positive and lower negative facial expressions (at t3).
Hypothesis 2 (H2):
The hypothesis 2 (H2) aims to answer whether different aspects of Paro or different behaviour
towards Paro may influenced participants’ responses, based on changes in scores between base-
line and final-measurement. (at3mat1 or t4mt1: In order to assess if the changes of scores be-
tween paired of time points differ across four different conditions, new variables were created.
The new variables are mentioned in section on page 81, 84, 86, and 93).
The H2 was divided into two parts: H2(a) tested based on effects of condition on self-
reports, and H2(b) tested based on effects of condition on skin conductance responses.
It was hypothesised that a full interaction with Paro compared to the other three conditions
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following exposure to a stress-inducing session would result in:
H2(a) an increase in self-reported positive affect and a reduction in self-reported stress and
negative mood (at3mat1).
H2(b) a reduction in skin conductance responses (t4mt1).
3.7 Methods
3.7.1 Participants
72 participants were recruited in Study 1 (37 females, 35 males, participants were aged be-
tween 18 to 44, M = 24.06,SD = 5.384). Table 3.1 shows summary of age and gender for
each condition. A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test (gender as dependent variable and
condition as a between-subjects factor) found there was no significant difference in the dis-
tribution of gender between conditions, F(3,68) = 0.53, p = 0.984,r = 0.002. A one-way
between-subjects ANOVA test also (age as dependent variable and condition as a between-
subjects factor) found there was no significant difference in age distribution between condi-
tions, F(3,68) = 1.227, p = 0.307,r = 0.051.
Table 3.1: Report of age and gender by condition for Study 1
Condition N Age Gender
1 18 M = 24.94, SD = 5.185 M = 8, F = 10
2 18 M = 22.39, SD = 3.837 M = 9, F = 9
3 18 M = 25.44, SD = 5.512 M = 9, F = 9
4 18 M = 23.44, SD = 6.546 M = 9, F = 9
Total 72 M = 24.06, SD = 5.384 M = 35, F = 37
Ethical approval was obtained from University of Sheffield, Department of Computer Sci-
ence Research Ethics Review Committees (Reference number: 006480). Experiments were
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conducted in a listening room at Department of Computer Science, University of Sheffield
(See Figure 3.1 on page 73 for an overview of the experiment room).
Participants were recruited through University of Sheffield volunteering distribution-
emailing list. A small announcement was also placed on Student Services information Desk
(SSID). Prior to the experiment, participants were given an explanation about the study (Ap-
pendix A.4: Information Sheet). A signed consent form was obtained from participants. Par-
ticipation was voluntary and all information was treated as confidential. Participants were told
that they were free to leave at any time during experiment. Participants were offered a chance
to win a £50 gift voucher.
Exclusion criteria
In order to ensure participants’ safety when performing the experiments and to limit any factors
that will confound the results some exclusion criteria were used. When advertising the study,
participants who had (i) skin problems, (ii) heart problems and high blood pressure, (iii) mental
health problems, (iv) hearing difficulties, and (v) taking prescribed drugs medication were
advised not to participate.
There were several reasons for the exclusion criteria: In this study, skin conductance mea-
sures were used to collect physiological reactions. The procedure required participants to sit
comfortably and participants were required to have skin conductance sensors attached directly
to their fingertips in a material similar to a foam-like plaster. Allergic reactions to adhesive
tape and skin problems might occur in persons with sensitive skin. A small amount of electric-
ity was applied through the conductance, therefore, people with pacemakers or heart problems
were not recruited in this study. In addition, as this study is related to stress assessment, per-
sons who have high blood pressure or heart problems were also excluded. Next, those who
had been diagnosed with hearing problem either one sided or both sided hearing loss also were
excluded. In this study, participants need to be able to hear the auditory stimulus at the required
level. This is also to avoid the noise increasing the risk of damage to their hearing. Participants
taking medicine such vasoactive drugs to increase their heart rate and blood pressure were also
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excluded.
Figure 3.1: Listening room at Department of Computer Science. Notes: This is an overview
of the listening room and no exact measurement of the room was included. Participants were
asked to sit inside the listening room, and the experiment was monitored by the experimenter
from outside of the room. The measuring equipment (BIOPAC) used to collect the physio-
logical data and a monitor (that the participants used to read the experimental instructions and
questionnaires were displayed on a 17-inch computer monitor), were on the table at the exper-
imenter side. At the participant side, there was a keyboard, a mouse and a web camera on the
table, and the Paro was put on the table during the session 2: Paro.
3.8 Measurement and materials
3.8.1 Pet-therapy robot, Paro
A detailed description of Paro has been provided earlier in this thesis, see section 2.3.
3.8.2 Noises as a stressor
The noises used in the experiment were downloaded from YouTube (www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E KPJhd857w, and www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIXpLA4Q1Tc). The decibel levels
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of noise were edited using Mp3Gain software (http://mp3gain.sourceforge.net/). Then,
to produce different levels of decibel in 3 minutes duration for each sound, the Audacity soft-
ware were used (http://audacityteam.org/). The approximate levels of decibel were mea-
sured using the CR:160 Series Optimus Red sound level meter. The noises were delivered
at an approximate volume of 60 to 80 decibels through Sennheiser HD 202 headphones that
connected to a laptop.
3.8.3 Positive and Negative affect questionnaire
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) was used to measure the positive affect (PA)
and negative affect (NA) of participants in order to confirm their responses to noise and con-
ditions assigned in this study. The questions asked participants to rate their current feelings.
There are 20 questions included in PANAS (Refer to Appendix A.8: PANAS). Participants
were asked to rate their feelings and moods on a five point Likert Scale (1 to 5) from Very
slightly or not at all = 1, A little = 2, Moderately = 3, Quite a bit = 4, and Extremely = 5.
The scores can range from 10 to 50. The higher scores equate to stronger feelings and moods
of positive or negative affect (Crawford & Henry 2004). The PANAS can be used to measure
general distress, dysfunction and state anxiety.
3.8.4 Self-reported ratings of stress
Self-reported ratings were used as a subjective measure of levels of stress. Participants were
asked “How do you feel right now?” at each time-point (after pre-measurement (at1), after
session 1: noise (at2), after session 2: Paro (at3). Participants rated their feelings using 7-point
Likert-scale ranging from “Not stressed at all = 1” to “Extremely stressed = 7”.
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3.8.5 Physiological measurement
Physiological measurement: skin conductance was recorded using the BIOPAC MP36. In this
study, the skin conductance sensors had sampling rate of 200 Hz, as this study collected a 3
minutes of sample for each time-point. Skin conductance was recorded using finger sensors
that were attached directly to participants’ fingertips in a material similar to a foam-like plaster.
Figure 3.2 shows the BIOPAC hardware, skin conductance sensors and their placement on the
fingers. A detail about skin conductance has been discussed in section 2.6.4 on page 43.
Figure 3.2: (a) BIOPAC MP36 data acquisition unit (BIOPAC 2017), (b) Skin conductance
placement
3.8.6 Video recording
Videos were recorded during the 3 minutes that participants were exposed to or interacted with
the Paro. The videos were recorded using Sony Z3 mobile phone camera.
3.9 Experimental procedure
Before experiment began, an information sheet (Appendix A.4) was sent through email to
participants who confirmed their appointment. Participants were asked to sit in the sound
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insulated listening room. Inside the room, there was a desk and chair. Then exact instructions
were given orally and in printed form to the participants. The explanation depended on the
condition assigned to participants. Participants were also asked to follow all the instructions
displayed on-screen. After that, participants filled out a consent form and their age and gender.
The instructions and questionnaires were displayed on a 17-inch computer monitor. Next, skin
conductance reusable electrodes were attached onto participants’ finger tips of the index and
middle fingers. The electrodes were secured with micro-porous tape. Then participants were
left alone in the room.
The experiment consisted of four time-points: pre-measurement (t1), session 1: noise (t2),
session 2: Paro (t3) and post-measurement (t4). There are also 4 conditions in this experi-
ment and the conditions differed at the session 2: Paro (t2) only. Participants were randomly
allocated to Condition 1 to 4.
In Condition 1 (C1), they were asked to interact with an active (switched on) Paro by
stroking and talking to it. In Condition 2 (C2), participants were asked to interact with an
active Paro without touching it. In Condition 3 (C3), Paro was inactive (switched off) and
participants were asked to stroke it. In Condition 4 (C4), Paro was turned off and participants
were asked to sit back and relax. The switched off Paro ensured this condition was the same as
the others apart from the lack of any interaction between the Paro and the participants.
The four conditions were labelled as follow: C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk,
C3:inactive stroke, C4:inactive rest.
A pre-measurement or baseline physiological responses (t1) was taken for 3 minutes while
participants were asked to sit back and relax. After pre-measurement (t1) they were asked
to fill out questionnaires: positive and negative affect and self-reported levels of stress (at1).
Then they were required to listen to a noise for 3 minutes (t2). Physiological recording was
taken during the session 1: noise (t2). After listening to the noise, they required to fill in the
same questionnaires again (at2). Then they took part in a session with the Paro for 3 minutes
(t3). Physiological recording was also taken during session 2: Paro (t3). After the 3-minute
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session 2: Paro participants completed the questionnaires again (at3). Their skin conductance
response (SCR) was recorded for a further 3 minutes (post-measurement (t4)). The whole
experiment was conducted in the following sequence, refer to Figure 3.3. All their interactions
with Paro were recorded using a mobile phone camera. Then all the SCR electrodes were
removed from participants. Then they were given a chance to ask further questions that related
to the experiment. The experiment lasted around 30 to 45 minutes for each participant.
Figure 3.3: Study 1 experimental procedure
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3.10 Data analysis
Skin conductance data pre-processing: Skin conductance data were calculated by to-
talling the number of peaks that occurred during 3 minutes of recordings for each time point
(pre-measurement (t1), session 1: noise (t2), session 2: Paro (t3), post-measurement (t4)).
Normality check: Data analysis was done separately for physiological and psychological
measures. All data were checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk test (Razali et al. 2011).
The data were carefully inspected using box plots (Osborne & Overbay 2004). Based on the
inspection, any extreme outliers were removed.
Baseline: First, the data were analysed in order to check that there was no differ-
ence between the participants in the four conditions (C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk,
C3:inactive stroke, C4:inactive rest) at the pre-measurement for all variables (skin conduc-
tance responses, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), stress levels). A one-way
between-subjects ANOVA was performed with pre-measurement (taken at t1 for physiologi-
cal responses and at at1 for self-reported responses) as dependent variable and conditions as a
between-subjects factor. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
Main effects of time and conditions: Then the data were analysed to look at main ef-
fects of time, main effects of conditions, and an interaction effect of time and conditions
on the physiological and self-reported responses. A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA
was performed for each measure with four conditions (C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk,
C3:inactive stroke, C4:inactive rest) as a between-subjects factor and four time points (t1, t2,
t3, t4) as within-subjects variable factor. The dependent variables were self-reported stress,
positive affect, negative affect and skin conductance. For each analysis, any ANOVAs vari-
ables found to violate the assumption of sphericity were corrected with a Greenhouse-Geisser
correction and all post-hoc tests were done with a Bonferroni correction. The alpha level was
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set at p < 0.05.
New variables: For further analysis, in order to assess if the changes of scores between
pairs of time points differ across four different conditions, new variables were created based
on pairs of time points. A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance was performed with
each new variable as dependent variable and conditions as a between-subjects factor. A further
explanation is reported on each subsection of the results.
Analysis for observed facial emotional expressions:
The video observation was made on 3 minutes of video recording during the session with Paro.
There were four facial expressions that were checked and the facial expressions were divided
into positive emotion (smile and laugh) and negative emotion (boredom and disgust). The 3
minutes of videos were divided into 18 blocks of 10 seconds.
All 3 minutes videos were analysed by two evaluators for inter rater reliability. Both evalu-
ators recorded the total number of times each of the four facial expressions occurred during the
3 minutes. The inter rater reliability for all emotions were analysed using Intraclass Correlation
Coefficient (ICC) (Landers 2015).
For further analysis, both scores from both the evaluators were averaged, providing a score
of the number of times each of the four facial expressions occurred during each videoed session
(Takayanagi et al. 2014).
Then a one-way between-subjects ANOVA was performed for each emotion. The depen-
dent variables were smile, laugh, disgust and bored. The conditions as a between-subjects
factor. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
A further analysis was done to compare scores for positive and negative facial expressions
for each condition. A new variable, positive facial expressions which totalled up scores of smile
and laugh coded facial expressions (Takayanagi et al. 2014). Another new variable is negative
facial expression which totalled up scores of disgust and boredom coded facial expression.
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Then a one-way between-subjects ANOVA was performed for each new variable. The de-
pendent variables were positive and negative facial expressions. The conditions as a between-
subjects factor. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
Effects of conditions during session 2: Paro In order to test a difference between condi-
tions for each measure, a one-way between-subjects ANOVA was performed with the session
2: Paro (taken at t2 for physiological responses and at at2 for self-reported responses) as depen-
dent variable and conditions as a between-subjects factor. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
3.11 Study 1: Results
3.11.1 Baseline of each measure
There was no significant difference between conditions at pre-measurement (t1 or at1) in any
of the self-reported and physiological responses. These results indicate that participants in all
conditions had a similar level of self-reported stress, positive and negative affect and physio-
logical responses at the beginning of the study, all p > 0.05.
3.11.2 Self-reported stress
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect of
time on stress levels, F(1.693,115.13) = 78.75, p< 0.0001,r = 0.537, and no significant effect
of conditions, F(3,68) = 1.932, p = 0.133,r = 0.079. There was no significant interaction
between condition and time on stress levels, F(5.080,115.13) = 2.058, p = 0.075,r = 0.083.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test. As
can be seen in Figure 3.4, the stress level scores showed a significant increase after listening
to the session 1: noise (at2) from pre-measurement (at1), p < 0.0001. The stress level scores
then showed significant decrease after the session 2: Paro (at3) from the session 1: noise (at2),
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p < 0.0001. However, there was no significant difference between after pre-measurement (at1)
and session 2: Paro (at3), p = 1.000.
Figure 3.4: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported ratings on levels of stress
to each condition.
New variables were created in order to assess differences between conditions in terms of
changes in stress level scores. The new variables are SL at2mat1 = session 1: noise minus
pre-measurement, SL at3mat2 = session 2: Paro minus session 1: noise and SL at3mat1 =
session 2: Paro minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SL at2mat1, F(3,68) =
1.966, p = 0.127,r = 0.080. As can be seen in Figure 3.5, it was found that the stress level
scores increase from pre-measurement (at1) to the listening to the noise (at2) for all conditions.
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There was no significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat2, F(3,68) =
2.538, p = 0.064,r = 0.101. As is apparent in Figure 3.5, it was found that the stress level
scores decrease from session 1: noise (at2) to the session 2: Paro (at3) for all conditions.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat1, F(3,68) =
1.550, p = 0.210,r = 0.064. No changes in stress level scores were found between pre-
measurement (at1) and session 2: Paro (at3) for all conditions, as shown in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes of scores on levels of stress
to each condition.
Effects of conditions during session 2: Paro
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there were significant difference between condi-
tions at session 2: Paro, F(3,68)= 4.261, p= 0.008,r = 0.158. Self-reported stress levels were
significantly lower in C1:active stroke talk than C4:inactive rest, p = 0.004, as can be seen in
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Figure 3.14, page 95. However, differences between the other conditions in self-reported stress
levels were not significant.
3.11.3 Positive affect in PANAS
A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant effect of time on
positive affect, F(2,136) = 10.75, p < 0.0001,r = 0.137, and no significant effect of condi-
tions, F(3,68) = 0.641, p = 0.591,r = 0.028. There was no significant interaction between
condition and time on positive affect, F(6,136) = 1.483, p = 0.189,r = 0.061.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using the Bonferroni correction test.
As shown in Figure 3.6, there was a significant decrease in positive affect scores after listening
to the noise (at2) compared to the pre-measurement (at1), p < 0.0001. The positive affect
scores then showed a significant increase after the session 2: Paro (at3) from the session 1:
noise (at2), p < 0.001. However, there was no significant difference between pre-measurement
(at1) and session 2: Paro (at3), p = 1.000.
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Figure 3.6: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive affect in PANAS for each
condition.
New variables were created in order to assess differences between conditions in terms of
changes in positive affect scores. The new variables are PA at2mat1 = session 1: noise minus
pre-measurement, PA at3mat2 = session 2: Paro minus session 1: noise and PA at3mat1 =
session 2: Paro minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for PA at2mat1, F(3,68) =
1.487, p = 0.226,r = 0.062. As can be seen in Figure 3.7, it was found that the positive affect
scores decreased from the pre-measurement (at1) to the session 1: noise (at2) for all conditions.
There was also no significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat2, F(3,68) =
1.675, p = 0.181,r = 0.069. As shown in Figure 3.7, it was found that the positive affect scores
increase from session 1: noise (at2) to session 2: Paro (at3) in all conditions.
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There was also no significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat1, F(3,68) =
1.264, p = 0.294,r = 0.053.
Figure 3.7: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in positive affect scores in
PANAS for each condition.
Effects of conditions during session 2: Paro
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant difference between con-
ditions at session 2: Paro on self-reported positive affect, F(3,68) = 0.881, p = 0.455,r =
0.037 (Refer to Figure 3.14, page 95).
3.11.4 Negative affect in PANAS
A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant effect of time on neg-
ative affect, F(2,136) = 34.80, p < 0.0001,r = 0.339, and no significant effect of conditions,
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F(3,68) = 1.538, p = 0.213,r = 0.064. There was a significant interaction between condition
and time on negative affect, F(6,136) = 2.361, p = 0.034,r = 0.094.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test. As
is apparent in Figure 3.8, the negative affect scores increase significantly after listening to the
noise (at2) from pre-measurement (at1), p < 0.0001. The negative affect scores also showed
significant decrease after the session 2: Paro (at3) from the session 1: noise (at2), p = 0.002.
Figure 3.8: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative affect in PANAS measures to
each condition.
New variables were created in order to assess differences between conditions in terms of
changes in negative affect scores. The new variables are NA at2mat1 = session 1: noise minus
pre-measurement, NA at3mat1 = session 2: Paro minus pre-measurement and NA at3mat2 =
session 2: Paro minus session 1: noise.
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There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at2mat1, F(3,68) =
2.846, p = 0.044,r = 0.112. However, a post hoc test using Bonferroni correction found no
significant difference between conditions. As shown in Figure 3.9, the negative affect scores
increase from pre-measurement (at1) to the listening to the noise (at2) for all conditions.
There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat2, F(3,68) =
2.864, p = 0.043,r = 0.112. As evident in Figure 3.9, the negative affect scores decrease
from session 1: noise (at2) to session 2: Paro (at3) for all conditions. The decrease in nega-
tive affect scores were larger in C3:inactive stroke than in C4:inactive rest, p = 0.043. There
were no significant differences were found between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk,
p = 1.000, C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 1.000, C1:active stroke talk
and C4:inactive rest, p = 0.399, C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.399, and
C2:active talk and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat1, F(3,68) =
1.185, p = 0.322,r = 0.050. As shown in Figure 3.9, the negative affect scores decrease from
pre-measurement (at1) to session 2: Paro (at3) for all conditions.
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Figure 3.9: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative affect in PANAS measures to
each condition. ∗p < 0.05.
Effects of conditions during session 2: Paro
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant difference between con-
ditions at session 2: Paro on self-reported negative affect, F(3,68) = 1.333, p = 0.271,r =
0.056 (See Figure 3.14, page 95).
3.11.5 Observed facial emotional expressions
Inter-rater reliability A high degree of reliability was found between two evaluators for
each emotion across the four conditions, α between 0.980 to 0.988.
Effects of conditions on smile, laugh, disgust and boredom
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test was used to test for differences between conditions
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for each coded facial expression: smile, laugh, disgust and boredom. There was a significant
difference between conditions in the number of times each of the following expressions oc-
curred: smile F(3,68) = 12.23, p< 0.0001,r = 0.351, laugh F(3,68) = 7.547, p< 0.0001,r =
0.250, disgust F(3,68) = 2.914, p = 0.040,r = 0.114 and boredom F(3,68) = 14.14, p <
0.0001,r = 0.384.
For the coded facial expression, smile, a post-hoc comparison found a signifi-
cant difference between C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.009, between
C1:active stroke talk and C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001 and between C2:active talk and
C4:inactive rest, p = 0.0001. The smiling scores were higher in C1:active stroke talk
compared to C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest. The smiling scores also higher in
C2:active talk compared to C4:inactive rest. (Refer to Figure 3.10). There were no signifi-
cant differences between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk, p = 0.726, C2:active talk
and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.532 and C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest, p = 0.095.
For the coded facial expression, laugh, post-hoc comparison found significant differ-
ence between C1:active stroke talk and C4:inactive rest, p = 0.012, between C2:active talk
and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.012 and between C2:active talk and C4:inactive rest, p <
0.0001. The laughing scores were higher in C1:active stroke talk compared to C4:inactive rest.
The smiling scores were also higher in C2:active talk compared to C3:inactive stroke
and C4:inactive rest. (Refer to Figure 3.10). There were no significant differences
between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk, p = 1.000, C1:active stroke talk and
C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.184 and C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000.
For the coded facial expression, disgust, post-hoc comparison found significant dif-
ference between C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest, p = 0.039. The disgust scores
were lower in C3:inactive stroke compare to C4:inactive rest. (Refer to Figure 3.10).
There were no significant differences between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk,
p = 1.000, C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.196, C1:active stroke talk
and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000, C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.395 and
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C2:active talk and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000.
For the coded facial expression, boredom, post-hoc comparison found significant difference
between C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p < 0.0001, between C2:active talk
and C3:inactive stroke, p < 0.0001 and between C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest,
p < 0.0001. The boredom scores were lower in C1:active stroke talk compared to
C3:inactive stroke. The disgust scores were also lower in C2:active talk compared to
C3:inactive stroke. However, the boredom scores were higher in C3:inactive stroke com-
pared to C4:inactive rest. (Refer to Figure 3.10). There were no significant differ-
ences between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk, p = 1.000, C1:active stroke talk and
C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000 and C2:active talk and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000.
Figure 3.10: The mean with 95% confidence interval for facial emotional expressions to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001.
Effects of conditions on positive and negative facial expressions:
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A further analysis was done to compare scores for positive and negative facial expressions
for each condition.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test found a significant difference between condi-
tions for positive facial expressions, F(3,68) = 15.33, p < 0.0001,r = 0.404. A post hoc
test using Bonferroni correction was conducted. There was a significant difference between
C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p < 0.003, between C1:active stroke talk and
C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001 and, between C2:active talk and C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001.
As shown in Figure 3.11, the positive expressions scores were higher in C1:active stroke talk
compared to C3:inactive stroke and C4:inactive rest. It was found that the positive expres-
sions scores also were higher in C2:active talk compared to C4:inactive rest. There were
no significant differences between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk, p = 1.000, be-
tween C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.065 and between C3:inactive stroke and
C4:inactive rest, p = 0.086.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test found a significant difference between condi-
tions for negative facial expressions, F(3,68) = 13.54, p < 0.0001,r = 0.374. There was a
significant difference between C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p < 0.0001, be-
tween C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p < 0.0001 and, between C3:inactive stroke and
C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001. As shown in Figure 3.11, the negative expressions scores were
lower in C1:active stroke talk compared to C3:inactive stroke. It was found that the negative
expressions scores also were lower in C2:active talk compared to C3:inactive stroke. The neg-
ative expressions scores were higher in C3:inactive stroke compared to C4:inactive rest. There
were no significant differences between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk, p = 1.000,
between C1:active stroke talk and C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000 and between C2:active talk and
C4:inactive rest, p = 1.000.
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Figure 3.11: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative and positive expressions to
each condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001.
3.11.6 Skin conductance responses
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect of
time on skin conductance response (SCR), F(2.508,170.5) = 83.22, p < 0.0001,r = 0.550,
and no significant effect of conditions, F(3,68) = 0.901, p = 0.445,r = 0.038. There was
significant interaction between condition and time on SCR, F(7.523,170.5) = 11.64, p <
0.0001,r = 0.339.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test. The
SCR increased after listening to the noise (t2) from pre-measurement (t1), p < 0.0001, from
the session 1: noise (t2) to session 2: Paro (t3), p < 0.0001. (Refer to Figure 3.12). However,
no significant between time-points baseline (t1) and post-measurement (t4), p = 0.028. Then
the SCR showed a significant decrease from session 2: Paro (t3) to post-measurement (t4),
p < 0.0001. (Refer to Figure 3.12).
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Figure 3.12: The mean with 95% confidence interval for skin conductance responses to each
condition.
New variables were created in order to check if there were differences between condi-
tions in terms of changes in SCR. The new variables are SCR t2mt1 = session 1: noise mi-
nus pre-measurement, SCR t3mt2 = session 2: Paro minus session 1: noise, SCR t4mt3 =
post-measurement minus session 2: Paro, and SCR t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-
measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SCR t2mt1, F(3,68) =
0.031, p = 0.993,r = 0.001. As is apparent in Figure 3.13, the SCR increased from pre-
measurement (t1) to session 1: noise (t2) for all conditions.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t3mt2, F(3,68) =
23.62, p < 0.0001,r = 0.510. As is shown in Figure 3.13, the increase in SCR were
significantly higher in C1:active stroke talk compared to C2:active talk, p < 0.0001, in
C1:active stroke talk compared to C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001, in C2:active talk com-
pared to C4:inactive rest, p = 0.006 and in C3:inactive stroke compared to C4:inactive rest,
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p < 0.0001. No significant difference was found between C1:active stroke talk and
C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.3920, and C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.066
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t4mt3, F(3,68) =
12.81, p < 0.0001,r = 0.361. As is evident in Figure 3.13, the decrease in SCR were
significantly greater in C1:active stroke talk compared to C2:active talk, p < 0.021, in
C1:active stroke talk compared to C4:inactive rest, p < 0.0001, in C2:active talk com-
pared to C4:inactive rest, p = 0.043 and in C3:inactive stroke compared to C4:inactive rest,
p < 0.0001. No significant difference was found between C1:active stroke talk and
C3:inactive stroke, p = 1.000, and C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 0.382.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SCR t4mt1, F(3,68) =
1.681, p = 0.179,r = 0.069.
Figure 3.13: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes scores in skin conductance
responses to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001.
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Effects of conditions during session 2: Paro
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant difference between con-
ditions at session 2: Paro on skin conductance responses, F(3,68) = 10.03, p < 0.0001,r =
0.307. SCR were significantly higher in C1:active stroke talk, p < 0.0001, C2:active talk,
p= 0.010, C3:inactive stroke, p= 0.001 compared to C4:inactive rest, as can be seen in Figure
3.14. No significant difference was found between C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk,
p = 0.303, C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, p = 1.000, and C2:active talk and
C3:inactive stroke, p = 1.000.
Figure 3.14: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported stress, positive, negative
and skin conductance responses to each condition at session 2: Paro. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001.
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3.12 Discussion
Aims of Study 1: The primary aims in Study 1 were to explore the effects of short-term
interactions with Paro, and the effects of the short-term interaction on stress responses. Addi-
tionally, in order to understand the effects in depth, Study 1 examined the effects of different
human and robot characteristics that could benefit psychophysiology. Study 1 compared the
effects of characteristics such as talking and stroking with the robot, and the embodiment of
the robot (i.e. soft, fur, cute face, sound, body movement). The effects of Paro on humans
in this study were explored using observed facial expression, self-reported stress, positive and
negative affect and physiological responses (i.e. skin conductance responses).
Findings: The discussion of the results were divided into two parts: in Part 1, the effects
of conditions during intervention session, and in Part 2, the effects of interaction with the robot
on stress responses.
3.12.1 Part 1: Effects of conditions during intervention session
In this Part 1, there will be discussion of the findings on self-reported and skin conductance
responses, and observed facial expression during the intervention session.
Self-reported responses:
In Study 1, it was found that participants who had full interaction with an active Paro
(C1:active stroke talk) had significantly lower self-reported stress compared to no interaction
with Paro (C4:inactive rest), partially supporting H1(a). From this finding, it was suggested
that interactive intervention with Paro (C1:active stroke talk) was more effective at lowering
stress than resting in the presence of an inactive Paro (C4:inactive rest). The results are con-
sistent with the study by Saito et al. (2003)4. They found that the levels of stress were higher
4Study on the effects of interacting with Paro on stress hormones, page 26
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in a condition where no Paro was introduced compared to both interactive Paro conditions.
However, in terms of reducing stress, Saito et al. (2003) found that active Paro had a greater
impact on stress compared to inactive Paro. These findings differ from those of results of Study
1 found at session 2: Paro, where no difference was found between interacting with an active
Paro and stroking an inactive Paro, as measured by self-reported stress at session 2: Paro.
No differences were also found in self-reported positive and negative affect across condi-
tions during session 2: Paro. However, the results of self-reported stress, positive and negative
affect in Study 1 are in line with the work by (Saito et al. 2003, Wada et al. 2004a), who found
also no difference between conditions that involved interacting with active or less active Paro
in mood improvement (Saito et al. 2003), and in stress reduction (Wada et al. 2004a).
In the study by Wada et al. (2004a), the interactions with Paro happened in groups, so the
results may have been influenced by interactions with other people in the groups. In the study
by Saito et al. (2003) suggested that the presence of Paro in the ward may have influenced the
improvement of moods, regardless of Paro behaviours (i.e. active or less active). Therefore, the
recent findings from Study 1 showed that the effects of Paro are also beneficial to people that
interact with the pet robot individually, and even when the Paro has been turned off.
Skin conductance response:
In the case of skin conductance response (SCR), H1(b) is partially supported, Study 1 found
interaction sessions with Paro in three conditions (C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk and
C3:inactive stroke) resulted in significantly higher SCR than C4:inactive rest. The findings
in Study 1 are consistent with past research of Paro, where it was suggested that interacting
with active Paro increased the skin conductance responses (Mitsui et al. 2001a, Petersen et al.
2017). Despite higher levels of SCR in both of these studies, interestingly, participants showed
an improvement in moods (Mitsui et al. 2001a), and an improvement in observed scales of
stress and anxiety (Petersen et al. 2017). This suggests that the higher SCR during interaction
with the pet robot is related to positive arousal.
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In addition, the study by Mitsui et al. (2001a) found an increased SCR from baseline
to experimental conditions session across conditions. But, the authors also found that the
SCR were significantly lower in the inactive Paro condition than in the active Paro. These
findings are different to the results of Study 1, where the increased SCR were higher in all
interactive conditions (C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke) compared
to C4:inactive rest, where no interaction with inactive Paro was allowed.
Study 1 suggests that the higher SCR is due to stroking a soft object (C1:active stroke talk
and C3:inactive stroke), and talking with Paro (C1:active stroke talk and C2:active talk).
However, when comparing between stroking or/and talking, C1:active stroke talk and
C3:inactive stroke results in a higher SCR compared to C2:active talk. Although the dif-
ference between C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke is not significant, this indicates that
stroking Paro showed a higher SCR arousal compared to talking to Paro (C3:inactive stroke).
As mentioned in Chatel-Goldman et al. (2014), hand stroking in tactile interaction increases
SCR, but also alleviates stress responses (Remington 2002a, Cramer et al. 2009, Joranson
et al. 2015). The stress-reducing effects in Study 1 could be seen in the low self-reported stress
and negative responses, despite the high SCR during session 2: Paro in C1:active stroke talk,
C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke.
Observed facial expressions:
Other notable findings in Study 1 are the significantly higher frequency of expressions
of disgust and boredom observed in C3:inactive stroke (stroking inactive Paro) than in
C4:inactive rest (no interaction with Paro). Additionally, lower frequency of negative fa-
cial expressions was observed in conditions with an active Paro (C1:active stroke talk and
C2:active talk). These results partially supported H1(c). These effects are similar to a previ-
ous study by Takayanagi et al. (2014), where they found that participants showed more positive
emotional expressions when interacting with an active Paro compared to inactive object. In ad-
dition, Robinson et al. (2013a) and Moyle et al. (2017a) found that patients tended to smile
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more when interacting with Paro compared to a non-animal robotic companion, and an inac-
tive toy. In term of the perceptions of family members, they mentioned that playing with a
responsive Paro benefited the patients in terms of increased social interaction and mood im-
provements (Moyle et al. 2017b). Further findings of increased in positive facial expressions
after interacting with Paro were also found in studies by Wada et al. (2004a) and Moyle et al.
(2017b).
3.12.2 Part 2: Effects of interaction with the robot on stress responses
Part 2 discussed the findings on the stress-reducing effects of Paro on induced stress.
It was found that when comparing changes in scores from baseline to final measurements,
no further reduction in the self-reported stress and skin conductance response (SCR) was found
in all conditions. Study 1 did not find a greater improvement in positive affect at the end of
experiment, but the PA returned to baseline at the end of experiment in all conditions. This
suggests that even the PA decrease from baseline after the stress session ended, but the Paro
conditions help to elicit the PA again. Interestingly, only self-reported negative affect showed a
significant decrease below the baseline at the end of experiment in any of the conditions. This
suggests that a session with Paro, whether the robot is active or inactive, and whether there was
or was no any interaction with the robot, results in a decrease in negative moods. Therefore,
it is acknowledged that most of the findings in Study 1 do not support the idea that different
characteristics of Paro and human behaviour in short-term session have different effects on the
stress responses. Therefore the final hypothesis (H2) is not supported.
Skin conductance responses:
It is worth noting that, the skin conductance response (SCR) returned to baseline for all condi-
tions at the end of experiment. This may suggests an increase of parasympathetic activity and
decrease in sympathetic activity (Pour et al. 2010), a detail about SCR in section 2.6.4 on page
43.
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However, it is also possible that the absence of any further reduction in SCR at the end of
experiment compared to baseline may be due to the restrictions imposed about how to interact
with Paro. In Study 1, for example in C1:active stroke talk, participants were asked to only
stroke and talk with the Paro, but they were not allowed to pick up and hug the Paro. Hugging
the Paro while petting it might have had a greater effect in reducing the stress. Furthermore, a
study by Etzi et al. (2018) has previously shown that lower arousal of SCR is associated with
slow and gentle hand movements (i.e. stroking and touch). However, it was beyond the scope
of Study 1 to look at the effects of different levels of stroking and hugging the Paro during the
robot therapy intervention.
The findings of Study 1 are in contrast with the study by Mitsui et al. (2001b). In Study
1, the SCR was increased significantly from baseline to session 1: noise for all conditions,
and from session 1: noise to session 2: Paro (except C4:inactive rest). But, the SCR was
significantly higher in session 2: Paro (at t3) compared to session 1: noise (at t2). In Mitsui
et al. (2001b) study, the authors found an increase in SCR from baseline to a mental task
session, and from baseline to a session with Paro (either active or inactive). But, there was a
greater increase in SCR for mental task session compared to Paro sessions. There was also
a trend showing a greater increase in SCR when stroking with an inactive Paro compared to
active Paro.
Mitsui et al. (2001b) suggested that the increased SCR during the mental task was due to
concentration when performing the task. It was also suggested that the increased SCR during
inactive Paro session was because the participants did not like the inactive Paro. However, no
statistical comparison was reported between the two sessions (Paro versus mental stress). As
the study tended to investigate changes in physiological responses from baseline to a different
session (i.e. movement of hand and mental task), and the number of participants was small, so
the study could be underpowered.
Another possible reason for the contradictory results of SCR from past study by Mitsui
et al. (2001b) could be because a different stressor was used to induce the stress in Study 1.
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However, past research showed noise exposure increased negative affect and skin conductance
responses (Yang et al. 2014, Cvijanovic´ et al. 2017). These results were supported by Study
1 with the increases in SCR during the noise exposure, and increases in self-reported stress
and negative affect after listening to noise. Nonetheless, despite the reliability of the noise to
induce mild stress, the noise might be not as too stressful when as to stress induced by the
mental task used in Mitsui et al. (2001b) study. This could explain why in Study 1 the SCR
arousal in session 1: noise was lower than in session 2: Paro.
Another suggestion, as this is a first study of Paro that used induced noise as a stressor, it
may be that a 3 minutes session with Paro is too short, and not enough to reduce the effects of
previous stress, hence the increased SCR.
Even though the findings in Study 1 showed a contrasting result from Mitsui et al. (2001b)
in terms of SCR arousal between interaction in active and inactive Paro, it should be noted
that the study by Mitsui et al. (2001b) used a within-subject design and a small number of
participants. One of the disadvantages of the within-subject design, the participants could be
influenced by personal bias effect.
But, there are some findings in Study 1 that are consistent with Mitsui et al. (2001b),
since results of Study 1 suggested that physical interaction with Paro was associated with high
arousal of SCR.
Talking versus stroking:
Study 1 also includes a new finding based on an interaction with Paro without touching it, but
only talking to it (C2:active talk). Many past studies of Paro found an improvement in moods
and physiological responses after a session with Paro, where participant got to talk to and stroke
it (Robinson et al. 2013c, 2015). However, less is known about whether only talking to Paro
could help in reducing stress and improving mood. The results of Study 1 suggest that talking
to Paro also helps increase positive moods and decrease stress and negative moods, based on
changes in scores between session 1: noise and session 2: Paro (at3mt2).
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However, there was a slight decrease trend in PA in C2:active talk, and an increased trend
in PA in C1:active stroke talk and C3:inactive stroke, at the end of experiment compared to
baseline (at3mat1). This may suggests that stroking is one of the factors that have a strong
influence on positive moods compared to talking to Paro. This result is consistent with a study
by (Vormbrock & Grossberg 1988), where the authors found that there was an improvement
in physiological responses when stroking a dog compared to just talking to a dog. The results
of Study 1 are compared here with research in animal therapy, as there has been no previous
studies of Paro that investigating the effect of stroking compared to talking on stress responses.
Table 3.2 showed a summary of findings of Study 1 based on hypothesis testing.
Table 3.2: Findings of Study 1 based on hypothesis tested.
Hypothesis Supported? Responses Finding Refer to
H1(a) Partially Self-
reports
The self-reported stress was signifi-
cantly lower when interacting with Paro
(C1:active stroke talk) than in the no
interaction condition (C4:inactive rest).
High self-reported positive affect and
low negative affect were found across
all conditions.
Figure 3.14, page 95
H1(b) Partially Physiology SCR in full interaction with Paro
(C1:active stroke talk) was higher
when compared to rest condition
(C4:inactive rest), but the SCR
was also high in two other conditions
(C2:active talk and C3:inactive stroke).
Figure 3.14, page 95
H1(c) Partially Observed
facial ex-
pression
Interacting with both active Paro con-
ditions showed more positive facial ex-
pressions than in C3:inactive stroke and
C4:inactive rest. Negative expressions
were lower in C1:active stroke talk and
C2:active talk than in the other two
conditions.
Figure 3.11, page 92
H2(a) No Self-
reports
No significant effect of condition on
self-reported stress, positive and nega-
tive affect.
Figure 3.5, page 82,
3.7, page 85 and 3.9,
page 88
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Table 3.2 continued from previous page
Hypothesis Supported? Responses Finding Refer to
H2(b) No Physiology No significant effect of condition on
skin conductance responses. All condi-
tions returned to baseline at the end of
experiment.
Figure 3.13, page 94
3.13 Strengths of Study 1
Study 1 removed some of the limitations of previous studies by using a between-subject and
randomized study design, in order to reduce bias. This study was also done in controlled
settings, in order to eliminate the effect of the presence of a researcher during intervention
session with a robot, in order to reduce the mediator effect (Robinson et al. 2013c). This helps
in understanding the sole effects of Paro on reducing stress without external variables that could
confound the results. Furthermore, the number of participants were higher (n = 76) compared
to previous studies of Paro (n less than 10) that looked at physiological improvement in healthy
young adults (Mitsui et al. 2001b, Saito et al. 2003).
This is also the first study of Paro that looks at the effects of Paro on induced environmen-
tal stress. The reduction in self-reported negative affect to baseline at the end of experiment
suggested that Paro may be effective at reducing the stress to this type of stressor. The posi-
tive interactions during session 2: Paro also could provide the benefits of reducing the risk of
cardiovascular diseases that can occur when people are exposed to noise.
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3.14 Important considerations for the next study
3.14.1 Influence of stroking pet robot on self-reported responses
As no significant differences were found in Study 1 between C1:active stroke talk and
C3:inactive stroke, it is suggested that stroking the soft fur of Paro is one of the factors that
could contribute to stress reduction, as reported in self-reported stress. This leads to questions
about whether stroking soft fur alone could help in reducing stress.
It was further suggested that the appearance of an inactive Paro in condition 3 and 4 also
may have influenced the reduction in self-reported negative affect at the end of experiment
compared to baseline. An increased trend in positive affect was also found at the end of exper-
iment in C3:inactive stroke. Therefore, in order to make a clear conclusion about the effects
of stroking during interaction and on stress induction (i.e. noise), the next study will eliminate
the presence of an inactive Paro. The effects of stroking on stress reduction will be further in-
vestigated with a comparison between an active Paro and an inactive object -a bolster covered
with soft fur.
3.14.2 Interpreting the effects of pet robot therapy on physiological responses
Regarding the skin conductance response (SCR), there are a number of possible reasons for
the increased SCR during session 2: Paro in Study 1:
Novelty effect: The increase in skin conductance responses could be related to the excite-
ment and intensity of participants during interaction with Paro. As noted earlier, this reason
was supported by the results of Study 1, and a previous study which found that interaction with
Paro made people overstimulated (Jung et al. 2017). The overstimulation could be due to the
novelty effect of interacting with a new thing. Adequate time to become familiar with the robot
before the intervention could reduce the novelty effect of Paro.
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Familiarisation: Apart from being over stimulated by interacting with Paro, participants
may have found interacting with the Paro stressful because it was new to them. In Study 1, par-
ticipants were only given a brief instruction about how to interact with the Paro (e.g. stroking
and talking to Paro) and how the Paro works. They were not given any time to become familiar
with the Paro before the session with it. Previous studies have mentioned how familiarisation
with a pet will affect the stress reduction (Herzog 2011, Saunders et al. 2017). For instance, a
comparison study between pet owners and non-pet owners showed that participants who were
accompanied by their own pet during the stressful event showed a greater stress reduction
(Barker et al. 2010). Therefore, the next study will look at the effects of some familiarisation
time before the intervention with the Paro.
Additional noises: Furthermore, it was found that the skin conductance response (SCR)
arousal during session 1: noise was less than SCR found in with session 2: Paro. The changes
in arousal to the stressor will be further explored by adding a new noise (babies crying) to
the current noise. As the participants recruited were young adults in a student population,
the new noise might be unfamiliar to young adults, and should result in increased stress by
inducing high arousal SCR. Past research also found that listening to a baby crying affected
the sympathetic nervous system activity by increasing the SCR and heart rate (HR) (Frodi et al.
1978, Casanova et al. 1992, McCanne & Hagstro m 1996, Groh & Roisman 2009, Out et al.
2010). The physiological changes were also found to be higher in an unfamiliar noise condition
compared to a familiar noise condition (Kjellberg et al. 1996). Therefore, in next study, a new
noise will be used, that is a combination of sound of heavy traffic, crowd conversation and
babies crying.
Length of session with Paro: Additionally, a longer session with Paro may also have
influenced the amount of stress reduction to the induced stress. It has been shown that even
durations as short as 2 to 5 minutes is enough to stimulate positive interaction with pet robot
(Kramer et al. 2009, Kawaguchi et al. 2012), and this is also supported from the results of Study
1, where there was an increase in positive moods. Therefore, in the next study, participants will
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have a 5 minutes session of intervention session.
Preventive stress intervention: Additionally, the effects of stress-reducing Paro will be
further investigated by changing the order of stressor and intervention session with a robot.
In the next study, participants will interact with Paro before being exposed to induced stress.
In past research, Paro has been used as a preventive of long-term stressors such as reducing
agitation in people with Dementia (Pedersen 2011, Takayanagi et al. 2014, Joranson et al. 2015,
Thodberg et al. 2016, Moyle et al. 2017a). However, identifying those effects in short-term
interaction could provide an immediate answer about which interventions may have a greater
improvement in moods and reduce acute stress. Furthermore, this intervention setting should
give a clearer picture of the effects of interacting with Paro on skin conductance response
(SCR) without the possible contaminating effect of prior induced stress i.e. noise.
Physiological measurements: In the next study, different physiological measures will also
be used to measure the effects of Paro: heart rate and heart rate variability. Past research of
the effects of Paro on physiological measures suggested that different physiological measures
appear to show different responses to interaction with Paro (Mitsui et al. 2001b, Wada et al.
2005b, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017, Petersen et al. 2017). This should help to provide a clearer
evidence about the stress-reducing effects of Paro in terms of physiological effects.
3.15 Conclusion
Overall, this study found that there was a reduction in negative moods at the end of the experi-
ment compared to the baseline. The findings of Study 1 suggest that interactivity, responsive-
ness, appearance and the soft texture of Paro are all associated with improvements in negative
moods. It was also found that interacting with an active Paro can stimulate more positive facial
expressions compared to an inactive Paro. Study 1 also pioneered the investigation of the ef-
fects of Paro robot intervention on environmental stress. All these findings help to provide an
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better understanding of the characteristics of the robot and humans that may be able to reduce
the effects of induced stress. This helps to highlight a new perspective on the stress-reducing
effects of Paro on physical or mental health that affected by noise exposure.
Chapter 4
Study 2: Comparing effects of interacting with an active
Paro robot and an inactive bolster as pre-stress interven-
tion
4.1 Summary of Study 1
The main aims of Study 1 were to investigate the effects of Paro during short-term interaction
and on noise-induced stress. A further aim was to look at the effects of different characteristics
of Paro such as movement, voice and it being presented as an inactive object (e.g. switched
off), and human behaviour towards robot such as talking and stroking.
The findings from Study 1 indicate that when participants fully interacted with an active
Paro, they had lower self-reported stress compared to a condition in which the participants
were accompanied by an inactive Paro (during intervention session: a comparison between
Condition 1 (C1:active stroke talk) and Condition 4 (C4:inactive rest)). Furthermore, more
positive facial expressions were observed during participants’ interaction with an active Paro.
Physiological responses recorded during the interaction with Paro in three conditions (except
C4:inactive rest) also showed an increase in skin conductance responses (SCR) from baseline,
which is assumed to be related to positive experience, as indicated by self-reported positive
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affect. Although there was a lack of significant differences between conditions at the end of
the experiment, interestingly, the self-reported negative affect was reduced further when com-
pared to baseline. These findings suggested that even the mere presence of Paro following
noise exposure may help in alleviating the effects of stress by reducing negative moods. An-
other suggestion, is that also possible that participants had their ability to cope with the stress
responses without any intervention.
It was further suggested in Study 1 that the lack of familiarity, stroking or the novelty
effect of the Paro may have resulted in increased skin conductance responses. Based on the
reduction in self-reported negative affect after interacting with Paro in all conditions, it was
also questioned whether prior interaction with Paro would have similar stress-reducing effects
on subsequent stress induction.
4.2 Current study: Study 2
Study 2 aims to better understand the effects of Paro, and its effect on stress responses. Study
2 was undertaken in part to explore the effects of familiarity with an active Paro. Study 2 also
compared the effects of interacting with active Paro and stroking a bolster covered with soft
fur.
It is also possible that Paro might result in a reduced response to stress inducing noise if
the participants spent time interacting with it before they were exposed to the stress inducing
noise. So, in Study 2, participants interacted with the Paro before the stress inducing noise. A
new sound was added to the previous noise used in Study 1 i.e. babies crying.
The effects were again measured using self-reports and physiological responses, and ob-
served facial expressions. Additionally, in order to understand further the effects of physio-
logical responses to Paro or stress, two physiological measurements were added together with
skin conductance responses namely heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV): standard
of all normal RR intervals (SDNN) and high-frequency (HF).
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To sum up, the new things explored in Study 2, are as followed:
1. Comparing the effects of interacting with a Paro robot with and without familiarity.
2. Comparing the effect of stroking a bolster and interacting with a Paro robot.
3. Does earlier interaction with a Paro or stroking a bolster reduce the stressful effects of
noise?
4. Examining the effects created during experiment on other physiological responses i.e.
heart rate and heart rate variability.
Each of these new points is explained further in the next section.
4.3 Terms
The terms listed below are defined for the scope of Study 2:
• Time-point refers to the time when the physiological measure was taken. There are four
time-points in this study where time-point 1 labelled as t1, time-point 2 labelled as t2,
time-point 3 labelled as t3 and time-point 4 labelled as t4.
• After time-point refers to the time when the participants need to fill in the questionnaires.
Participants fill in the questionnaires after each physiological measures time-point. There
are four after time-points in this study where after time-point 1 labelled as at1, after time-
point 2 labelled as at2, after time-point 3 labelled as at3 and after time-point 4 labelled
as at4.
• Session 1 refers to intervention session at time-point 2. There are four conditions in this
study where Condition 1 labelled as C1, Condition 2 labelled as C2, Condition 3 labelled
as C3, and Condition 4 labelled as C4.
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• Session 2 refers to a stress session at time-point 3, where the participants were asked to
listen a noise.
• Changes in scores refers to new variables created for changes in scores between time-
points. The variables for self-reported responses labelled as at2mat1 (changes in scores
between session 1 and pre-measurement), at3mat1 (changes in scores between session 2
and pre-measurement), and at3mat2 (changes in scores between session 2 and session 1).
The variables for physiological responses labelled as t2mt1 (changes in scores between
session 1 and pre-measurement), t3mt2 (changes in scores between session 2 and ses-
sion 1), 4mt3 (changes in scores between post-measurement and session 2), and t4mt1
(changes in scores between post-measurement and pre-measurement).
4.4 Rationale of Study 2
The following are the rationale of Study 2:
4.4.1 Familiarity:
Study 2 was designed to investigate the effect of an opportunity to get used to the Paro before
the experiment begins. The effect of familiarisation was assessed by including a condition in
which participants were explicitly taught how to interact with the Paro before the start of the
experiment. Previous studies of animal therapy mentioned the stress-reducing effects associ-
ated with familiarisation with a pet. For instance, pet owners would experience lower stress
compared to participants who do not own a pet or who played with an unfamiliar pet (O’Haire
2010, Beck 2014). In study by Okita (2013), the authors found that no reduction in anxiety
level after interact with Paro as the results of not being familiar with Paro, hence increased
their stress.
Based on the results from the skin conductance responses in Study 1 on page 105, it was
suggested that the SCR levels may have been high because participants were not familiar with
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the Paro robot. Therefore, Study 2 is designed to further understand the factors that might
have influenced the high arousal in SCR, hence the effects of familiarisation with Paro will be
explored.
It was anticipated that the familiarity with Paro before the intervention session might re-
duce the SCR and self-reported stress related responses, and induce positive moods compare
to those who meeting the Paro for the first time, or do not interact with Paro.
4.4.2 Effect of stroking:
Study 2 was also designed to determine to what extent stroking an active Paro will affect the
self-reports and physiological responses compared to stroking a soft object (i.e. a bolster).
This is because in Study 1, Paro was always present in all conditions, therefore the effects of
stroking itself cannot be determined because it might have been influenced by the cuteness of
Paro.
Past research mentioned how touching and stroking a pet robot resulted in a positive effect
on psychological and physiological responses (Mitsui et al. 2001a, Bemelmans et al. 2012, Pu
et al. 2018). One study of Paro by Mitsui et al. (2001a), compared interaction with Paro and
an object of a similar size to Paro, and found an increase in heart rate and respiration when
the participants interacted with an active Paro, but improved the moods. But, the study used
a within-subject design which meant that participants’ responses in one condition might have
affected other conditions as pointed out by Bordens & Abbott (2002). It is also difficult to
make a strong conclusion about how the Paro affected the physiological responses in the study
reported by Mitsui et al. (2001a), because their sample size was small (n = 6).
Other factors that might contribute to the positive effects is the fur. The softness of fur
induces pleasure when interacting with an animal (Kobayashi et al. 2017). These effects also
can be related to touch or physical contact with soft fur, as touch is one of the natural ways of
interacting or communicating with a pet robot.
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Therefore in Study 2, it was anticipated that interacting with Paro might reduce the stress
responses and induce positive responses compare to stroking a bolster.
4.4.3 Preventive stress intervention:
Additionally, in Study 2, the effect of interacting with Paro or a bolster on a subsequent stress-
inducing session was examined. In Study 1, the noise session preceded the Paro session. How-
ever, in Study 2, the noise session followed the Paro or bolster session. This enables the as-
sessment of the extent to which a prior session with a Paro could reduce the stressful effects of
subsequently encountered noise.
It was anticipated that interacting with Paro might reduce the stress responses and induce
positive responses compare to stroking a bolster.
Summary of method of Study 2:
Study 2 had four time points of 5 minutes measurement. A pre-measurement/baseline (t1) was
followed by 5 minutes of Paro/bolster/rest session (t2), a 5 minutes noise session (t3) and a 5
minutes post-measurement (t4). Participants were assigned randomly to one of four conditions.
In condition 1 (C1), the experimenter gave them 2 minutes to become familiar with and play
with a Paro robot before the experimenter started collecting their responses. Then they spent
time with the robot again for 5 minutes. In condition 2 - 4, participants did not have a chance
to get familiar with the Paro robot but were given a neutral article to read for 2 minutes. In
condition 2 (C2), participants were given 5 minutes to play with the robot during the robot
session. In condition 3 (C3), participants did not have a session with the robot but were asked
to stroke a bolster. The bolster had a similar soft furry covering to that of the Paro robot. In
Condition 4 (C4), participants also did not have a session with robot but were asked to rest for
5 minutes.
A detailed experimental procedure for Study 2 is provided in section 4.8, page 121.
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4.4.4 Effects of pet-robot therapy on heart rate and heart rate variability:
There are some studies of Paro that investigated its effects on heart rate (HR) and heart rate
variability (HRV) (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Robinson et al. 2013c, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017).
As reviewed in section 2.3.3, page 24, in summary, past research findings found that when
compared to baseline, interacting with an active Paro increased HRV (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b),
but maintained levels of HR (Mitsui et al. 2001a, Carretero & Sa´ez 2017) or decreased the HR
(Robinson et al. 2013c). It was claimed that the low HR was related to participants focusing on
performing a task i.e. playing with active Paro (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Robinson et al. 2013c),
and influenced by stroking Paro’s soft fur (Robinson et al. 2013c). Then the high HRV in
an active Paro condition was associated with positive experience as measured by self-reported
moods (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b).
However, these past studies have not looked at the effects of interaction with Paro on phys-
iological stress responses when preceded by or followed by a induced stress (i.e. noise expo-
sure). But, based on the positive findings found in past studies of Paro, it was plausible that
the Paro session might have an effect on reducing the effects of stress response. In Study 2, it
was anticipated that interacting with Paro might reduce the effects of induced stress based on
improvement in psychological and physiological stress responses compare to stroking a bolster.
4.5 Hypotheses
Based on the aims and rationale of Study 2 previously mentioned, the following are the hy-
potheses of this study (Refer to section 4.4.3, page 113 for summary of conditions in Study
2):
Hypothesis 1 (H1):
H1 aims to answer whether factors such familiarisation with Paro before intervention session
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may influenced participants’ responses during intervention session, compared to other condi-
tions.
It was predicted that in Session 1, a session with a Paro (C1 and C2) compared to a bolster
(C3) or resting (C4) condition would result in:
H1(a) low self-reported stress, negative affect, negative emotions, and high self-reported
positive affect and positive emotions (at at2).
H1(b) low HR and SCR, and high SDNN and HF (at t2).
H1(c) higher frequency of observed positive and lower negative facial expressions (at t2).
Hypothesis 2 (H2):
H2 aims to answer whether factors such familiarisation with Paro before intervention session
may influenced participants’ stress responses compared to other conditions, based on changes
in scores between baseline and final-measurement (at3mat1 or t4mt1).
Based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement, it was predicted that
a session with a Paro (C1 and C2) compared to bolster (C3) or resting (C4) condition would
result in:
H2(a) a reduction in self-reported stress and negative affect, and an increase in self-reported
positive affect. (at3mat1)
H2(b) a reduction in SCR, HR, and improvement in SDNN and HF. (t4mt1)
Then, two further hypotheses were made to find out if a short familiarisation session with
Paro before the experiment (C1) will have a greater influence on participants’ moods, phys-
iological responses and ways that the participants interact with Paro during an intervention
session, and its effect on subsequent stress exposure.
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Hypothesis 3 (H3):
H3 was predicted based on scores in Session 1.
It was predicted that in Session 1, the effects of interacting with Paro in C1 compared to
C2 would result in:
H3(a) low self-reported stress, negative affect, negative emotions, and high self-reported
positive affect and positive emotions. (at at2)
H3(b) low HR and SCR, and high SDNN and HF. (at t2)
H3(c) higher frequency of observed positive and lower negative facial expressions. (at t2)
Hypothesis 4 (H4):
H4 was predicted based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement (at3mat1
or t4mt1).
Based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement, it was further pre-
dicted that effects of interacting with Paro (Session 1) in C1 compared to C2 would result
in:
H4(a) a reduction in self-reported stress and negative affect, and an increase in self-reported
positive affect. (at3mat1)
H4(b) a reduction in SCR, HR, and improvement in SDNN and HF. (t4mt1)
4.6 Methods
4.6.1 Participants
Ethical approval was obtained from University of Sheffield, Department of Computer Sci-
ence Research Ethics Review Committees (Reference number: 011158). Experiments were
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conducted in an experiment room at Department of Psychology, University of Sheffield (See
Figure 4.1 on page 118 for an overview of the experiment room). Participants were recruited
from University of Sheffield.
Participants were recruited through University of Sheffield volunteering distribution-
emailing list. A small announcement was also placed on Student Services information Desk
(SSID) and On-line Research Participation system for Psychology students.
Participation was voluntary and all information was treated as confidential. Participants
were told that they were free to leave at any time during experiment. Participants were offered
the possibility of winning Amazon vouchers and Psychology students received 3 credits as a
reward for their participation.
Exclusion criteria in Study 2 were similar to Study 1, as described in Chapter 3, section
3.7.1 on page 72 .
104 participants were recruited to take part in Study 2 (79 females, 25 males, participants
were aged between 18 to 25, (M = 19.24,SD = 1.782). Table 4.1 shows summary of age and
gender for each condition. A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) test
(gender as dependent variable and condition as between-subjects factor) found there was no
significant difference in gender between conditions, F(3,100) = 0.051, p = 0.985,r = 0.002.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test also (age as dependent variable and condition as
between-subjects factor) found there was no significant difference in age between conditions,
F(3,100) = 0.416, p = 0.742,r = 0.012.
Table 4.1: Report of age and gender by condition
Condition N Age Gender
1 26 M = 19.46; SD = 1.923 M = 6; F = 20
2 26 M = 19.15; SD = 2.167 M = 6; F = 20
3 26 M = 18.96; SD = 1.248 M = 6; F = 20
4 26 M = 19.38; SD = 1.722 M = 7; F = 19
Total 104 M = 19.24; SD = 1.782 M = 25; F = 79
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Figure 4.1: Experiment room at Department of Psychology. Notes: This is an overview of
the experiment room and no exact measurement of the room was included. Participants and an
experimenter were inside the same room, but were separated between an office partition. The
measuring equipment (BIOPAC) used to collect the physiological data was on the table at the
experimenter side. At the participant side, there was a monitor, a keyboard, a mouse and a web
camera on the table, and the Paro or bolster was put on the table during the Session 1.
4.7 Measurement and materials
4.7.1 Bolster
A bolster with size dimension 14 x 48 centimetre. The size is quite similar to Paro, which is 35
x 16 x 57 centimetre (Paro Robots US 2014). The bolster has white faux soft fur.
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Figure 4.2: The bolster used in condition 3 (C3)
4.7.2 Noise as a stressor
A new sound of babies crying was added to the combination of sounds used in Study 1. There
were three noises used in this study: traffic noise, babies crying, crowd conversation.
The noises used in the experiment were downloaded from YouTube
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=E KPJhd857w, www.youtube.com/watch?v=mIXpLA4Q1Tc,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1UaJsxe3Lwg). The decibel levels of noise were
edited using free software, Mp3Gain (http://mp3gain.sourceforge.net/).
The noises were combined into 5 minutes of sound. Then, to produce different levels of
decibel in 5 minutes duration for each sound, the free software, Audacity were used (http:
//audacityteam.org/). The approximate levels of decibel (dB) were measured using the
CR:160 Series Optimus Red sound level meter. The noises were delivered at an approximate
volume of 60 to 80 dB through Sennheiser HD 202 headphones that connected to a laptop.
4.7.3 Physiological measurement and data acquisition
In Study 2, two physiological sensors were used to record participants’ responses: skin con-
ductance and pulse. A detailed description about skin conductance have been discussed earlier
in this thesis, see Chapter 3, section 3.8.5 on page 75. Two simultaneous feedback channels
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were recorded using MP36, to record the real-time biophysical data acquisition processing. All
sensors have a sampling rate of 200 Hz. Heart rate and heart rate variability data was acquired
through photoplethysmography (PPG), see example of sensor in Figure 4.3. The sensor mea-
sures the blood volume using optical method by bouncing infra-red light against the surface
of the skin to measure the amount of changes in light that reflected back. The pulses can be
detected according to how much blood is in the skin, higher pulses resulted from more blood.
In this study, the pulse sensor attached on the participants’ thumb.
Figure 4.3: BIOPAC pulse sensor: Picture taken from BIOPAC Operator’s Manual.
4.7.4 Video recording
Videos were recorded during the 5 minutes that participants were exposed to or interacted with
the Paro and bolster. The videos were recorded using a web camera.
4.7.5 Reading material
Reading material a chapter from Music: A Very Short Introduction by Cook (2000) (See Ap-
pendix A.9) was given to participants in C2, C3, and C4. This is because participants in C1
were given a 2 minutes time to familiarise themselves with Paro. Participants in C2, C3 and C4
were required to spend 2 minutes reading and searching for the words “music” and “musician”
in the reading material. The reading material was given to participants as a distraction task and
to help them pass the 2 minutes time. This is also to avoid participants become disinterested
with the task. Participants were told that the task is only for fun and they were not being graded.
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4.7.6 Self-report of emotions
Self-reported ratings were used as a subjective measure of levels of emotions during Paro or
bolster sessions. Participants were asked “Please rate your emotions when you were playing
with Paro or bolster.” The question was asked after post-measurement (t4). Participants rated
their feelings using 7-point Likert-scale ranging from “Not at all = 1” to “Extremely = 7” (Refer
to Appendix A.14). This question was asked in condition 1 - 3 only.
4.7.7 Other materials
Other materials, including Paro, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and levels
of stress questionnaire, were identical to those used in Study 1. All detailed descriptions about
Paro, PANAS and levels of stress have been discussed earlier in this thesis, see Chapter 3,
section 3.8.1 on page 73, section 3.8.3 on page 74, and section 3.8.4 on page 74. However, in
Study 2, question for levels of stress was rephrased to “Please indicate your stress levels right
now.”
4.8 Experimental procedure
Participants were asked to give their consent to participate in this study. Before the experiment
starts, the experimenter explained how to play with the Paro robot. All instructions were dis-
played on the screen. Then participants were left in the room to complete a questionnaire with
personal information e.g. age and gender. Afterwards participants were asked to sit comfort-
ably and asked to wear headphones. Then participants were attached with physiological sensors
on the fingertips (for heart rate variability (HRV) and skin conductance response (SCR)).
This study collected repeated measurements of skin conductance (SC) and HRV. Partici-
pants were also asked about their Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and levels of
stress. The HRV and SC were measured for 5 minutes at four time points. A pre-measurement
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(t1) was followed by Session 1 (Familiar Paro, Paro, bolster, rest) (t2), a 5 minutes of Session
2 (noise induction session) (t3) and a post-measurement (t4). Participants’ session with robot
or bolster were recorded on video. Then the PANAS questionnaires and levels of stress ques-
tionnaires were collected after pre-measurement (at1), after Session 1 (at2) and after Session 2
(at3).
Participants were assigned randomly to one of four conditions. There are four different
conditions in Session 1 in this study.
In condition 1 (C1), before the experiment starts, the experimenter left the participant in
the room and gave them 2 minutes to play with Paro robot before the experimenter started
collecting their responses (t1). Then again they were given a time with the robot for 5 minutes
during the Session 1 (t2). For condition 2, 3 and 4, participants were instead given some reading
material, and asked to find and circle the words “music” and “musician” in the reading material.
In condition 2 (C2), they were given a 5 minutes to play with the robot during the robot session.
In condition 3 (C3), participants will not have a session with the robot but participants were
asked to stroke the furry bolster. The bolster is covered with soft fur which quite similar to soft
texture of the Paro robot. In condition 4 (C4), participants did not have a session with the robot
but were asked to sit comfortably for 5 minutes. This final condition was assigned as control
condition, in order to check if the noise induced mild stress.
The four conditions were labelled as follow: C1:familiar, C2:no familiar, C3:bolster,
C4:rest.
During the noise session, participants were asked to listen to the sound through headphones
for 5 minutes. Participants were allowed to ask the experimenter to stop the experiment if they
found the sound too stressful. However, none of the participants pleaded to stop the experiment
early.
After completing all the sessions, participants were asked to answer final questionnaire.
After they finished answering all questionnaires, all the sensors attached to participants were
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removed. Before leaving the room, participants were given time to ask further questions about
this study. Figure 4.4 shows the flow of the experiment.
Figure 4.4: Study 2 experimental procedure
4.9 Data analysis
Skin conductance data:
Skin conductance data were calculated by totalling up the frequency of peaks during the 5
minutes recordings for each time point (pre-measurement (t1), Session 1 (t2), Session 2 (t3),
post-measurement (t4)). Skin conductance data were analysed using a similar way in Study 1,
refer section 3.10 on page 78.
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Heart rate and HRV data pre-processing:
Then for photoplethysmography (PPG) data, the heart rate scores were pre-processed using
Kubios 2.0 software (Tarvainen et al. 2014). Kubios is a free software that downloaded from
https://www.kubios.com/. The signals were corrected using the default option “medium
artefact correction” in Kubios software. Additionally, to remove disturbing low frequency
baseline trend components, a Lambda value of 500 was set to the “smoothness prior method”
option (Luque-Casado et al. 2013). Then the data were manually inspected and corrected for
any artefact on or removal (Krypotos et al. 2011).
Then the data from heart rate variability were pre-processing using AcqKnowledge 4.4
software. The data noises from PPG signal (i.e. movement) were removed using high-pass
filters with cut-off frequencies of 0.5 Hz (Lu et al. 2008, Jeyhani et al. 2015).
Data normality check:
Data analysis was done separately for physiological and psychological measures. All data were
checked for normality using Shapiro-Wilk test (Razali et al. 2011). The data were carefully
inspected using box plots. Extreme outliers were removed (scores that were more than three
standard deviation away from the mean (Howitt 2017).
Baseline:
First, the data were analysed in order to check that was no difference between the participants
in the four conditions (C1:familiar, C2:no familiar, C3:bolster, C4:rest) at the pre-measurement
(t1) for all variables (skin conductance responses, PANAS, stress levels). A one-way between-
subjects ANOVA was performed with pre-measurement (taken at t1 for physiological responses
and at at1 for self-reported responses) as dependent variable and conditions as a between-
subjects factor. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
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Overall effect of time and conditions:
Then the data were analysed to look at the effects of time and condition on the physiolog-
ical and self-reported responses. A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA was performed
for each measure with four conditions (C1:familiar, C2:no familiar, C3:bolster, C4:rest) as a
between-subjects factor and four time points (t1, t2, t3, t4) as within-subjects variable fac-
tor. The dependent variables were self-reported stress, positive affect, negative affect and skin
conductance. For each analysis, any ANOVA variables found to violate the assumption of
sphericity were corrected with a Greenhouse-Geisser correction and all post-hoc tests were
done with a Bonferroni correction. The alpha level was set at p < 0.05.
Then in order to look at a response pattern of the variables over the time period for mixed
design between-within subjects ANOVA, a polynomial contrast test was used. For example,
time pattern from t1 to t2, from t2 to t3, and from t3 to t4. Additionally, looking at time
differences between baseline or pre-measurement, i.e. from t1 to t4.
New variables:
For further analysis, in order to assess if the changes of scores between pairs of time points
are differ across four different conditions, new variables were created based on pairs of time
points. A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance was performed with each new vari-
able as dependent variable and conditions as a between-subjects factor. A further explanation
is reported on each subsection of the results.
Self-reported emotions:
Next analysis for self-reported were done according to the paragraph above, but additional
analysis was done. There were 6 emotional states that participants were asked about: 3 negative
ones (boredom, disgust, confusion) and 3 positive ones (happiness, excitement, relaxation).
New variables were created in order to compare the results from positive and negative emotions
between conditions, the analysis was adapted from a study by (Takayanagi et al. 2014). The
scores from happy, excitement, relaxation were totalled up and the variable was named as
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positive emotions. The scores from boredom, disgust, confusion were totalled up and the
variable was named as negative emotions.
Observed facial emotional expressions:
Then analysis for observed facial emotional expression. Observation was undertaken 5 minutes
of video recorded during the session with Paro and bolster in C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and
C3:bolster. There was no video recording during the rest session in C4:rest. There were four
facial expressions that were checked and divided into positive emotion (smile and laugh) and
negative emotion (boredom and disgust). The 5 minutes of videos were divided into 30 blocks
of 10 seconds, and were analysed by two evaluators for inter rater reliability. The inter-rater re-
liability for all emotions were analysed using Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) (Landers
2015). Then after checking the inter-rater reliability, the coded facial expression scores were
totalled for each emotion for each condition, using the mean scores of two evaluators for fur-
ther analysis (Takayanagi et al. 2014). Other analysis for observed video were done similarly
to Study 1, refer section 3.10 on page 78.
4.10 Results
4.10.1 Baseline of each measure
There was no significant difference between conditions at pre-measurement (at1) in all the self-
reported and physiological responses. These results indicate that participants in all conditions
had a similar level of self-reported stress, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and
physiological responses at the beginning of the study, all cases p > 0.05.
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4.10.2 Effects of conditions on self-reported responses
Self-reported stress
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect of
time on stress levels, F(1.710,171.00) = 78.09, p< 0.0001,r = 0.439, and no significant effect
of conditions, F(3,100) = 2.006, p = 0.118,r = 0.057. There was no significant interaction
between condition and time on stress levels, F(5.130,171.00) = 1.481, p = 0.197,r = 0.043.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test.
Based on Figure 4.5, the stress level scores showed a significant decrease during Session 1
(at2) from pre-measurement (at1), p < 0.0001, a significant increase during the Session 2 (at3)
from the Session 1 (at2), p< 0.0001, and a significant increase between pre-measurement (at1)
and Session 2 (at3), p = 0.040.
Figure 4.5: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported ratings of levels of stress
to each condition.
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New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there is difference
between conditions in terms of changes in stress level scores. The new variables are
SL at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, SL at3mat2 = Session 2 minus Session 1
and SL at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-measurement.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SL at2mat1, F(3,100) =
3.511, p = 0.018,r = 0.095. It was found that the decrease in stress level scores were signifi-
cantly larger in C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest , p = 0.034. (Refer to Figure 4.6). There
were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p= 1.000, C1:familiar
and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 0.051, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster,
p = 0.835 and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat2, F(3,100) =
1.793, p = 0.153,r = 0.051. the stress level scores increase from Session 1 (at2) to the Session
2 (at3) for all conditions. (Refer to Figure 4.6).
There was no significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat1, F(3,100) =
0.281, p = 0.839,r = 0.008. There no changes in stress level scores were found between pre-
measurement (at1) and Session 2 (at3) for all conditions.
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Figure 4.6: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes of scores of levels of stress to
each condition. ∗p < 0.05
Session 1 (at2) and Session 2 (at3) There was no significant difference between condi-
tions at Session 1, F(3,100) = 1.738, p = 0.164,r = 0.050.
There was no significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,100) =
2.051, p = 0.112,r = 0.058. Although there was no significant difference as can be seen in
Figure 4.11, page 136, in Session 2, the stress levels in C3:bolster were lower compared to
other conditions.
Positive affect in PANAS
A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant effect of time on
positive affect, F(2,200) = 80.03, p < 0.0001,r = 0.445, and a significant effect of conditions,
F(3,100) = 2.687, p = 0.040,r = 0.079. There was a significant interaction between condition
and time on positive affect, F(6,200) = 8.831, p < 0.0001,r = 0.209.
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Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using the Bonferroni correction test.
The was no significant difference in positive affect scores after Session 1 (at2) compared to
the pre-measurement (at1), p = 0.561. The positive affect scores then showed a significant
decrease after the Session 2 (at3) from the Session 1 (at2), p < 0.0001. There was a significant
decrease in the positive affect scores between pre-measurement (at1) and Session 2 (at3), p <
0.0001. Refer to Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive affect in PANAS for each
condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there is a difference
between conditions in terms of changes in positive affect scores. The new variables are
PA at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, PA at3mat2 = Session 2 minus Session
1 and PA at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-measurement.
There was a significant difference between conditions for PA at2mat1, F(3,100) =
13.28, p < 0.0001,r = 0.285. The increase in positive affect scores were significantly higher
in C1:familiar compared to C4:rest, p < 0.001, in C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster,
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p < 0.0001, and in C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest, p < 0.001. However, C3:bolster and
C4:rest showed a decrease in positive affect scores. (Refer to Figure 4.8).
However, there were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 0.379, C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.163, and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 0.469.
There was also a significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat2, F(3,100) =
12.77, p < 0.0001,r = 0.277. The decrease in positive affect scores was significantly larger in
C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.046, and to C4:rest, p = 0.001, and C2:no familiar
compared to C3:bolster, p < 0.001, and C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest, p < 0.001.
There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.721, and
C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000. Although it was not significant, as can be seen in Figure
4.8, C3:bolster and C4:rest showed a further decrease in positive affect,
There was also no significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat1, F(3,100) =
0.450, p = 0.718,r = 0.013. As seen in Figure 4.8, all conditions showed a further decrease
in positive affect scores after the Session 2 (at3) as compared to the pre-measurement session
(at1).
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Figure 4.8: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in positive affect scores in
PANAS for each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
Session 1 (at2) and Session 2 (at3) There was a significant difference between conditions
at Session 1, F(3,100) = 6.827, p < 0.0001,r = 0.170. The positive affect was significantly
higher in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.049 and C4:rest, p = 0.004. The results
were similar for C2:no familiar, the positive affect was significantly higher in C2:no familiar
compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.045 and C4:rest, p = 0.003. (Refer to Figure 4.11 on page 136).
There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 1.000, and
C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,100) =
0.895, p = 0.446,r = 0.026. Although there was no significant difference, as can be seen in
Figure 4.11 on page 136, the PA in C1:familiar was higher compared to other conditions.
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Negative affect in PANAS
Eight outliers were removed from data analysis.
A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant effect of time
on negative affect, F(1.448,136.09) = 63.36, p < 0.0001,r = 0.403, and no significant effect
of conditions, F(3,94) = 1.429, p = 0.239,r = 0.044. There was no significant interaction
between condition and time on negative affect, F(4.343,136.09)= 1.364, p= 0.231,r = 0.042.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test. The
negative affect scores decrease significantly from pre-measurement (at1) to Session 1 (at2),
p < 0.0001. The negative affect scores showed significant increase from Session 1 (at2) to
Session 2 (at3), p < 0.0001. The negative affect scores also showed significant increase from
pre-measurement (at1) to Session 2 (at3), p < 0.0001.
Figure 4.9: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative affect in PANAS measures to
each condition.
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New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there is difference
between conditions in terms of changes in negative affect scores. The new variables are
NA at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, NA at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-
measurement and NA at3mat2 = Session 2 minus Session 1.
There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at2mat1, F(3,96) =
5.149, p = 0.002,r = 0.139. The negative affect scores showed a significantly larger de-
crease from pre-measurement (at1) to the noise session (at2) in C1:familiar and compared
to C4:rest, p = 0.016, and C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest, p = 0.003. (Refer to Figure
4.10). However, there were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.527
and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 0.346.
There was no significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat2, F(3,94) =
1.739, p = 0.164,r = 0.053. As evident in Figure 4.10, the negative affect scores increase
from Session 1 (at2) to Session 2 (at3) for all conditions.
There was no significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat1, F(3,97) =
0.179, p = 0.910,r = 0.006. As shown in Figure 4.10, the negative affect scores increase from
pre-measurement (at1) to Session 2 (at3) for all conditions.
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Figure 4.10: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in negative affect scores in
PANAS for each condition. ∗p < 0.05
Session 1 (at2) and Session 2 (at3) There was a significant difference between condi-
tions at Session 1, F(3,96) = 6.261, p = 0.001,r = 0.14. The negative affect was higher in
C4:rest compared to C2:no familiar, p = 0.003 and C4:rest compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.004.
There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.667,
C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.487, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 0.242, and C2:no familiar
and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,97) = 1.039, p =
0.379,r = 0.031. Although there was no significant difference, as can be seen in Figure 4.11,
the negative affect in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar was higher compared to other conditions.
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Figure 4.11: The mean with 95% confidence interval for Session 1 and Session 2 of self-
reported stress, positive and negative affect to each condition. ∗p < 0.05.
Self-reported emotions during Session 1
There were 6 emotional states that participants were asked about: 3 negative ones (bore-
dom, disgust, confusion) and 3 positive ones (happiness, excitement, relaxation). A one-way
between-subjects analysis of variance was used to analyse difference between conditions for
each emotional state. There were no significant differences between conditions on self-reported
responses of happy, relaxed, bored, and disgusted during Session 1 (at2), all cases p > 0.05.
There was a significant difference between conditions on the self-reported emotion excited
during Session 1 (at2), F(2,75) = 13.37, p < 0.0001,r = 0.269. A post hoc test using Bonfer-
roni correction found a significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001
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and between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001. The excited scores were higher in
C1:familiar and C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 4.12). There was no
significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
A significant difference between conditions also found on self-reported emotion confused
during Session 1 (at2), F(2,75) = 4.841, p = 0.011,r = 0.114. A post hoc using Bonferroni
test found a significant difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.019, and
between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.036. The confused scores were lower in C1:familiar
compared to C2:no familiar and C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 4.12). There was no significant
difference between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
Figure 4.12: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported emotions during Session
1 to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
A further analysis was done to assess effects of conditions for positive and negative emo-
tions.
There was a significant difference between conditions on positive emotion during Session
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1 (at2), F(2,75) = 4.621, p = 0.013,r = 0.110. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction
found a significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001 and between
C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001. The positive emotions scores were higher in
C1:familiar and C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 4.13). There was
no significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions on negative emotion during Session
1 (at2), F(2,75) = 4.652, p = 0.012,r = 0.110. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction
found a significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001. The negative
emotions scores were lower in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 4.13).
There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.055, and
between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
Figure 4.13: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive and negative expression on
self-reported emotions during Session 1 to each condition. ∗p < 0.05
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4.10.3 Effects of conditions on observed facial emotional expressions
Two outliers were removed, one outlier from C1:familiar and C4:rest. A moderate degree of
reliability was found between two evaluators for the coded facial expressions, α between 0.724
to 0.830. However, no analysis for the coded facial expression, disgust, because there was not
enough data for this analysis.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test was used to test for differences between condi-
tions for each coded expression: smile, laugh, disgust and boredom. There was a significant dif-
ference between conditions in the number of times each of the following expressions occurred:
smile F(2,72) = 29.49, p < 0.0001,r = 0.450, laugh F(2,72) = 4.689, p = 0.012,r = 0.115
and boredom F(2,72) = 22.09, p < 0.0001,r = 0.380. There was no significant difference
between conditions for the coded facial expression, disgust F(2,72) = 0.711, p = 0.494,r =
0.019.
Further post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction was done to significant results above.
For the coded facial expression, smile, a post-hoc comparison found a significant difference
between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001 and between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster,
p < 0.0001. The smiling scores were higher in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster. The
smiling scores also higher in C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 3.10).
There was no significant difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 1.000.
For the coded facial expression, laugh, a post-hoc comparison found a significant differ-
ence between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.013. The laughing scores were higher in
C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to Figure 3.10). There were no significant dif-
ferences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 1.000 and C1:familiar and C3:bolster,
p = 0.100.
For the coded facial expression, boredom, a post-hoc comparison found a significant dif-
ference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001 and between C2:no familiar and
C3:bolster, p< 0.0001. The boredom scores were lower in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster.
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The boredom scores were also lower in C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to
Figure 3.10). There was no significant difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 1.000.
Figure 4.14: The mean with 95% confidence interval for facial emotional expressions to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
A further analysis was done to compare scores for positive and negative facial expressions
for each condition.
There was a significant difference between conditions for positive facial expressions,
F(2,72) = 31.85, p< 0.0001,r = 0.469. A post hoc test was done using Bonferroni correction.
As shown in Figure 4.15, there was a significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster,
p < 0.0001 and between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001. The positive expressions
scores were higher in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster and in C2:no familiar compared
to C3:bolster. There was no significant difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 1.000.
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There was a significant difference between conditions for negative facial expressions,
F(2,72) = 21.72, p< 0.0001,r = 0.376. A post hoc test was done using Bonferroni correction.
As shown in Figure 4.15, there was a significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster,
p < 0.0001 and between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p < 0.0001. The negative expressions
scores were lower in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster and in C2:no familiar compared
to C3:bolster. There was no significant difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 1.000.
Figure 4.15: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative and positive expressions to
each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
4.10.4 Effects of conditions on physiological responses
Skin conductance responses
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect
of time on SCR, F(2.591,259.11) = 214.43, p < 0.0001,r = 0.682, and a significant effect
of conditions, F(3,100) = 10.94, p < 0.0001,r = 0.247. There was significant interaction
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between condition and time on SCR, F(7.773,259.11) = 29.59, p < 0.0001,r = 0.470.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. There was a significant increase in SCR from pre-measurement (t1) to Session 1 (t2),
p < 0.0001. The SCR showed a significant decrease from Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3),
p < 0.0001. The SCR showed no significant difference in SCR from pre-measurement (t1) to
post-measurement (t4), p = 1.000 and from Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement (t4), p = 0.468.
Figure 4.16: The mean with 95% confidence interval for skin conductance responses to each
condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in SCR. The new variables are SCR t2mt1 = Ses-
sion 1 minus pre-measurement, SCR t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1, SCR t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2, and SCR t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-measurement.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t2mt1, F(3,100) =
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38.33, p < 0.0001,r = 0.535. As is apparent in Figure 4.17, the SCR increased in C1:familiar,
C2:no familiar and C3:bolster compared to C4:rest, all cases with p < 0.0001. There were
no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and
C3:bolster, p = 1.000, and C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t3mt2, F(3,100) =
52.63, p < 0.0001,r = 0.612. As evident in Figure 4.17, the decrease in SCR was a signifi-
cantly larger in C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster compared to C4:rest, all cases with
p < 0.0001. C4:rest showed a small increase in SCR. There were no significant differences
between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.593,
and C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t4mt3, F(3,100) =
3.408, p = 0.021,r = 0.093. As shown in Figure 4.17, there was a small decrease SCR in
C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.019. The C3:bolster showed a small increase in
SCR. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p= 0.188,
C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and
C4:rest, p = 1.000 and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 0.402.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SCR t4mt1, F(3,100) =
1.097, p = 0.354,r = 0.032.
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Figure 4.17: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of skin conductance
responses to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
Session 1 (t2) and Session 2 (t3) There was a significant difference between condi-
tions at Session 1, F(3,100) = 42.73, p < 0.0001,r = 0.562. As can be seen in Figure 4.24
on page 154, the SCR for C4:rest was lower compared to C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and
C3:bolster, all cases p < 0.0001. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar
and C2:no familiar, p = 0.841, C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, and C2:no familiar and
C3:bolster, p = 0.771.
There was a significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,100) = 3.550, p =
0.017,r = 0.096. As shown in Figure 4.24 on page 154, the SCR for C1:familiar was
lower compared to C2:no familiar, p = 0.028. There were no significant differences between
C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.710, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar
and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and C4:rest, p = 0.060 and C3:bolster and C4:rest,
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p = 1.000.
Heart rate
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect
of time on HR, F(2.773,266.25) = 18.47, p < 0.0001,r = 0.161, and no significant effect of
conditions, F(3,96) = 2.233, p = 0.089,r = 0.065. There was significant interaction between
condition and time on HR, F(8.320,266.25) = 3.566, p < 0.0001,r = 0.100.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. There was no significant change in HR from pre-measurement (t1) to Session 1 (t2), p =
0.316. The HR showed a significant increase from pre-measurement (t1) to post-measurement
(t4), p < 0.0001. The HR showed a significant increase from Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3),
p = 0.001. (Refer to Figure 4.18). The HR showed no significant difference in HR from
Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement (t4), p = 1.000.
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Figure 4.18: The mean with 95% confidence interval for heart rate to each condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in HR. The new variables are HR t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, HR t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and HR t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2. Additional analysis, HR t4mt1 = post-measurement minus
pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for HR t2mt1, F(3,97) =
0.855, p = 0.467,r = 0.026.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HR t3mt2, F(3,98) = 5.288, p =
0.002,r = 0.139. As can be seen in Figure 4.19, the increased HR was significantly higher in
C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.002. The C3:bolster showed a small decrease in
HR. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.051,
C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar
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and C4:rest, p = 1.000 and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 0.097.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HR t4mt3, F(3,98) = 4.717, p =
0.004,r = 0.146. As is apparent in Figure 4.19, the HR was significantly lower in C1:familiar
compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.013 and in C1:familiar compared to C4:rest, p = 0.011. There
was a decrease trend for HR in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, and increase trend for HR
in C3:bolster and C4:rest. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and
C2:no familiar, p = 0.896, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.530, C2:no familiar and
C4:rest, p = 0.503 and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HR t4mt1, F(3,97) = 5.024, p =
0.003,r = 0.134. As shown in Figure 4.19, the increased HR was significantly lower in
C1:familiar compared to C4:rest, p = 0.040 and in C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest,
p = 0.020. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.051,
and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000.
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Figure 4.19: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of heart rate to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05
Session 1 (t2) and Session 2 (t3) There was no significant difference between conditions
at Session 1, F(3,100) = 0.425, p = 0.736,r = 0.013. Although there was no significant dif-
ference, as can be seen in Figure 4.24 on page 154, the HR in C1:familiar was lower compared
to other conditions.
There was a significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,98) = 3.896, p =
0.011,r = 0.107. As is apparent in Figure 4.24 on page 154, the HR was higher in C1:familiar
compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.023. The HR for C3:bolster was lower compared to C4:rest,
p = 0.035. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar,
p = 0.601, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 1.000, and
C2:no familiar and C4:rest, p = 0.804.
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Standard of all normal RR intervals
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance ANOVA showed there was a significant
effect of time on SDNN, F(2.652,265.21) = 29.63, p < 0.0001,r = 0.229, and no significant
effect of conditions, F(3,100) = 2.018, p = 0.116,r = 0.057. There was significant interaction
between condition and time on SDNN, F(7.956,266.21) = 2.687, p = 0.008,r = 0.075.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. As evident in Figure 4.20, there was a significant increase in SDNN for pre-measurement
(t1) to Session 1 (t2), p < 0.0001 and pre-measurement (t1) to post-measurement (t4), p <
0.0001. However, there was no significant change from Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3), p =
0.196 and Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement (t4), p = 1.000.
Figure 4.20: The mean with 95% confidence interval for SDNN to each condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences be-
tween conditions in terms of changes in SDNN. The new variables are SDNN t2mt1 = Session
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1 minus pre-measurement, SDNN t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and SDNN t4mt3 =
post-measurement minus Session 2. Additional analysis, SDNN t4mt1 = post-measurement
minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SDNN t2mt1, F(3,100) =
0.141, p = 0.935,r = 0.004 and SDNN t3mt2, F(3,100) = 0.306, p = 0.821,r = 0.009. As
is apparent in Figure 4.21, all conditions showed an increase in SDNN from pre-measurement
(t1) to Session 1 (t2). All conditions showed no change in SDNN from Session 1 (t2) to Session
2 (t3).
There was a significant difference between conditions for SDNN t4mt3, F(3,100) =
9.829, p < 0.0001,r = 0.228 As evident in Figure 4.21, there was a decrease trend in
C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, and an increase trend in C3:bolster and C4:rest. The decreased
SDNN showed a significant decrease in C1:familiar compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.002, and
C1:familiar compared to C4:rest, p < 0.0001, and a significant decrease in C2:no familiar
compared to C4:rest, p = 0.018. There were no significant differences between C1:familiar
and C2:no familiar, p = 0.204, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 0.775, and C3:bolster and
C4:rest, p = 0.803.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SDNN t4mt1, F(3,96) =
5.387, p = 0.002,r = 0.144. As shown in Figure 4.21, the increased SDNN was signif-
icantly lower in C1:familiar compared to C4:rest, p = 0.022. There were no significant
differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p = 0.804, C1:familiar and C3:bolster,
p = 0.654, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and C4:rest, p = 0.866
and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000. As can be seen in Figure 4.21, the C4:rest showed a
larger increase compared to other conditions, although not significant.
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Figure 4.21: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of SDNN to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
Session 1 (t2) and Session 2 (t3) There was no significant difference between conditions
at Session 1, F(3,100) = 0.446, p = 0.720,r = 0.013.
There was no significant difference between conditions at Session 2, F(3,100) =
1.074, p = 0.364,r = 0.031. Although there was no significant difference, as can be seen in
Figure 4.25 on page 155, for both sessions, the SDNN in C2:no familiar was higher compared
to other conditions.
High frequency
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance ANOVA showed there was a significant
effect of time on HF, F(3,300) = 10.51, p< 0.0001,r = 0.095, and no significant effect of con-
ditions, F(3,100) = 1.117, p = 0.346,r = 0.032. There was no significant interaction between
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condition and time on HF, F(9,300) = 0.993, p = 0.446,r = 0.029.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. There was a significant increase in HF for pre-measurement (t1) to Session 1 (t2), (p <
0.0001 and pre-measurement (t1) to post-measurement (t4), p< 0.0001. (Refer to Figure 4.22).
However, there was no significant change from Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3), p = 0.196 and
Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement (t4), p = 1.000.
Figure 4.22: The mean with 95% confidence interval for high-frequency to each condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in HF. The new variables are HF t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, HF t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and HF t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2, and HF t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for HF t2mt1, F(3,100) =
0.757, p = 0.521,r = 0.022, HF t3mt2, F(3,100) = 1.190, p = 0.317,r = 0.034 and
HF t4mt3, F(3,100) = 2.390, p = 0.073,r = 0.067.
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There was also no significant difference between conditions for HF t4mt1, F(3,100) =
0.383, p = 0.766,r = 0.011, and HF t3mt1, F(3,100) = 1.325, p = 0.271,r = 0.038. As is
apparent in Figure 4.23, all conditions showed an increase in HF scores for HF t2mt1 and
HF t4mt1. All conditions showed no change in HF scores for HF t3mt2 and HF t4mt3.
Figure 4.23: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of high-frequency
to each condition.
Session 1 (t2) and Session 2 (t3) A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was
no significant difference between conditions at Session 1, F(3,100) = 0.507, p = 0.679,r =
0.015. Although there was no significant difference, as can be seen in Figure 4.25 on page 155
, the HF in C1:familiar was lower compared to other conditions.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant difference between
conditions at Session 2, F(3,100) = 2.961, p = 0.036,r = 0.082. As is apparent in Figure 4.25
on page 155 , the HF for C2:no familiar was higher compared to C3:bolster, p = 0.045. There
were no significant differences between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, p= 0.123, C1:familiar
and C3:bolster, p = 1.000, C1:familiar and C4:rest, p = 1.000, C2:no familiar and C4:rest,
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p = 0.299 and C3:bolster and C4:rest, p = 1.000.
Figure 4.24: The mean with 95% confidence interval for Session 1 and Session 2 of skin
conductance responses and heart rate to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001.
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Figure 4.25: The mean with 95% confidence interval for Session 1 and Session 2 of SDNN
and HF to each condition. ∗p < 0.05.
4.11 Summary of findings based on predictions
4.11.1 H1: Effects of conditions in Session 1
This section focuses on the findings for Hypotheses H1(a) and H1(b).
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H1(a): Hypothesis for self-reported responses:
• There was no significant difference in self-reported stress across conditions, all conditions
showed a low stress. (Refer to Figure 4.11, on page 136).
• There was a significant effect of conditions in self-reported negative affect. The negative
affect was significantly lower in C2:no familiar compared to C4:rest, and in C3:bolster com-
pared to C4:rest. But, there was no significant difference between C1:familiar and C3:bolster,
and between C1:familiar and C4:rest. (Refer to Figure 4.11, on page 136).
• There was a significant difference in self-reported positive affect between Paro conditions
(C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) compared to in C3:bolster and C4:rest. (Refer to Figure
4.11, on page 136).
• There was a significant difference between conditions in self-reported emotions. Self-
reported positive emotion was rated significantly higher in Paro conditions (C1:familiar and
C2:no familiar) compared to bolster condition (C3:bolster) and rest condition (C4:rest). The
positive emotions rated were happy, excited and relaxed. However, only excited was rated
significantly higher in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, compared to C3:bolster. There were
no differences in rated happy and relaxed across conditions. (Refer to Figure 4.13, on page
138, and Figure 4.12, on page 137.)
• Self-reported negative emotions were rated significantly lower in Paro condition
(C1:familiar) compared to bolster condition (C3:bolster). There was no significant differ-
ence between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar, and between C2:no familiar and C3:bolster.
The negative emotions rated were disgusted, bored and confused. Confused was rated signif-
icantly higher in C2:no familiar and C3:bolster, compared to C1:familiar. (Refer to Figure
4.13, on page 138, and Figure 4.12, on page 137.)
• Therefore, H1(a) is partially supported, through differences in self-reported negative and
positive affect, and self-reported negative and positive emotions.
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Summary: It seems that interacting with an active Paro (in both familiar and unfamiliar
session) results in a higher level of positive affect and positive emotions, and a lower level of
negative affect, negative emotions, and self-reported stress.
H1(b): Hypothesis for physiological responses:
• There was no significant difference in levels of HR and HRV parameters for all conditions.
The SCR were significantly higher in all three conditions except C4:rest. (Refer to Figure
4.25, on page 155, and Figure 4.24, on page 154.)
• Therefore, H1(b) is not supported.
Summary: It seems that all conditions create similar physiological responses in HR and
HRV, but not in SCR, where the arousal is shown only in interactive conditions.
H1(c): Hypothesis for observed facial expressions:
• Positive facial expression: There were significant differences in observed positive between
(C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) and C3:bolster. It is clear that participants were showing
positive emotions when given an option to interact freely with an active Paro, as indicated by
greater number of positive expressions observed in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar compared
to the bolster condition (C3:bolster). Participants in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar were
observed to have a high frequency of smiling expressions compared to C3:bolster. (Refer to
Figure 4.15, on page 141, and Figure 4.14, on page 140.)
• Negative facial expression: The hypothesis is supported through the difference in ob-
served negative facial expression between (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) and C3:bolster.
C3:bolster showed significantly higher frequency of negative expression compared to
C1:familiar and C2:no familiar. Participants in C3:bolster were observed to have a high
frequency of bored expressions. (Refer to Figure 4.15, on page 141, and Figure 4.14, on
page 140.)
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• Therefore, H1(c) is supported.
Summary: It seems that a session with Paro create more positive emotions than a session
stroking a bolster.
4.11.2 H2: Effects of conditions on stress responses
H2(a): Hypothesis for self-reported responses:
• Unexpectedly, there was no significant difference between the condition in self-reported
stress, positive affect, and negative affect. The self-reported positive affect showed a de-
crease in all conditions. The results showed an increase in self-reported stress and negative
affect for all conditions. (Refer to Figure 4.6, on page 129, Figure 4.8, on page 132, and
Figure 4.10, on page 135.)
• Therefore, H2(a) is not supported.
H2(b): Hypothesis for physiological responses:
• SCR and HR: Study 2 did not find a difference in SCR between conditions, although the
SCR did return to baseline. The HR, however, showed a further increase across conditions.
Despite the increased HR, the HR in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar were significantly lower
than C4:rest. (Refer to Figure 4.17, on page 144, and Figure 4.19, on page 148.)
• HF and SDNN: Study 2 found a further increase across conditions for HF and SDNN, from
baseline to final measurement. But, there was a significant difference between C1:familiar
and C4:rest: the SDNN in C1:familiar were lower than C4:rest. (Refer to Figure 4.23, on
page 153, and Figure 4.21, on page 151.)
• Therefore, H2(b) is partially supported, through differences between conditions in HR and
SDNN.
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• Summary: There is some indication here that a session with Paro can results in lower heart
rate and increased SDNN. This suggests Paro can contribute to alleviate a stress response.
4.11.3 H3: Effects of familiarisation with Paro compared to no familiarity to
Paro in Session 1
H3(a): Hypothesis for self-reported responses:
• There was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar on self-reported stress,
negative and positive affect, and positive and negative emotions. Therefore, the H3(a) is
not supported.
• But, based on self-reported emotions, ’confused’ was rated significantly lower when inter-
acting with active Paro in C1:familiar compared to C2:no familiar, when participants had a
time to get familiar with the Paro before the experiment. (Refer to Figure 4.12, on page 137.)
H3(b): Hypothesis for physiological responses:
• There was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar on skin conductance re-
sponses, heart rate and HRV parameters, H3(b) is not supported. (Refer to Figure 4.17, on
page 144, Figure 4.19, on page 148, Figure 4.23, on page 153, and Figure 4.21, on page 151.)
H3(c): Hypothesis for observed facial expressions:
• There was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar on observed positive and
lower negative facial expressions, H3 (c) is not supported. (Refer to Figure 4.15, on page
141, and Figure 4.14, on page 140.)
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4.11.4 H4: Effects of familiarisation with Paro compared to no familiarity to
Paro on stress responses
H4(a): Hypothesis for self-reported responses:
• There was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar on self-reported stress and
negative affect and positive affect, H4(a) is not supported. (Refer to Figure 4.6, on page 129,
Figure 4.8, on page 132, and Figure 4.10, on page 135.)
H4(b): Hypothesis for physiological responses:
• There was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar on SCR, HR and HRV
parameters, H4(b) is not supported. (Refer to Figure 4.17, on page 144, Figure 4.19, on page
148, Figure 4.23, on page 153, and Figure 4.21, on page 151.)
Summary: Apart from the self-reported emotion of confusion, there is no indication here
that 2 minutes familiarisation with the Paro had an the effect on physiological and self-reported
measures.
4.12 Discussion
The results will be discussed in two parts, in order to focus on (Part 1:) the results obtained
during Session 1, and (Part 2:) the results obtained in the form of changes in scores between
baseline and post-measurement, in order to look at the evidence of the stress-reducing effects
of Session 1 on subsequent induced stress.
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4.12.1 Part 1: Effects of conditions during Session 1
Considering the results obtained in Session 1 (at t2), in sum, only one of the three hypotheses
in H1 was definitely supported. H1(a) was partially supported, with a small effect of condi-
tions on self-reported positive and negative affect, and self-reported emotions. H1(b) was not
supported, as no difference between physiological responses were found between any of the
conditions. H1(c) was supported, since there was a significant difference in observed posi-
tive and negative facial expressions between (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) and C3:bolster.
H3(a, b, c) was not supported, as there was no significant difference between C1:familiar and
C2:no familiar in Session 1 (at t2) for any of the measures.
A comparison between the findings of Study 1 and Study 2
This section focuses on a comparison between the findings of Study 1 and Study 2 during the
intervention session.
Study 1 investigated the effects of interacting with Paro following a stress-inducing session.
By contrast, Study 2 investigated the effects of interacting with Paro before a stress-inducing
session. The change in ordering of the intervention session and noise session in Study 2 was
carried out, so that the effects of interacting with Paro without the influence of previous stress
inducing noise could be better understood. It should be noted that any effects that occurred
during the intervention session in Study 1 may have been influenced by the previous noise
session.
It should be noted that in Study 2, new measures were added to give more information about
what happened during the intervention session and its effects on stress responses. The new
measures were time length of intervention session, self-reported emotions, and physiological
measures, heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) parameters. But, the results from
the new measures will not be discussed in this sub-section. Despite these differences, when
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comparing the results of Study 1 and Study 2, there are some consistent findings in the self-
reported and skin conductance measures taken during the intervention session.
Firstly, we will consider the results of skin conductance response (SCR) in Study 1 and
Study 2. In Study 2, it was found that the SCR were higher in all three conditions (involving
interaction with a Paro or stroking a bolster) compared to the resting alone condition. These
results are similar to the results of SCR in Study 1, where the SCR were also higher in all three
conditions that involved interaction with Paro as compared to the rest condition.
In Study 1, it was suggested that the arousal of SCR was associated with positive moods,
as shown in the highly rated positive affect in all the three Paro conditions. However, high
positive affect was also found in C4:inactive rest, where participants were asked to rest with
the presence of an inactive Paro. So, based on the high arousal in three conditions, and the
highly rated positive moods in all conditions in Study 1, it was further suggested that this could
be due to either (i) the cute appearance of Paro influencing the increased positive mood (either
when the Paro was active or inactive), or (ii) the effect of stroking a nice object covered with
fur may have influenced the moods and arousal of SCR, or both. Therefore, in Study 2, the
cute appearance of Paro was eliminated in C3:bolster (replaced by a bolster) and in C4:rest
(participants were left alone). This makes it possible to examine the effects of stroking on
physiological arousal and moods without the presence of a Paro.
The results of Study 2 could be interpreted as showing that the increased SCR (from base-
line to Session 1) was related to positive arousal when participants were asked to interact with
Paro (either in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar). However, the increased SCR in C3:bolster
(when stroking a bolster) is less likely to be related to positive emotions because the positive
affect was significantly lower in C3:bolster compared to C1:familiar and C2:no familiar.
This would mean that, when comparing between Study 1 (C3:inactive stroke) and Study 2
(C3:bolster), the high SCR and high positive affect in Study 1 (in C3:inactive stroke) are not
only related to stroking an inactive Paro, but are also related to the presence of Paro. This is
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because in Study 2, when the Paro was not present, but was replaced with bolster, the SCR was
high but the positive affect was low in C3:bolster (stroking the bolster). This suggests that in
C3:bolster, the higher arousal SCR was due to effects of stroking the bolster.
Table 4.2 summarises results obtained at Session 1 (1) on self-reported responses and SCR,
based on data observed in graphs and the statistical effects of conditions.
Table 4.2: Effects of conditions in Session 1
At Session 1 C1 C2 C3 C4
Self-reported stress Low (-) Low (-) Low (-) Low (-)
Self-reported positive
affect
High (*C3 C4) High (*C3 C4) Low (*C1 C2) Low (*C1 C2)
Self-reported negative
affect
Low (-) Low (*C4) Low (*C4) High (*C2 C3)
SCR High (*C4) High (*C4) High (*C4) Low (*C1 C2
C3)
Note. Based on results of self-reported responses obtained at Session 1 (t2). High indicates high scores
observed in condition; Low indicates low scores observed in condition; an asterisk indicates the condi-
tion was significantly higher or lower compared to a condition or conditions; a hyphen (-) indicates no
significant difference between any of conditions.
However, in Study 2, based on the results on self-reported negative affect and stress during
intervention session (from baseline to Session 1), the results showed that the bolster does have
the potential to reduce self-reported negative affect and stress. This is because no significant
difference was found between Paro conditions (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) and the bolster
condition (C3:bolster). The results for these conditions all showed low self-reported negative
affect and stress at Session 1 (at at2).
Furthermore, in Study 2, when comparing the effect of Paro conditions and the resting
alone condition on self-reported stress during intervention session, it was found that the Paro
condition (C2:no familiar) had a significantly lower self-reported stress (from baseline (t1) to
Session 1 (t2)) than C4:rest (where no Paro was present). But, in Study 1, a significantly
lower self-reported stress (from noise session (t2) to intervention session (t3)) was found in
all conditions. This also suggests that the presence of an inactive Paro in the room (Study 1
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(C4:inactive rest)) may also influence the levels of stress compared to resting alone without the
presence of Paro (Study 2 (C4:rest)).
Table 4.3 summarises results obtained in changes in scores between baseline and Session
1 (t2mt1) on self-reported and physiological responses.
Table 4.3: Effects of conditions on changes in scores between baseline and Session 1 (t2mt1)
t2mt1 C1 C2 C3 C4
Levels of stress ↓ ↓ (*C4) ↓ ↓
PA ↑(*C4) ↑ (*C3 C4) ↓ (*C2) ↓ (*C1 C2)
NA ↓ (*C4) ↓ (*C4) ↓ ↓
SCR ↑ (*C4) ↑ (*C4) ↑ (*C4) ↓ (*C1 C2 C3)
HR - - - -
SDNN ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
HF ↑ ↑ ↑ ↑
Notes. ↑ indicates a significant increase from baseline to Session 1; ↓ indicates a significant decrease
from baseline to Session 1; a hyphen (-) indicates no change in scores from baseline to Session 1. ↑ and
an asterisk indicates the condition was significantly higher compared to a condition or conditions; ↓ and
an asterisk indicates the condition was significantly lower compared to a condition or conditions.
Effects of familiarisation with Paro at Session 1
Another suggestion in Study 1 was that SCR arousal was related to the stress created as a result
of interaction with unfamiliar object. Therefore, in Study 2, a familiarisation session before the
experiment was added (C1:familiar), in order to compare its effects to Paro with no familiarity.
No difference was found in self-reported and physiological responses when comparing be-
tween C1:familiar and C2:no familiar during Session 1 (at t2), and H3 was not supported. But,
both of the conditions (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar) showed a high self-reported positive
and low self-reported negative affect and stress. At the same time, both conditions showed high
arousal SCR, and similar levels HR and HRV parameters, which are suggested to be related to
excitement and relaxation.
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This result, in contrast to a study by Okita (2013), the author found no reduction in anx-
iety in hospitalized children after they had a short session with an active Paro (compared to
baseline). The author suggested that the lack of changes in levels of anxiety was related to
unfamiliarity with Paro. However, in the Okita (2013) study, different samples of participants
and settings were used. Okita (2013) recruited children that had been warded for a certain ill-
ness, although illness was not reported by the author. Children may interact differently to Paro
compared to young healthy adults. For example, based on a review by Leite et al. (2013), the
authors mentioned that healthy young adults tended to accept playing with the Paro compared
to elderly people with dementia (Turkle et al. 2006). Turkle et al. (2006) mentioned that when
the elderly are introduced to pet robot, they showed anxiety and concern about how the pet
robot will behave. Additionally, Robinson et al. (2013b) also stated that difficulties in physical
movement might have been one of factor for the lack of interaction with the pet robot.
Furthermore, a natural setting such as hospital could be more stressful than being exposed
to noise in laboratory-setting. But, the effects of familiarisation on stress reduction will be
discussed further in Part 2, section 4.12.2, page 176.
Even though hypothesis (H3) was not supported in Study 2, there was an effect of familiar-
ity on self-reported emotions (at t2). Participants reported that they felt more confused when
interacting with Paro in C2:no familiar compared to C1:familiar. The low rate of reported
’confused’ in C1:familiar is presumably because participants understood how to interact with
Paro (after the 2 minutes familiarisation session with Paro) and already knew how Paro would
respond to their interaction. Despite a lack of understanding about Paro in C2:no familiar, it
was showed that the emotions of happy and excited were rated the highest in C2:no familiar
compared to C1:familiar. In addition, both of the Paro conditions showed significantly higher
levels of reports of ’excitement’ compared to C3:bolster. This finding is also supported by
H1(c) because no difference was found between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar in observed
positive and negative facial expression. It seems that familiarity reduced the novelty effect of
Paro, but did not reduce the effects of Paro on positive moods. This finding is in line with
previous long-term studies of Paro that mentioned that participants maintained their positive
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interaction with Paro even after a few sessions with the robot (Sabanovic et al. 2013, Birks
et al. 2016).
A comparison between baseline (t1) and Session 1 (t2) on heart rate and heart rate vari-
ability parameters
In this sub-section, some details about what happened during Session 1 when compared to the
baseline (t2mt1) on heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV) parameters are discussed.
HRV:
In addition to findings of SCR in Study 2, all the HRV parameters i.e. SDNN and HF were
significantly increased in all conditions. The increased HRV in all conditions may indicate a
greater level of relaxation (when stroking a Paro or a bolster, or resting) or excitement (when
playing with Paro). This is related to the domination of the parasympathetic activity (Quintana
et al. 2012, Castaldo et al. 2015), as also reflected in self-reported stress, negative and positive
affect.
HR:
Interestingly, no change in HR was found in any of the conditions from baseline to Session 1
(t2mt1). This may be related to parasympathetic activity, that helps to maintain the resting heart
rate (as compared changes from baseline and Session 1) (Park et al. 2018a). The findings of
Study 2 are partially different to previous studies of Paro that investigated the effects of Paro on
HR and HRV (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b). In a previous study by Mitsui et al. (2001a), participants
were assigned to four conditions where they were asked to stroke (1) a column covered with
Paro’s fur, or (2) a column covered in vinyl, (3) inactive Paro and, (4) active Paro. They found
a significantly greater increase in HR from baseline to a session when participants stroked a
column covered with Paro’s fur compared to stroking a column covered with vinyl material,
and compared to playing with active Paro. They found no change in HR from baseline when
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participants interacted with active Paro. It was suggested that the low HR was associated with
concentration when playing with active Paro.
The results of Study 2 in HR are partially consistent with the study by Mitsui et al. (2001a),
since the HR did not show any changes from baseline to the interacting with active Paro session,
and stroking a bolster. This may suggest that the Paro and bolster conditions may have had
similar effects on HR in Study 2.
It is possible to find some reasons for the differences in findings between Study 2 and
Mitsui et al. (2001a) on HR. They may be related to the within-subject experiment design and
unintentional personal bias when stroking a similar object to Paro in Mitsui et al. (2001a) study.
It possibly affected the physiological responses, where participants anticipated about how Paro
would interact or preferred to stroke Paro because they have been in a session with Paro before,
hence the increased HR (in the column covered with Paro’s fur condition). It should be noted
that the authors (Mitsui et al. (2001a)) used a random sequence of the four conditions for each
participant, to avoid bias. However, as mentioned in a review by (Pannucci & Wilkins 2010),
personal bias during research cannot be fully avoided.
Additionally, the different effects on physiological responses may also be related to the
different softness of Paro’s fur and the bolster used in Study 2. However, it is beyond the scope
of Study 2, to look at the effect of different softness of Paro and bolster.
HRV:
Furthermore, Mitsui et al. (2001a) also found that the HRV showed a greater increase when
participants played with an active Paro compared to other conditions. Mitsui et al. (2001a)
predicted that the HRV would be lowered when interacting with Paro, as they used a ratio
of parasympathetic and sympathetic activity as a HRV measure (i.e. LF/HF). Mitsui et al.
(2001a) also suggested that despite the increase in HRV, there were improvements in self-
reported moods in the active Paro condition. Based on a review on HRV by Castaldo et al.
(2015), the HRV ratio is related to domination of sympathetic activity. However, there were
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some studies that have shown an increase in HRV ratio during relaxation therapy (Sripongngam
et al. 2015, Seifert et al. 2018), and during mild physical exercise (Sakakibara et al. 1994).
Seifert et al. (2018) suggested that the increase of HRV ratio is due to increases in baroreflex
activity which is related to relaxation. The baroreflex reacts to any changes in blood pressure,
and it helps to maintain the pressure to a resting level.
Even though Study 2 used different parameters of HRV, the results are partially consistent
with Mitsui et al. (2001a). The increased HRV parameters in Paro conditions in Study 2, were
not only related to relaxation, but also associated with excitement.
Conclusion of Part 1
Overall, when considering the results obtained in Session 1, it was noted that interacting with an
active Paro induced excitement. The effects reflected in increased self-reported positive affect
and positive emotions, and increased SCR and HRV parameters, from baseline to Session 1.
At the same time, there is also an indication of a greater reduction in self-reported stress and
negative affect, and no changes in HR, from baseline to Session 1, when interacting with Paro
and stroking a bolster were compared to the resting alone condition (C4:rest).
In Part 2, there follows a discussion about whether these effects can help to protect par-
ticipants from subsequent stress exposure, whether the high positive and negative affects have
a lasting effect during or after the stress session, and whether the effects could help in faster
recovery from the induced stress after the stress session ended.
4.12.2 Part 2: Effects of conditions on subsequent induced stress
This section will continue to discuss the findings of Study 2 at the end of experiment when
compared to baseline (at3mat1 or t4mt1), based on hypotheses: H2 and H4.
In order to induce mild stress, participants were exposed to a noise. In Study 1, it was found
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that the noise reliably induced mild stress. The stress response was indicated by significantly
increased self-reported negative affect and stress, and skin conductance response (SCR), from
baseline to the stress exposure session. In Study 2, the noise was slightly modified, the length
of noise exposure was increased from 3 to 5 minutes. An additional sound of babies crying was
added to the previous sound used in Study 1, in order to increase the levels of stress responses.
Based on the results of Study 1, and past research on effects of noise on stress responses (Basner
et al. 2014, Mu¨nzel et al. 2014a), the use of this type of noises should induce stress.
Overall findings
H2(a) was rejected, as there was no difference between conditions in all self-reported re-
sponses. However, H2(b) was partially supported as there was a significant effect of condi-
tions in heart rate (HR) and standard of all normal RR intervals (SDNN). H4(a,b) was not sup-
ported, as there was no difference between C1:familiar and C2:no familiar in all self-reported
and physiological responses.
Unexpectedly, the self-reported stress and negative affect increased, and positive affect
decreased, and HR and heart rate variability (HRV) parameters also increased, from baseline to
final measurement (at3mat1 or t4mt1). Only SCR returned to baseline at the end of experiment.
Overall, the results indicate that none of the conditions has the effect of reducing the self-
reported responses and HR and HRV parameters as responses to noise exposure.
Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 summarises results of changes in scores in physiological and self-
reported responses, respectively.
Table 4.4: Effects of conditions in changes scores on physiological responses
Changes in scores SCR HR SDNN HF
t2mt1 ↑ (*) ns (-) ↑ (-) ↑ (-)
t3mt2 ↓ (*) ↑ (*) ns (-) ns (-)
t4mt3 ns (*) ns (*) ns (*) ns (-)
t4mt1 ns (-) ↑ (*) ↑ (*) ↑ (-)
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Table 4.4 continued from previous page
Changes in scores SCR HR SDNN HF
Notes. ↑ indicates a significant increase in changes scores; ↓ indicates a significant decrease in changes
scores; ns indicates no change in changes scores; a hyphen (-) indicates there was no effect of conditions
in changes scores; An asterisk indicates there was an effect of conditions in changes scores;
Table 4.5: Effects of conditions in changes scores on psychological responses
Changes in scores Stress PA NA
at2mat1 ↓ (*) ↑ (*) ↓ (*)
at3mat2 ↑ (-) ↓ (*) ↑ (-)
at3mat1 ↑ (-) ↓ (-) ↑ (-)
Notes. ↑ indicates a significant increase in changes scores; ↓ indicates a significant decrease in changes
scores; ns indicates no change in changes scores; a hyphen (-) indicates there was no effect of conditions
in changes scores; An asterisk indicates there was an effect of conditions in changes scores;
Possible reasons for lack of stress reduction at the end of experiment, compared to base-
line
There are no previous studies of Paro that looked at the skin conductance response (SCR) and
heart rate variability (HRV) responses for the effects of interaction with Paro on subsequent
induced stress in laboratory-settings study. Therefore, the relationship between the present
findings and animal therapy will be discussed. The results partially corroborate a previous
study of the effect of animal therapy on subsequent induced stress by Fiocco & Hunse (2017).
In the Fiocco & Hunse (2017) study, participants were randomly allocated to interact with a
dog for a few minutes, or to sit alone in the room (Session 1). After that, the dog was removed
from the room, and they were asked to complete a stressful computerized task (Session 2).
The authors found an increased trend of self-reported negative affect, and a decreased trend in
self-reported positive affect in the dog condition compared to the resting alone condition, at the
end of the experiment (compared to baseline). At the same time, they also found an increased
SCR in both of the conditions, but a lower increase in SCR in the dog condition compared to
the alone condition. This suggests that in the Fiocco & Hunse (2017) study, despite the high
negative affect in the dog condition, the physiological stress responses (SCR) decreased.
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According to Fiocco & Hunse (2017), the contradictory results between self-reported and
physiological responses might have been influenced by an external variable such as personal
bias, which may be related to pet ownership.
However, in the case of Study 2, a possible explanation for the lack of stress reducing
effects of Paro in Study 2, in comparison to the Fiocco & Hunse (2017) study is that the authors
used a different stress induction method. In the case of Study 2, in terms of stressor, it could
be that the noise exposure was too stressful compared to the stressor used in Fiocco & Hunse
(2017) study. Hence, participants might not have been able or might have taken a longer time
to cope with the induced stress. As a consequence, there was increased self-reported stress and
negative mood, and decreased positive affect further than a baseline at the end of experiment.
Another possible reason for no stress reduction in Study 2, could be linked to participants’
pre-existing stress levels. It could be assumed that some of the participants have high levels
of pre-existing stress, which are related to noise exposure. Hence, reducing the effects of the
previous intervention session on noise exposure. There is a study by Jordan et al. (2016), who
suggested that participants perceived their high levels of stress related to a long-term exposure
to noise. However, Study 2 did not collect information regarding the participants’ long term
stress. But, it was acknowledged that participants had low negative moods at the beginning of
the study in all conditions.
A comparison between Study 1 and Study 2 on findings of SCR, at the end of experiment
compared to baseline
As mentioned earlier, interestingly, only the skin conductance response (SCR) returned to
baseline at the end of the experiment across the four conditions.
The results of Study 2 for SCR were similar to the results of SCR in Study 1, where at the
end of the experiment, the SCR returned to baseline for all conditions (See Figure 3.13, page
94). But, in Study 1, one of suggestions was that the presence of Paro in all conditions may
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have influenced the reduction in SCR. However, in Study 2, it was expected that Paro conditions
would have a stronger effect to reduce the stress responses compared to other conditions where
Paro was not present. However, unexpectedly, no effect of conditions was found at the end of
experiment (when compared to baseline).
But, it is worth noting that, there was a trend showing a small decrease in SCR in
C1:familiar and C2:no familiar compared to C3:bolster and C4:rest, which showed a small
increase in SCR at the end of experiment when compared to baseline (See Figure 4.17, page
144). This may suggest that interacting with Paro had some effect on reducing the stress re-
sponses, in terms of SCR. This finding is consistent with the study by Petersen et al. (2017),
where the authors also found a reduction in stress in terms of SCR. But, in the study by Petersen
et al. (2017), participants had a 20 minutes session with Paro for a few weeks. This suggests
that even a short session with Paro in Study 2 had a similar benefit to long-term intervention,
in terms of reducing stress responses.
Effects of conditions in accelerating faster recovery in physiological stress responses
In this section, an explanation about a faster recovery from stress reactivity will be discussed.
As mentioned earlier, there are no past studies of Paro that used heart rate (HR) and heart rate
variability (HRV) parameters to measure responses of the effects of interacting with Paro prior
to stress induction in laboratory-settings study.
Nevertheless, based on the findings on effects of stress induction on physiological re-
sponses, the findings of Study 2 are partially consistent with previous studies of the effects
of acute noise exposure on physiological responses. The previous studies showed that the
acute noise increased HR (Mahmood et al. 2006, Sim et al. 2015), and increased SDNN (Sim
et al. 2015, Walker et al. 2016), after the noise exposure ended as compared to baseline. Ac-
cording to (Walker et al. 2016), the increased HRV parameters (i.e. standard of all normal RR
intervals (SDNN)) after stress exposure are related to a decrease in parasympathetic activity.
However, these studies only measured the effects of noise exposure without any prior therapy
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intervention. But, these studies support the claim that the noise exposure used in Study 2 was
stressful.
As mentioned earlier, there were significant increased HR and increased HRV parameters
in all conditions at the end of experiment compared to baseline (t4mt1). Despite that, taken all
the results from physiological responses together, it was observed that there was a trend that
showed decreased SCR (See Figure 4.17, page 144) and lower increased HR (See Figure 4.19,
page 148) and lower increased HRV parameters (See Figure 4.21, page 151 for SDNN results,
and Figure 4.23, page 153 for HF results), from baseline to post-measurement (t4mt1) in the
Paro conditions compared to two other conditions.
Similar trends were observed in changed scores between stress session and at the end of
final-measurement (t4mt3). There was a trend that showed SCR, HR, SDNN and HF decreased
which almost resulted in a return to baseline in C1:familiar and C2:no familiar compared to
C3:bolster and C4:rest.
These results may suggest Paro conditions help in accelerating faster recovery to stress
exposure compared to the other two conditions. These findings are in line with previous stud-
ies that mentioned faster recovery in physiological responses after the stress exposure ended
(Allen et al. 2002, Amiot & Bastian 2015). A study by Allen et al. (2002) mentioned that
the presence of a pet during stressful situation (the stress induction used were cognitive task
and physical pressure task) showed the stress reactivity returned to baseline faster than resting
alone condition. It is important that the stress responses return quickly to baseline after the
stress exposure, in order to reduce the risk of hypertension (Wolff & Frishman 2004).
Effects of conditions on lessening the impact of stress exposure during the stress session
Even though the findings showed no improvement in self-reported and physiological responses
in any of conditions at the end of experiment, this section will continue to discuss on the
effects of intervention sessions have on stress responses. However, this section will look at the
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possibility that the earlier session (either Paro or bolster session) might have had a small effect
on lessening or minimizing stress responses during Session 2, when compared to Session 1
(t3mt2).
Based on changes in scores from Session 1 to Session 2 (t3mt2), there was a significant
increase in self-reported stress and negative affect, and a reduction in self-reported positive
affect in all conditions. This suggests that the noise exposure did affect the self-reported stress
responses in all conditions.
Then, we look further at the findings on physiological responses, based on changes in scores
from Session 1 to Session 2 (t3mt2). In terms of skin conductance response (SCR), the results
show that only C4:rest showed a significant increase in SCR, while the other three conditions
showed a decreased SCR from Session 1 to Session 2 (t3mt2). The increased SCR in C4:rest
may have been the result of the induced stress. This result is in line with (Kumar et al. 2004)
and (Park et al. 2018b), where the noise exposures increased skin conductance responses. Then
a reduction in SCR (in C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and C3:bolster) could suggest that the three
conditions may have alleviated or minimized the stress responses in terms of SCR.
In the case of heart rate (HR), unexpectedly, HR significantly increased from Session 1 to
Session 2 (t3mt2) in all conditions. It was also found that the HR was significantly higher in
C1:familiar when compared to C3:bolster. At the same time, there was also a trend that the
HR showed an increase in C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and C4:rest (during Session 2), but a
decrease in C3:bolster (See Figure 4.19, page 148). There is a possible explanation for these
results, it should be noted that when compared to baseline, there was a trend indicating that the
HR was higher in C3:bolster compared to other three conditions, during Session 1. Participants
may have felt too relaxed in C1:familiar, C2:no familiar and C4:rest during Session 1. Then,
when participants were exposed to the noise in Session 2, participants may have felt stressed
out due to a transition from Session 1 to Session 2, hence the increased HR in C1:familiar,
C2:no familiar and C4:rest compared to C3:bolster. The findings are in line with the opinion
of Thoma et al. (2013) that the changes from a relaxing state to stressful induction may have
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increased the stress responses. These effects probably can be seen in the case of short term
relaxing intervention and a sudden stressful event.
In the case of heart rate variability (HRV) parameters, the HRV parameters remained un-
changed from Session 1 to Session 2 (t3mt2) in all conditions. This may suggest that the noise
exposure did not affect the HRV parameters. These findings are not in line with a study by Sim
et al. (2015) and Walker et al. (2016), where the authors found increased HRV parameter during
exposure to noise. Walker et al. (2016) suggested that HRV parameters (i.e. high-frequency
(HF)) tended to decrease during noise exposure, and in the case of healthy individuals, the
HRV normally will return to baseline after noise exposure. But, both studies only measured
the effects of noise exposure per se. But, in the case of Study 2, participants had an earlier ses-
sion that was suggested as relaxing (according to lower negative affect scores in all conditions
during Session 1). This may suggest that the earlier sessions have had a small effect on HRV
parameters and reduced the effects of subsequent stress.
On the basis of the results from HR and HRV, despite increased HR in all conditions, and
no changes in HRV parameter across conditions from Session 1 to Session 2 (t3mt2), it could
be suggested that participants in C3:bolster and C4:rest were more highly affected by the stress
exposure (at Session 2) compared to Paro conditions (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar).
As mentioned earlier, the increased HR in all conditions may be related to the change
from a relaxing state to a stressful state. But, based on an observed trend in HF, the HF was
lower in C3:bolster and C4:rest compared to Paro conditions (C1:familiar and C2:no familiar)
(See Figure 4.23, page 153). Therefore, the decreased HF is probably related to decreased
parasympathetic activity during stress exposure (as mentioned in an earlier in section 4.4.4,
page 114, the HF is used as an indicator of parasympathetic activity (Libby et al. 2012)).
The higher HF in Paro conditions compared to other two conditions may suggest that the
earlier interaction with Paro helps to regulate the HF when being exposed to the stress. These
results are in line with the opinion of Recio et al. (2016) and Walker et al. (2016), where
the authors mentioned that the noise exposure not only increased HR, but at the same time
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decreased HF.
Effects of familiarisation with Paro on reducing stress responses
As mentioned earlier, H4(a,b) was not supported. There was no difference between C1:familiar
and C2:no familiar in all self-reported and physiological responses. But, it was suggested that
both Paro conditions had a small effect in helping to minimize the impact of stress induction
on physiological responses, but not the psychological responses. This is partially consistent
with a previous study by Barker et al. (2010) on the benefits of dog therapy in reducing the
stress responses of dog owners and the condition that involved interacting with an unfamiliar
dog. The authors found that participants who interacted with familiar and unfamiliar dog had
a reduced self-reported and physiological stress response.
Conclusion of Part 2
Overall, the results suggest that none of the four conditions resulted in reduced self-reported
responses and HR and HRV parameters as responses to noise exposure. However, there are
some observed trends that showed Paro conditions may help in faster recovery compared to
other two conditions. This could be due to the high positive moods reported in both Paro
sessions, which help in accelerating the faster recovery and minimize the impact of stress. At
the same time, it was found that the Paro and bolster conditions may lessen the impact of noise
compared to the resting alone condition.
4.13 Limitation and strengths of Study 2
The following are strengths in Study 2 and some limitations that need to be considered:
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Stressor:
Firstly, it should be noted that the noise used in Study 1 and 2 was not the same. Study 2 added
a new noise of babies crying to the previous noise used in Study 1. Nevertheless, based on the
findings in both studies, it was shown that both of the noises were able to induce psychological
and physiological stress responses.
Physiological measurements:
Secondly, physiological responses such as skin conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR),
and heart rate variability (HRV) remain a subject that is actively being investigated and that
remain controversial in research (Billman 2011). In the case of Paro studies, only a small
number of studies have investigated the effects of interacting with Paro using these measures
(Mitsui et al. 2001a,b).
In Study 1, only SCR was used to measure the physiological responses. But, in Study
2, measures of SCR and HRV were used to measure participants’ physiological responses.
The findings in Study 1 and Study 2 on SCR, showed consistent results indicating arousal
when interacting with Paro. The data from HRV in Study 2 adds knowledge to the current
literature on physiological responses during the interaction with Paro robot and stress, in terms
of measuring the effects of interacting with Paro using different HRV parameters.
4.14 Important consideration for the next study
Based on earlier discussion, and taking together the findings from Part 1 and Part 2, the results
of Study 2 indicate that interaction with Paro in Session 1 can induce relaxation and excitement
relative to the baseline. However, when compared to baseline and post-measurement, the inter-
action with Paro did not help in reducing psychological stress responses. Although, there was
a trend that suggests an improvement in physiological responses in Paro conditions compared
to bolster and resting alone conditions. Even though the results are not as anticipated, it was
further suggested that the intervention session conditions might have helped to minimize the
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effects of stress exposure during the stress session on physiological stress responses.
Therefore, based on the findings of Study 2, the following suggestions are made:
Different intervention formats:
In the next study, Study 3, the plan is to vary the format of interventions, changing order of the
stress session and intervention session. This should aid with further understanding the effects
that a stress induction and a Paro session on psychological and physiological responses. This
will enable, for example, a comparison between an intervention session versus a stress session,
and comparing these sessions with the baseline. It will be possible to compare the effects of
Paro and stress can be compared without intervention of any effects of previous session. This
should help to provide more robust evidence about the on arousal that is related to positive
and negative moods in Paro and stress study. Therefore, a further investigation on which types
of intervention might have a strong effect on reducing the effects of induced stress on both
psychological and physiological responses should be done.
Additionally in Study 3, a further investigation on the effects of Paro on stress will be done
by asking participants to do a simple mathematical task during the stressful situation. This will
help to find out whether the intervention does really help to reduce or minimize the impact of
stress responses, and is even possible that participants will perform better during stress session.
The noise itself has been stressful, as indicated in the findings of Study 1 and Study 2. But,
it would be interesting to know if interaction with Paro has a beneficial effect on alleviating the
stress responses. In one of short-term studies of Paro by McGlynn et al. (2016), the authors
found that there was a reducing trend in stress when performing a stressful task in the presence
of Paro. But, in that study, the authors did not measure the impact of Paro on task performance.
Additionally, in one of early of studies on effects of noise on task performance, Loeb (1986)
reported that a sudden noise had more impact on performance compared to long persistent
noise. The authors suggested that the reason was due to the lack of a chance to habituate to
the effects of noise, and the finding was in line with study by Szalma & Hancock (2010). But,
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would the impact of sudden stress be different in Paro intervention study? Therefore, the next
study will look at the effects of interacting with Paro on task performance.
Perceived long-term stress:
Furthermore, it was suggested earlier that one of the reasons for less reduction in stress re-
sponses in both psychological and physiological responses, could be due to the influence of
participants’ pre-existing stress. Therefore, there is a need to determine if long term stress is
also affecting participants responses to stress and how they interact with Paro.
Therefore, in the next study, prior to the day of the experiment, participants will be asked
about their perceived long-term stress.
Photoplethysmography:
Another consideration that should be noted is the use of different physiological measurements
to collect the data. For example, in Mitsui et al. (2001b) study, the heart rate variability (HRV)
was collected using standard lead II of electrocardiogram (ECG) and the sensors were attached
on participants’ legs. Hence, might explained the difference results between Study 2 and Mitsui
et al. (2001b).
In Study 2, photoplethysmography (PPG) was used to measure heart rate (HR) and HRV.
The PPG has been a reliable method to record HR and HRV signals, and that can be easily
attached on the finger (Vescio et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the pulse of PPG are generated based
on the contractile of the heart and blood flow from heart to the peripheral tissue. Therefore, the
signal could have some time lags which produce errors in the estimation of the pulse period and
HRV (Selvaraj et al. 2008). The PPG also has a similar weakness to SCR as the equipment was
attached to the finger. The signal has the potential to be affected by movement (Lu et al. 2009).
Furthermore, in the study by Lu et al. (2009), who compared the HRV signals derived from
PPG and electrocardiogram (ECG), the authors mentioned that the PPG is effective to record
heart rate (HR), but not HRV. The HRV signals could be easily affected by the noise produced
by movement artefacts. The authors also suggested that the ECG produced more clean HRV
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signals compared to PPG.
Therefore, in next study, a new measurement of electrocardiogram (ECG) will be used to
measure HR and HRV, in order to minimize the effects of artefact movement as suggested by
previous studies (Lu et al. 2009, van Erp & Toet 2015).
4.15 Conclusion
Study 2 highlighted the effects of interaction with Paro on subsequent induced stress. The in-
teractions of Paro were compared with bolster and rest sessions. Study 2 has shown promising
results of the effects of stroking Paro or bolster on reducing self-reported stress and negative
moods during the Session 1. This findings provide a better understanding on effects of stroking
active and inactive object on stress responses. Study 2 also provides a better understanding of
the effects of novelty and familiarisation in human-robot interaction. It is the first study to have
investigated the effects of Paro and a bolster as a preventive short-term environmental stress
intervention.
Chapter 5
Study 3: The influence of active Paro and inactive bolster
in different stress reducing intervention formats
5.1 Overview of Study 3
5.1.1 Short summary findings of Study 1 and Study 2
In general, the findings in Study 1 and Study 2 revealed that interacting with an active Paro
resulted in positive moods. Furthermore, the interaction with Paro most of the time resulted in
aroused physiological responses in both studies, and it was suggested that the arousal is related
to engagement and relaxation.
Then, in terms of investigating the effects of Paro on reducing stress responses, in Study
1 (on page 99), the findings showed that the physiological stress responses showed a trend
towards faster recovery from baseline to post-measurement, and a significantly further reduced
from baseline in negative moods at the end of experiment. Nevertheless, in Study 2, there was
no stress reduction at the end of experiment when it was compared to baseline for psychological
and physiological responses, at least not in the context of using noise as a stressor and looking
at the effects of an earlier interaction with Paro on a subsequent stress session. At the same
time, Study 2 also compared the effects of interacting with Paro and stroking a bolster and
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resting alone. Despite no reduction in stress in all conditions, it is worth noting that were
some are changes in physiological responses towards faster recovery that were observed when
comparing the Paro conditions with other conditions.
From these results (in Study 1 and Study 2), it was suggested that the effectiveness of
intervention with Paro may have been influenced by: (i) different intervention formats used,
(ii) acute stress and (iii) pre-existing stress, as discussed in the previous chapter (Study 2) on
page 160, 170 and 177.
Furthermore, from these results (in Study 1 and Study 2), it is plausible that the positive
improvement in moods and physiological responses resulting from the Paro intervention, may
also benefit participants’ performance. In other words, the effectiveness of the Paro inter-
vention can also be measured by looking at participants’ performance of a mathematical task
during a stressful situation. At the same time, from these results (in Study 1 and Study 2), it is
also possible to determine to what extent the short intervention with Paro may have influenced
how participants perceived their existing stress. Study 3 aims to explore how factors such as
different intervention formats, pre-existing stress and performance could affect the effective-
ness of Paro intervention, or could help to provide more clues about the effects of interacting
with Paro.
5.1.2 Aims of Study 3
A further understanding of the effects of interacting with Paro that underlie any effects found
in Study 1 and Study 2 is needed. As mentioned earlier, Study 3 aims to explore factors that
could influence any effects that occur during the Paro intervention, and its effects on reducing
stress responses.
The effects were measured using self-reported measures, physiological responses (skin
conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV): standard of
all normal RR intervals (SDNN) and high-frequency (HF)), observed facial expressions and
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mathematical task performance.
In summary, there are two types of intervention in Study 3: interacting with Paro or bolster
(i) before a stress session, or (ii) after a stress session. The stress induction used in Study 3
was a combination of mathematical test and environmental noise (that was used in Study 2).
These contrasting interventions should provide more evidence about how interacting with Paro
results in reducing the effects of induced stress. Study 3 not only looked at the effects of Paro
per se, but is also designed to increase an understanding the different effects of interactivity
with an active Paro and stroking inactive object (a bolster) on stress reduction. Furthermore,
Study 3 also explored whether the short-term intervention session with Paro or bolster would
reduce how participants perceived their pre-existing stress.
In short, the following are the new things explored in Study 3:
• Different intervention formats: comparing the effects of intervention session before or
after a stress session.
• Can the short intervention session help to improve task performance?
• Can the short intervention session help in reducing how participants’ perceived their
stress?
5.2 Terms
The terms listed below are defined for the scope of Study 3:
• Time-point refers to the time when the physiological measure was taken. There are four
time-points in this study where time-point 1 labelled as t1, time-point 2 labelled as t2,
time-point 3 labelled as t3 and time-point 4 labelled as t4.
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• After time-point refers to the time when the participants need to fill in the questionnaires.
Participants fill in the questionnaires after each physiological measures time-point. There
are four after time-points in this study where after time-point 1 labelled as at1, after time-
point 2 labelled as at2, after time-point 3 labelled as at3 and after time-point 4 labelled
as at4.
• Session 1 refers to either an earlier intervention session or earlier stress session at time-
point 2.
• Session 2 refers to either a later intervention session or later stress session at time-point
3, where the participants were asked to listen a noise.
• Intervention session refers to either interacting with Paro or stroking a bolster session.
• Stress session refers to stress induction session where participants have to listen to a
noise while performing a mathematical task.
• Condition refers to four conditions in this study where Condition 1 labelled as C1, Con-
dition 2 labelled as C2, Condition 3 labelled as C3, and Condition 4 labelled as C4.
• Changes in scores refers to new variables created for changes in scores between time-
points. The variables for self-reported responses labelled as at2mat1 (changes in scores
between session 1 and pre-measurement), at3mat1 (changes in scores between session 2
and pre-measurement), and at3mat2 (changes in scores between session 2 and session 1).
The variables for physiological responses labelled as t2mt1 (changes in scores between
session 1 and pre-measurement), t3mt2 (changes in scores between session 2 and ses-
sion 1), 4mt3 (changes in scores between post-measurement and session 2), and t4mt1
(changes in scores between post-measurement and pre-measurement).
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5.3 Rationale of Study 3
5.3.1 Different intervention formats
Based on the results in Study 1 and Study 2, it was found that there were contradictory results
in psychological responses at the end of experiment compared to baseline.
In Study 1, decreased self-reported negative affect and stress, and increased self-reported
positive affect were found at the end of experiment compared to baseline. But, when the
intervention session was changed in Study 2, and participants had an earlier intervention ses-
sion before the stress session, different effects of intervention session on stress responses were
found between Study 1 and Study 2. In Study 2, when comparing between baseline and final
measurement, increased self-reported negative affect and stress, and decreased self-reported
positive affect were found. These findings suggest that the different intervention formats may
have influenced the results in Study 1 and Study 2. It was assumed that the Paro intervention
might be more effective as a stress reducer compared to minimizing the effects of subsequent
stress. However, the answer to this assumption is still unclear, especially in terms of physiolog-
ical responses of heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV), as only Study 2 investigated
these measures.
But, in Study 2, the HR and HRV increased from baseline at the end of experiment, and
during the Paro intervention session, the HR was low, while, the HRV increased from baseline
to the Paro intervention session. Despite that, interestingly, there was a similar trend in skin
conductance response (SCR), where the SCR returned to baseline at the end of experiment,
and the SCR showed arousal during the Paro intervention session, in both studies.
Therefore, in order to better understand the effects of different intervention formats on
psychological and physiological responses further investigation is needed.
Based on the results in Study 1 and Study 2, as mentioned earlier, the results may suggest
that Paro intervention more effective to reduce a previous stress (in Study 1) compared to
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reducing the impact of subsequent stress responses. Thus, in Study 3, it was anticipated that
the later intervention session might have a greater effect in reducing stress compared to the
earlier intervention session.
5.3.2 Effects of noise on performance
There are previous studies in healthy adults that have shown that noise is associated with re-
duced performance (Smith et al. 2010, Perham et al. 2013, Nasiri et al. 2014).
For example, the study by Smith et al. (2010) found that when participants were exposed to
noise while doing mental mathematical task, participants were disturbed and their performance
was worse than when doing the task in a quiet session. In a different study by Perham et al.
(2013), the authors also investigated the impact of noise on performance. The authors found
that the noise not only affected participants’ performance in math but also affected the memory
ability to recall a series of numbers when compared to a quiet session. Both studies used office
noise i.e. crowd conversation, and the sound of a phone ringing and people walking, in order
to create mild stress while performing the task.
Then, in a review by Szalma & Hancock (2011) reported that participants were likely to
have been more affected by a sudden noise than by listening to noise continuously for a longer
time. The sudden noise was an immediate sound that came after a resting session. The sud-
den noise also tended to affect performance more than continuous noise. The authors sug-
gested that when being exposed to continuous noise, participants may develop habituation to
the noise, hence reducing their stress. Then, a study by Nasiri et al. (2014) mentioned that
increased noise levels were also related to performance while performing a mathematical task.
Participants tended to take a longer time to complete the mathematical task when they had
been exposed to higher noise levels compared to lower noise levels. However, it should be
noted that, these studies mentioned earlier focused on doing a mental mathematical task, but
in Study 3, participants were asked to do mathematical task on paper. The reason for allowing
participants to use paper was to ensure that the stress session would not induce too much stress
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on participants.
These past research showed evidence of the detrimental effects of noise on adults task
performance. Therefore, in general, it was anticipated in Study 3 that the noise stress session
would not only influence the participants’ stress responses, but would also reduce participants’
performance while doing the mathematical task.
5.3.3 Effects of therapy intervention on performance
Based on the review in the previous section, past research confirms that stress can affect per-
formance.
However, in terms of Paro intervention and performance, there is a little research on how
short-term interaction with Paro will help in reducing stress and improving performance. In
studies by Kawaguchi et al. (2012) and Wada et al. (2005b), the authors found that interacting
with Paro results in changes in activation in some parts of the brain. The authors suggested
that the brain activation can lead to improvements in cognitive abilities which help to improve
memory and the ability to solve problems (Kawaguchi et al. 2012). Another study of Paro by
McGlynn et al. (2016) investigated the stress-reducing effects of Paro on induced stress that
was related to a cognitive task. The study found that there was a decreased trend in stress
levels when participants were asked to perform a stressful task compared to when no Paro was
present during the stress task.
However, both studies by Kawaguchi et al. (2012) and Wada et al. (2005b) did not focus on
investigating the impact that interacting with Paro has on task performance. In a recent on-line
article in 2018, Shibata suggested that there is the potential that Paro can be used in aerospace
to help to reduce astronaut stress (Holland 2018). It was further mentioned that the reduced
stress may contribute to prevent the impact of stress on performance that may leads to human
error5 (Holland 2018). However, no exploratory study yet has been done.
5In industrial engineering, human error was defined as a disruption occurs during operational task that potentially
damaging the equipment, as results from a poor performance to a designed task (Dhillon & Liu 2006).
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Despite that, the studies by Kawaguchi et al. (2012), Wada et al. (2005b) and McGlynn et al.
(2016) provide an insight into the influence of Paro in improving brain activity, and minimizing
the effects of stress from the cognitive task. Nevertheless, there are also past studies that found
an effect of animal therapy on arithmetic performance that focused on the effects of short-term
interaction with animal therapy during (Allen et al. 2002) or before (Trammell 2017) stress
manipulation.
In a study by Allen et al. (2002), participants were asked to perform a stressful task while
accompanied by a dog, and it was found that the presence of the dog helped to minimize the
impact of the task on participants’ cardiovascular reactivity. The reduced responses to stress
may have suggested that the dog helped participants to perform a task. However, in a study by
Allen et al. (2002), the authors did not measure the impact of dog session on task performance.
Later, a study by Trammell (2017) found that participants who had a short session of dog
therapy before an upcoming examination day, performed better than participants who did not.
It was suggested that participants performed better in the exam as their levels of stress was
reduced after the dog therapy.
Based on the positive benefits of pet or Paro intervention in past research, Study 3 aims
to explore the effects of Paro intervention on participants’ task performance during the stress
session. It was anticipated that interacting with Paro prior to a stress session may help to
reduce participants’ stress and helps the participants to perform better than participants who
do not have a session with Paro before the stress session.
5.3.4 Perceived stress
Perceived stress is defined as how an individual determines that a situation that happened in
their life was stressful and how frequently they feel like that (Cohen et al. 1994, Stubbs et al.
2017). For example, the perceived stress can be measured using Perceived Stress Scale (PSS)
questionnaire, and one of the questions is “In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties
were piling up so high that you could not overcome them?” The Likert-Scale range from 0
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(Never) to 5 (Very often) (Cohen et al. 1994).
Past studies of Paro have focused on the use of Paro in long-term interaction and findings
found a positive improvement in elderly people with dementia with reduce anxiety, stress,
agitation and increase social interaction with other people, as reviewed in Chapter 2.3, page
16. However, there is no study of Paro that focuses on whether the Paro intervention can
reduce the perceived stress responses, or whether the perceived stress may have influenced the
ways of interaction with Paro.
In terms of social support and perceived stress, a study by Lakey & Cohen (2000) found that
companionship (such as interacting with pet) may acts as a moderator to reduce the perceived
stress. It was also found by Civitci (2015) that there was a relation between negative affect
and perceived stress. Civitci (2015) suggested that high perceived stress in individuals might
reduce the effectiveness of the social support, and that the effects were also influenced by high
negative affect experienced by an individual.
As mentioned earlier that there are no past studies of Paro that have investigated on the
relation between perceived stress and Paro intervention. Nevertheless, some literature mentions
reasons for elderly people to reject the use of Paro robot (Klein & Cook 2012, Wagemaker et al.
2017). One of the reasons can be that the Paro reminds them about their hard times in past,
hence reducing their interest to interact with Paro (Klein & Cook 2012). In addition, a recent
on-line article by Randall (2017) also mentioned that one of the elderly people with dementia
in nursing home suddenly shouted angrily towards Paro after not talking for a very long time.
These negative reactions toward Paro may have been related to how the elderly perceived their
stress, hence, it may have reduced the effectiveness of any Paro intervention. However, even
though negative reactions toward Paro leaves staffs baffled, it is still plausible that the presence
of Paro may have a positive potential to encourage people with dementia to improve their daily
communication skills (Randall 2017).
Therefore, in case of Study 3, it was anticipated that participants that have an intervention
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with Paro would show lower perceived stress at the end of experiment compare to baseline.
This anticipation made based on the low self-reported negative affect and high self-reported
positive affect found during Paro intervention in Study 1 and Study 2.
5.3.5 Summary method of Study 3
In Study 3, an earlier interaction with Paro or bolster session or an earlier stress induction
are labelled as Session 1 (S1). A session with Paro or bolster after the stress induction or a
later stress induction after interaction session are labelled as Session 2 (S2). At the same time,
all Paro or bolster sessions will be called the experimental conditions or intervention session,
while the noise and mathematical session, will be called a stress session.
Repeated measurement:
Study 3 had four time points (t1 to t4) of 5 minutes’ measurement. A pre-measurement (t1)
was taken for 5 minutes (at t1). Then this was followed by 5 minutes’ session with either Paro
or bolster session, or a stress session (S1) (at t2), then 5 minutes’ of either a Paro or bolster
session, or a stress session (S2) (at t3) and a 5 minutes’ post-measurement (at t4). A detailed
experimental procedure for Study 3 is described in section 5.7, page 198.
Four conditions:
Study 3 also had four conditions and participants were randomly allocated to one of the four
conditions, as follows:
• In condition 1 (C1), participants had an earlier session with Paro before they were subjected
to a session designed to induce mild stress. The mild stress inducements used in Study 3
were noise and a mathematical task.
• In condition 2 (C2), participants were first subjected to a session designed to induce mild
stress, and were then given a session with Paro.
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• In condition 3 (C3), participants did not have a chance to interact with Paro, but were given
a soft bolster to stroke. After the session with the bolster, participants had a stress session.
• In condition 4 (C4), participants were assigned to a stress session that followed by an inter-
vention session (stroking a bolster).
5.4 Hypotheses
Based on overall aims of Study 3 on page 182, the hypotheses of Study 3 are as follows:
Hypothesis 1 (H1):
H1 is about whether different intervention formats may have a different impact on induced
stress based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement (at3mat1 or t4mt1).
As mentioned in section 5.3.1, it was suggested that the stress reducing effects of interacting
with Paro may have been more effective in reducing the effects of an earlier stress induction
compared to the effects of a later stress induction.
H1(i): It was predicted that a session with a Paro (C1 and C2) compared to a bolster (C3 and
C4) condition would result in:
H1(i)(a) a reduction in self-reported stress and negative affect, and an increase in self-
reported positive affect. (at3mat1)
H1(i)(b) a reduction in SCR, HR, and improvement in SDNN and HF. (t4mt1)
H1(ii): It was predicted that a later session with Paro in C2 compared to an earlier session
with Paro in C1 would result in:
H1(ii)(a) a reduction in self-reported stress and negative affect, and an increase in self-
reported positive affect. (at3mat1)
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H1(ii)(b) a reduction in SCR, HR, and improvement in SDNN and HF. (t4mt1)
Hypothesis 2 (H2):
H2 is about how the different intervention formats may influence participants’ responses during
the intervention session.
As mentioned on page 185, it was suggested that the stress reducing effects of interacting
with Paro may have been more effective in reducing an earlier stress induction compared to a
later stress induction.
It was predicted that an intervention with a Paro (in C1 and C2) compared to a bolster
session (in C3 and C4) would result in:
H2(a) low self-reported stress, negative affect, negative emotions, and high self-reported
positive affect and positive emotions
H2(b) low HR, and high SCR, SDNN and HF
H2(c) higher frequency of observed positive and lower negative facial expressions
Hypothesis 3 (H3):
H3 is about how the different intervention formats may influence participants’ responses during
the stress session.
H3(i): It was predicted that participants in the later stress session (in C1 and C3) compared
to earlier stress session (in C2 and C4) would have:
H3(i)(a) low self-reported stress, negative affect, and higher self-reported positive affect
H3(i)(b) low HR and SCR, and improve in SDNN and HF
H3 (ii): Then, it was further predicted that participants in the later stress session in C1 (an
earlier session with Paro) compared to participants in the later stress session in C3 (an earlier
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session with bolster) would have:
H3(ii)(a) low self-reported stress, negative affect, and higher self-reported positive affect
H3(ii)(b) low HR and SCR, and improve in SDNN and HF.
Hypothesis 4 (H4):
H4 is about how the different intervention formats may influence participants’ performance
when doing a mathematical task during the stress session.
It was anticipated that participants that have a session with Paro before the stress session
(in C1) would perform better than participants in bolster session (C3), and compared to the
other two conditions (C2 and C4), that have an intervention session after the stress session.
Hypothesis 5 (H5):
H5 is about how the different intervention formats may influence participants’ perceived stress,
based on a comparison between baseline (t1) and post-measurement (t4).
It was predicted that a session with a Paro (C1 and C2) compared to bolster (C3 and C4)
condition would result in lower self-reported perceived stress scores (t1 and t4).
5.5 Methods
5.5.1 Participants
Participants were recruited through the University of Sheffield volunteering distribution-
emailing list. A small announcement was also placed on Student Services information Desk
(SSiD). Participation was voluntary and all information was treated as confidential. Partici-
pants were told that they were free to leave at any time during experiment. Participants were
rewarded with £5 for their time. Exclusion criteria in Study 3 were similar to Study 1 and 2, as
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described in previous chapter, see Chapter 3, section 3.7.1, page 72.
104 participants were recruited to take part in the study (66 females, 42 males). None of
the participants had any prior experience playing with Paro. Participants were aged between 18
to 35, (M = 23.34,SD = 3.790). Half of participants were White, 54 (51.92%), the remainder
of the participants were Asian, 30 (28.85%), Mixed, 9 (8.65%), Black, 7 (6.73%) and other 4
(3.85%). Most participants were studying courses in Science and Engineering, 45 (43.75%),
other participants were from Medicine, 22 (21.15%), Social Science, 18 (17.31%), and Arts
and humanities, 19 (18.27%).
Table 5.1 shows summary of age and gender for each condition. A one-way between-
subjects ANOVA (gender as dependent variable and condition as between-subjects factor)
found there was no significant difference in gender between conditions, F(3,100) = 0.051, p =
0.985,r = 0.002. A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test also (age as dependent variable
and condition as between-subjects factor) found there was no significant difference in age be-
tween conditions, F(3,100) = 1.495, p = 0.221,r = 0.043.
Table 5.1: Report of age and gender by condition for Study 3
Condition N Age Gender
1 26 M = 23.39; SD = 4.129 M = 10; F = 16
2 26 M = 24.54; SD = 3.636 M = 10; F = 16
3 26 M = 22.38; SD = 3.112 M = 11; F = 15
4 26 M = 23.04; SD = 4.084 M = 11; F = 15
Total 104 M = 23.34; SD = 3.790 M = 42; F = 62
5.6 Measurement and materials
5.6.1 Mathematical task as a stressor
The mathematical task of consisted questions from General Certificate of Secondary Education
(GCSE) previous examination papers. The level of the mathematical task is easy. Participants
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were not allowed to use a calculator but were given a paper and pencil to do the calculation.
There are 9 questions that were asked in a 5 minute period, see section A.10, page 329. Partici-
pants were given 30 seconds to answer each question, see example on Figure 5.1. All questions
and the 30 seconds time count down for each question was displayed on the screen.
Figure 5.1: Mathematical questions
5.6.2 Physiological measurement
In Study 3, two physiological sensors were used to record participants’ responses: (i) skin
conductance and (ii) electrocardiography (ECG), to measure heart rate and heart rate variability.
5.6.3 Physiological data acquisition
A detailed description about skin conductance has been discussed earlier in this thesis, see
Chapter 3, section 3.8.5, page 75. However, the two physiological signals were recorded wire-
less using BIOPAC MP160, to record the real-time physiological responses data, see Figure
5.2. All sensors have a sampling rate of 200 Hz and the raw signal was 0.05-35 Hz bandpass-
filtered (Hoffmann et al. 1996, Lu et al. 2009). As mentioned earlier in the literature in Chapter
2 on page 47, heart rate and heart rate variability data was acquired through electrocardiogram
(ECG) signal. Three pre-gelled disposable electrodes were used to obtain the signal and two
electrodes were placed on left (black cable) and right clavicle (white cable) and just above the
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left waist (red cable).
Figure 5.2: BIOPAC MP160
5.6.4 Video recording
Videos were recorded during the 5 minutes that participants were exposed to or interacted with
Paro and bolster. The videos were recorded using web camera (Logitech C920 HD Pro 1080p).
5.6.5 Perceived stress scale
Perceived stress scale (PSS-10) asked about participants’ pre-existing stress within one-month.
Participants rated their responses using five point Likert-Scale (0 to 4) from Never, Almost
never, Sometimes, Fairly often, and Very often (Cohen & Janicki-Deverts 2012). Participants
with scores below 13 or 19 considered as average or have low stress, and participants with high
scores which is above 19, perceived their stress as high Cohen & Janicki-Deverts (2012).
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5.6.6 Mathematical anxiety
The modified mathematical anxiety scale (MAS) adopted from study by Mahmood & Khatoon
(2011) is a 14-item questionnaire that measure the mathematical anxiety of students. Question-
naires are rated on 5-point Likert-Scale. Total scores can range from 14 to 70. Higher scores
reflect greater mathematical anxiety. MAS has split-half reliability of 0.89 and Cronbach’s
α= 0.87.
5.6.7 Noise annoyance
Additional questions about the participants’ self-reported experience of the noise were asked.
The questions were adapted from previous study by Fields (1998), Gidlof-Gunnarsson et al.
(2007), Alvarsson et al. (2010) who used noise as a stressor in their studies. In these past stud-
ies, participants were asked about the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the noise, for example,
Did the noise annoy you?. The noise annoyance is defined as “a feeling of displeasure caused
by noise and the feelings of discomfort to the noise because it interferes with the thoughts or
activity” (Lindvall & Radford 1973, Passchier-Vermeer & Passchier 2000, Sung et al. 2017).
In Study 3, participants were asked to rate how they felt about the noise (“Did you find the
noise annoying?”). Participants answered on 7-point of Likert-Scale ranges from 1 = “Not at
all” to 7 = “Extremely’).
5.6.8 Other materials
Other materials and measurements including Paro, bolster (see section 4.7.1, page 118),
Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and levels of stress questionnaire, were iden-
tical to those used in Study 1 and 2. All detailed descriptions about Paro, PANAS, self-reported
stress and emotions have been discussed earlier in this thesis, see Chapter 3, section 3.8.1 on
page 73, section 3.8.3 on page 74, and section 3.8.4 on page 74, and 4.7.6 on page 121.
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5.7 Experimental procedure
As mentioned in previous section 5.5.1, the study was advertised on-line and through email.
Ethical approval was obtained from University of Sheffield, Department of Computer Science
Research Ethics Review Committees (Reference number: 011158). Interested participants
filled in an on-line survey through Qualtric (an on-line survey tool). The initial survey asked
about their demographic and perceived stress scale (PSS-10), see section A.13, page 331. At
the end of the survey, participants were asked to set an appointment for the experiment.
The day before the experiment day, a reminder was sent to participant to remind about
the scheduled appointment. Experiments were conducted in a listening room at Department
of Computer Science, University of Sheffield. The room contains a chair and a small table, a
keyboard, a mouse, a video, a headphone and a camera. A monitor was located on the outside of
a see-through barrier, see Figure 5.3 and Figure 3.1 on page 73 for an overview of the listening
room.
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Figure 5.3: Listening booth
On the experiment day, participants were asked to read participation information sheet.
The participant information sheet included a description of the purpose of the study and an
overview of the experimental procedure, see section 325, page 325. Then participants provided
their consent to participate in this experiment on the computer. The experiment began with
experimenter giving an orally instruction about the experimental procedure to participants. The
experimental procedure varied depending on the condition that participant was assigned to.
The experiment consisted of four conditions: (C1) Paro followed by stress induction (math-
ematical task and noise), (C2) stress induction (mathematical task and noise) followed by Paro,
(C3) bolster followed by stress induction (mathematical task and noise), (C4) stress induction
(mathematical task and noise) followed by bolster. The four conditions were labelled as follow:
C1:Paro stress, C2:Stress Paro, C3:Bolster stress, C4:Stress bolster.
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Participants were assigned randomly to one of four conditions. In Study 3, time-point 1 (t1)
was called Session 1 and time-point 2 (t2) was called Session 2. In condition 1 (C1:Paro stress),
participants were asked to play with Paro for 5 minutes in Session 1. Then they were asked to
perform a mathematical task and listen to a noise for 5 minutes in Session 2. For condition 2
(C2:Stress Paro), participants were asked to perform a mathematical task while listening to a
noise for 5 minutes in Session 1. Then they were asked to play with the Paro for 5 minutes in
Session 2. In condition 3 (C3:Bolster stress), participants did not have a session with the robot
but were asked to stroke a bolster in Session 1 (S1) and then listen to a noise while answering
mathematical task in Session 2 (S2). In condition 4 (C4:Stress bolster), participants were asked
to answer the mathematical task in and listening to a noise in Session 1 then stroking a bolster
in Session 2.
Physiological sensors were attached to participants’ fingertips (for skin conductance (SC)),
and clavicle and waist (for heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV)). Then participants
were asked to sit comfortably and asked to wear headphones.
Participants were asked to follow all the instruction on-screen. The experiment started after
the experimenter left the room and closed the door and participants clicked the ‘Next’ button
on-screen.
The experiment lasted around 30 to 45 minutes. The physiological measures were taken
for 5 minutes at four time points (t1 - t4). The physiological measures were recorded at pre-
measurement (t1), and during Session 1 (t2), Session 2 (t3) and post-measurement (t4).
At each measurement time-point, participants were asked to “Please wait until the exper-
imenter tells you to click ’Next’ button” on-screen. Then the experimenter showed a ’Next’
card in front of the monitor. This is to make sure all the physiological measures were recorded
at each 5 minute.
After each measurement, at after time-point 1 (at1), after time-point 2 (at2) and after time-
point 3 (at3), participants completed questionnaires: stress levels and positive and negative
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affects (PANAS).
The experimenter pointed out that there was a video camera and the video would be
recorded when they interacted with Paro or stroked the bolster. The video camera would only
record their faces during this time. They were allowed to refuse to be recorded. However, in
Study 3, none of the participants refused to be in the video.
After stress induction (mathematical task and noise), the experimenter would immediately
enter the room to collect the paper and pencil. This was to prevent participants writing, look-
ing, or playing with the paper and pencil. Participants were not allowed to talk with the exper-
imenter.
After the last measures (t4), participants were asked to complete a few questionnaires. The
questionnaires were asking about their perceived-stress scale (PSS-10), noise experience and
feelings while stroking the bolster or interacting with the Paro. After they finished answering
all questionnaires, all the sensors attached to participants were removed. Before leaving the
room, participants were given time to ask further questions about this study. Participants were
compensated for their participation with £5.
The procedure of experiment conducted in Study 3 can be seen in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Study 3 experimental procedure
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5.8 Data analysis
All data collected were analysed using the same way as in Study 2, refer section 4.9 on page
123.
In summary for data analysis flow, at first the data were checked for normality. Then the
data were computed using descriptive statistics for demographic variables. One-way analysis
of variance used to determine conditions differences in baseline of each measure. The one-way
ANOVA also been used to analysed effect of conditions on self-reported emotions, observed
facial expressions, mathematical anxiety and mathematical task scores. Repeated measures
were analysed using a mixed between-within subjects’ ANOVA to determine the overall effect
of the independent variable (i.e. self-reported stress, PANAS, perceived stress, physiological
responses) on the conditions.
However, there were some new analyses done in order to answer the new research questions
in Study 3. Further analyses were used to determine relationship between dependent variable(s)
and conditions for perceives stress, noise experience and mathematical scores using McNemar
or chi-square.
Heart rate variability data: Data collected from heart rate variability were pre-processing
off-line using AcqKnowledge 4.4 software. The low frequency data were cut off at 1 Hz and
high frequency were cut off at 35 Hz. Then the ECG data were visually inspected and artifacts
were corrected or if necessary removed manually (Dotsinsky 2007, Krypotos et al. 2011). The
time domain index of heart rate variability (HRV) used was the standard deviation of normal to
normal R-R intervals (SDNN). The time-frequency used was high frequency (Wang & Huang
2012).
Heart rate data: The heart rate data collected from ECG were pre-processed using Ku-
bios 2.0 software (Tarvainen et al. 2014). The signals were corrected using the default option
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“medium artifact correction” in Kubios software. Additionally, to remove disturbing low fre-
quency baseline trend components, a Lambda value of 500 was set to the “smoothness prior
method” option (Luque-Casado et al. 2013). Then the data were manually inspected and cor-
rected for any artefact on or removal (Krypotos et al. 2011).
5.9 Results
5.9.1 Baseline of each measure
There were no significant differences between conditions at pre-measurement (at1) in any of
the self-reported and physiological responses. This finding indicates that participants in all
conditions had similar levels of stress, Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS), and
physiological arousal at the beginning of the study, all p > 0.05.
Baseline mathematical anxiety was also measured to determine all conditions had a sim-
ilar levels of mathematical anxiety. There was no significant difference between conditions
on mathematical anxiety scores at pre-measurement (at1), F(3,100) = 1.877, p = 0.138,r =
0.053. Further analysis using Chi-square to analyse the relationship between categories of
mathematical anxiety at pre-measurement (low, high) and conditions. The mathematical anx-
iety scores for each time-point were split into two categories, Low mathematical anxiety and
High mathematical anxiety. Participants with total scores that higher than 32 were consid-
ered as high level of mathematical anxiety (Mahmood & Khatoon 2011, Johnston-Wilder et al.
2014). There was no significant difference between categories of mathematical anxiety at pre-
measurement (low, high) and conditions, X2(3,N = 104) = 2.213, p = 0.529. But as can be
seen in cross-tabulation Table 5.2, most participants rated high in mathematical anxiety for all
conditions at baseline. The result indicates that participants in all conditions had a similar level
of mathematical anxiety.
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Table 5.2: Two-way table of counts and percentages for the relationship between categories of
mathematical anxiety at pre-measurement (low, high) and conditions
Mathematical anxiety cat-
egories
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4
Low Count 1 4 2 3
% within Condi-
tion
3.8% 15.4% 7.7% 11.5%
High Count 25 22 24 23
% within Condi-
tion
96.2% 84.6% 92.3% 88.5%
5.9.2 Effects of conditions on self-reported responses
Self-reported stress
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect of
time on stress levels over three time points, F(2,200) = 20.01, p < 0.0001,r = 0.167, and no
significant effect of conditions, F(3,100) = 0.336, p = 0.799,r = 0.010. There was a signifi-
cant interaction between condition and time on stress levels, F(6,200)= 53.45, p< 0.0001,r =
0.616.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni cor-
rection test. The stress level scores showed a significant increase in C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster, and, decrease in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress from pre-measurement
(at1) to Session 1 (at2) , p < 0.0001. The stress level scores then showed no significant
difference from Session 1 (at2) to Session 2 (at3), p = 1.000. However, there was a sig-
nificant increase in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress and, decrease in C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster between pre-measurement (at1) and Session 2 (at3), p < 0.0001. (Refer to
Figure 5.5).
A further analysis on score differences was carried out in next paragraph, in order to check
for significant difference between conditions.
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Figure 5.5: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported ratings on levels of stress
to each condition.
New variables: New variables from paired time points were created in order to check
if there is difference between conditions in terms of changes in stress level scores. The new
variables are SL at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, SL at3mat2 = Session 2 minus
Session 1 and SL at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-measurement. The graph for the results is
shown in Figure 5.11 on page 215.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SL at2mat1, F(3,100) =
41.54, p < 0.0001,r = 0.555. The changes in self-reported stress between pre-measurement
and Session 1 showed a greater decrease in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro,
p < 0.0001. C3:Bolster stress also showed a greater decrease compared to C4:Stress bolster,
p < 0.0001. However, C2:Stress Paro showed a greater increase in self-reported stress
compared to C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001. There was no significant difference between
C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster in self-reported stress. There is evidence here that
the stress induction at Session 1 in C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster resulted in a greater
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level of reported stress.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat2, F(3,100) =
103.74, p < 0.0001,r = 0.757. The changes in self-reported stress between Session 1 and Ses-
sion 2 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p < 0.0001.
C3:Bolster stress also showed a greater increase compared to C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001.
C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress and, C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster showed no sig-
nificant differences in self-reported stress, p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SL at3mat1, F(3,100) =
13.31, p < 0.0001,r = 0.285. The changes in self-reported stress between pre-measurement
and Session 2 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p <
0.0001. C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster showed a significant difference but both con-
ditions showed an increase in stress levels, p < 0.0001. C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress
and, C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster showed no significant differences in self-reported
stress, p = 1.000.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed no significant dif-
ference between conditions in self-reported stress at Paro and bolster sessions, F(3,100) =
2.235, p = 0.089,r = 0.063. Although no significant difference at Paro or bolster sessions
but as can be seen in Figure 5.6, the stress levels in C1:Paro stress were lower compared to
other conditions. However, C4:Stress bolster showed higher levels of stress compared to other
conditions.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed no significant difference be-
tween conditions in self-reported stress at stress session, F(3,100) = 0.215, p = 0.886,r =
0.006. Although no significant difference at stress session, but as can be seen in Figure
5.6, the stress levels in C1:Paro stress were lower compared to other conditions. However,
C4:Stress bolster showed higher levels of stress compared to other conditions.
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Figure 5.6: The mean with 95% confidence interval for scores on levels of stress at Paro and
bolster and stress session to each condition.
Positive affect in PANAS
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance showed there was a significant effect
of time on positive affect, F(2,200) = 6.138, p = 0.003,r = 0.058, and a significant effect
of conditions, F(3,100) = 6.270, p = 0.001,r = 0.158. There was a significant interaction
between condition and time on positive affect, F(6,200) = 3.296, p = 0.004,r = 0.090.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test.
The positive affect scores showed no significant difference between pre-measurement (t1) and
Session 1 (t2), p = 1.000. The positive affect scores then showed a significant decrease from
the Session 1 (at2) to the Session 2 (at3), p = 0.014. However, there was a significant decrease
from pre-measurement (at1) and Session 2 (at3), p = 0.009. (Refer to Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive affect in PANAS for each
condition.
New variables: New variables from paired time points were created in order to check if
there is difference between conditions in terms of changes in positive affect scores. The new
variables are PA at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, PA at3mat2 = Session 2 minus
Session 1 and PA at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-measurement. The graph for the results is
shown in Figure 5.12 on page 216.
There was a significant difference between conditions for PA at2mat1, F(3,100) =
4.752, p = 0.004,r = 0.125. The changes in PA scores between pre-measurement and Ses-
sion 1 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p = 0.012,
C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.016, and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.021. There was no signifi-
cant difference between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, between C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat2, F(3,100) =
4.410, p = 0.006,r = 0.117. The changes in PA scores between Session 1 and Session 2
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showed a greater decrease in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p = 0.005. How-
ever, the C2:Stress Paro showed an increase in changes in PA scores. There was no significant
difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.056, between C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.372, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p = 1.000,
between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.693, and between C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster, p = 1.000.
Similar result was found at PA at2mat1 and PA at3mat2 for PA, interacting with Paro
induce positive affect. Regardless when the Paro session either in Session 1 or Session 2, the
Paro helps in inducing positive affect.
There was no significant difference between conditions for PA at3mat1, F(3,100) =
0.749, p = 0.525,r = 0.022. All conditions showed a decrease in positive affect. But, as can
be seen in Figure 5.12, the condition with Paro (C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro) showed a
lower decrease in positive affect compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was a sig-
nificant difference between conditions at Paro and bolster session, F(3,100) = 11.50, p <
0.0001,r = 0.256. There was significant difference between C1:Paro stress compared to
C2:Stress Paro, p = 0.039, C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001, and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001.
As shown in Figure 5.8, the positive affect scores were higher in C1:Paro stress compare
to C2:Stress Paro, C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There was no significant differ-
ence between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.380, between C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.067, and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p = 1.000.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant dif-
ference between conditions at stress session, F(3,100) = 2.025, p = 0.115,r = 0.057. Al-
though no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.8, the positive affect in
C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster was lower compared to Paro conditions (C1:Paro stress
and C2:Stress Paro).
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Figure 5.8: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive affect at Paro and bolster and
stress session to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
Negative affect in PANAS
Two outliers were removed from the analysis. A mixed between-within subjects analysis of
variance showed there was a significant effect of time on negative affect, F(1.842,180.49) =
6.137, p = 0.003,r = 0.059, and no significant effect of conditions, F(3,98) = 0.240, p =
0.869,r = 0.007. There was a significant interaction between condition and time on negative
affect, F(5.525,180.49) = 33.61, p < 0.0001,r = 0.507.
Pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction test.
Based on Figure 5.9, the negative affect scores showed a significant decrease and increase from
pre-measurement (at1) to Session 1 (at2), p < 0.0001. The negative affect scores then showed
a significant increase and decrease from pre-measurement (t1) and Session 2 (t3), p = 0.018.
There was no significant between Session 1 (at2) to the Session 2 (at3), p = 1.000.
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Figure 5.9: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative affect in PANAS measures to
each condition.
New variables: New variables from paired time points were created in order to check
if there is difference between conditions in terms of changes in negative affect scores. The
new variables are NA at2mat1 = Session 1 minus pre-measurement, NA at3mat2 = Session
2 minus Session 1 and NA at3mat1 = Session 2 minus pre-measurement. The graph for the
results is shown in Figure 5.13, 216.
There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at2mat1, F(3,98) =
26.99, p < 0.0001,r = 0.452. The changes in negative affect scores between pre-measurement
and Session 1 showed a greater decrease in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p <
0.0001. C3:Bolster stress also showed a significant decrease compared to C4:Stress bolster,
p < 0.0001. There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress,
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat2, F(3,100) =
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52.60p < 0.0001,r = 0.612. The changes in negative affect scores between Session 1 and Ses-
sion 2 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p < 0.0001.
C3:Bolster stress also showed a greater increase compared to C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001.
There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between
C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for NA at3mat1, F(3,98) =
13.62, p < 0.0001,r = 0.294. The changes in negative affect scores between pre-measurement
and Session 2 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro,
p < 0.0001. C3:Bolster stress also showed a greater increase compared to C4:Stress bolster,
p < 0.0001. There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress,
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no sig-
nificant difference between conditions at Paro and bolster session, F(3,100) = 0.634, p =
0.595,r = 0.019. Although no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.10, the
negative affect in C1:Paro stress was lower compared to C2:Stress Paro, C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster. Negative affect was higher in C3:Bolster stress compared to other condi-
tions.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant dif-
ference between conditions at stress session, F(3,100) = 0.254, p = 0.858,r = 0.008. Al-
though no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.10, the negative affect in
C1:Paro stress compared to other conditions.
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Figure 5.10: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative affect at Paro and bolster
and stress session to each condition.
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Figures for psychological responses
Figure 5.11: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes of scores on levels of stress
to each condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 5.12: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in positive affect scores in
PANAS for each condition. ∗p < 0.05
Figure 5.13: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in negative affect scores in
PANAS for each condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001
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Self-reported emotions during Paro or bolster session
A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed a significant difference between
conditions on self-reported of a happy emotion during Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) =
8.608, p < 0.0001,r = 0.205. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction found a significant
difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.002, between C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.001, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.008
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.006. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.14, the happy scores were higher in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro compared
to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all
cases, p = 1.000.
A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed a significant difference be-
tween conditions on self-reported emotion excited during Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) =
31.24, p < 0.0001,r = 0.484. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction found a significant
difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, C1:Paro stress and C4:Stress bolster,
C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all
cases p < 0.0001. As can be seen in Figure 5.14, the excited scores were higher in
C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There
was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 0.902 and be-
tween C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p = 1.000.
A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed no significant difference be-
tween conditions on self-reported emotion relaxed during Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) =
2.656, p = 0.053,r = 0.074.
A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed a significant difference be-
tween conditions on self-reported emotion bored during Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) =
7.202, p < 0.0001,r = 0.178. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction found a significant
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difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.002, between C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.005, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.018
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.039. As can be seen in Fig-
ure 5.14, the bored scores were lower in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro compared
to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all
cases, p = 1.000.
A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed no significant difference between
conditions on self-reported emotion disgusted during Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) =
2.437, p = 0.069,r = 0.068. A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed no
significant difference between conditions on self-reported emotion confused during Paro or
bolster session, F(3,100) = 1.263, p = 0.291,r = 0.036.
Figure 5.14: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported emotions during Session
1 to each condition. ∗p < 0.05
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New variables were created in order to compare the results from positive and negative
emotions between conditions. The scores from happy, excited, relaxed were totalled up and
the variable was named as positive emotions. The scores from bored, disgusted, confused were
totalled up and the variable was named as negative emotions.
Positive expressions A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed a sig-
nificant difference between conditions on positive emotion during Paro or bolster session,
F(3,100) = 19.52, p < 0.0001,r = 0.369. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction
found a significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress and between C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster, all cases p < 0.0001. As can be seen in Figure 5.15, the positive emo-
tions scores were higher in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress
and C4:Stress bolster. There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and
C2:Stress Paro and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all cases, p = 1.000.
Negative expressions A one-way between-subjects analysis of variance showed no sig-
nificant difference between conditions on negative emotion during Paro or bolster session,
F(3,100) = 1.310, p = 0.275,r = 0.038.
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Figure 5.15: The mean with 95% confidence interval for positive and negative emotions on
self-reported emotions during Session 1 to each condition. ∗p < 0.05
Self-reported noise experience
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test showed no significant difference between conditions
on noise experience (annoying), F(3,100) = 2.212, p = 0.091,r = 0.062. The result indicates
that participants in all conditions had a similar a similar self-reported on stress experience
(annoying).
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Figure 5.16: The mean with 95% confidence interval for self-reported noise experience during
Session 1 to each condition.
As shown in Table 5.3, a Chi-Square test found there was no relationship between self-
reported noise experience (annoying) and conditions, p = 0.459. Row percentages showed
similar patterns for all conditions. Most participants rated the noise was extremely annoying
(31.7%) to hear. At the same time, the results showed that 22.1% and 26.0% participants also
rated the level of noise annoyance is above moderate.
Table 5.3: Two-way table of counts and percentages for the relationship between noise expe-
rience (annoying) and conditions
Did you find the noise annoying? Total
Not at all 2 3 Moderately 5 6 Extremely
Condition 1 Count 3 3 0 2 6 6 6 26
% 11.5% 11.5% 0.0% 7.7% 23.1% 23.1% 23.1% 100.0%
Condition 2 Count 1 2 1 1 6 8 7 26
% 3.8% 7.7% 3.8% 3.8% 23.1% 30.8% 26.9% 100.0%
Condition 3 Count 0 0 2 2 3 7 12 26
% 0.0% 0.0% 7.7% 7.7% 11.5% 26.9% 46.2% 100.0%
Condition 4 Count 0 2 0 2 8 6 8 26
% 0.0% 7.7% 0.0% 7.7% 30.8% 23.1% 30.8% 100.0%
Total Count 4 7 3 7 23 27 33 104
% 3.8% 6.7% 2.9% 6.7% 22.1% 26.0% 31.7% 100.0%
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Perceived stress scales
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed no significant difference between conditions on
perceived stress scores at pre-measurement (at1), F(3,100) = 0.291, p = 0.832,r = 0.009. The
result indicates that participants in all conditions had a similar level of perceived stress at the
beginning of study.
Then a comparison between pre-measurement and post-measurement of perceived stress
was done using a mixed between-within subjects ANOVA. The result showed no significant
effect of time on perceived stress, F(1,100) = 1.045, p = 0.309,r = 0.010 and no significant
effect of conditions, F(3,100) = 0.626, p = 0.600,r = 0.018. There was no significant interac-
tion between condition and time on perceived stress, F(3,100) = 1.351, p = 0.262,r = 0.039.
There was no linear trend to perceived stress scores, F(1,100) = 1.045, p = 0.309,r = 0.010.
Figure 5.17: The mean with 95% confidence interval for perceived stress scales to each con-
dition.
Further analysis was done to determine relationship between PSS-10 pre-measurement and
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post-measurement (at4) to each condition. The PSS-10 scores for each time-point were split
into two categories, Low stress and High stress. Participants with total scores that were higher
than 19 were considered as high level of stress (Leroy & Miller 2010, Lovell et al. 2011).
McNemar test found there was a significant difference in PSS-10 scores between pre-
measurement and post-measurement (at4) in C1:Paro stress, p = 0.016. As shown in Ta-
ble 5.4, based on total percentages in C1:Paro stress, the percentages of low stress increase
from 57.7.0% at pre-measurement to 84.6% at post-measurement (at4). However, the per-
centages of high stress reduce from 42.3% at pre-measurement to 15.4% post-measurement
(at4). There were no significant changes in PSS-10 scores between pre-measurement and
post-measurement (at4) in C2:Stress Paro, C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all cases
p = 1.000. Although the results were not significant, for C2:Stress Paro, the percentages for
low stress scores were reduce from 65.4% at pre-measurement to 61.5% post-measurement
(at4). However, for C4:Stress bolster, the percentages for low stress scores were increase from
57.7% at pre-measurement to 61.5% post-measurement (at4). There was no change in PSS-10
scores for C3:Bolster stress at pre-measurement and post-measurement (at4).
Table 5.4: Two-way table of counts and percentages for the relationship between PSS-10 pre-
and post-measurement
PSS-10 groups Condition
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4
Low Count 15 17 12 15
Pre 57.7% 65.4% 46.2% 57.7%
Count 22 16 12 16
Post 84.6% 61.5% 46.2% 61.5%
High Count 11 9 14 11
Pre 42.3% 34.6% 53.8% 42.3%
Count 4 10 14 10
Post 15.4% 38.5% 53.8% 38.5%
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5.9.3 Effects of conditions on observed facial emotional expressions
The 5 minutes of video recording during the Paro and bolster sessions were examined for the
number of occurrences of four facial expressions: positive expressions (smile and laugh) and
negative expressions (boredom and disgust). The 5 minutes of videos were divided into 30
blocks of 10 seconds.
All the videos were analysed by two evaluators for inter rater reliability. The inter rater re-
liability for all facial expressions were analysed using Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC).
A moderate degree of reliability was found between two evaluators for all facial expressions,
α between 0.733 to 0.894.
Then after checking the inter rater reliability, the number of coded facial expression scores
were totalled for each emotion for each condition, using the mean scores of two evaluators for
further analysis.
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test was used to test for differences between con-
ditions for each coded expression: smile, laugh, disgust and boredom. There was a signifi-
cant difference between conditions in the number of times each of the following expressions
occurred: smile, F(3,100) = 77.79, p < 0.0001,r = 0.700, laugh, F(3,100) = 11.28, p <
0.0001,r = 0.253 and boredom, F(3,100) = 172.77, p < 0.0001,r = 0.838. There was no
significant difference between condition in C3:Bolster stress, for coded facial expression, dis-
gust, F(3,100) = 0.968, p = 0.411,r = 0.028. The graph for the results is shown in Figure
5.18.
For the coded facial expression, smile, a post-hoc comparison found a significant dif-
ference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001, between C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001. The smiling scores were
higher in C1:Paro stress compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. The smiling
scores also higher in C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
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There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 1.000
and C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p = 1.000.
For the coded facial expression, laugh, a post-hoc comparison found significant differ-
ence between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.003, between C1:Paro stress and
C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.002, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001 and
between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001. The laughing scores were higher
in C1:Paro stress compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. The laughing scores
also higher in C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There
was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 1.000 and
C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p = 1.000.
For the coded facial expression, boredom, post-hoc comparison found a significant dif-
ference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001, between C1:Paro stress
and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001, between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001
and between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001. The boredom scores were
lower in C1:Paro stress compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. The boredom
scores also lower in C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 1.000
and C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.147.
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Figure 5.18: The mean with 95% confidence interval for facial emotional expressions to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
A further analysis was done to compare scores for positive and negative facial expressions
for each condition. A new variable, positive facial expressions, was created by combining the
smile and laugh expression scores. Another variable, negative facial expression, was formed
by combining the disgust and boredom expression scores.
Positive expressions A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test found a significant dif-
ference between conditions for positive facial expressions, F(3,100) = 79.54, p < 0.0001,r =
0.705. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction was carried out. As shown in Figure 5.19,
there was a significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001,
between C1:Paro stress and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001, between C2:Stress Paro and
C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001 and, between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001.
The positive expressions scores were higher in C1:Paro stress compared to C3:Bolster stress
and C4:Stress bolster. It was found that the positive expressions scores were also higher
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in C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. There was no sig-
nificant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 1.000, and between
C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p = 1.000.
Negative expressions A one-way between-subjects ANOVA test found a significant
difference between conditions for negative facial expressions, F(3,100) = 167.22, p <
0.0001,r = 0.834. A post hoc test using Bonferroni correction was carried out. As
shown in Figure 5.19, there was a significant difference between C1:Paro stress and
C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001, between C1:Paro stress and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001,
between C2:Stress Paro and C3:Bolster stress, p < 0.0001 and, between C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001. The negative expressions scores were lower in C1:Paro stress
compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster. It was found that the negative expressions
scores were also lower in C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, p = 1.000 and
between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, , p = 0.155.
Paired t-test found there was a significant difference in the scores between positive and
negative facial expressions at each condition, in C1:Paro stress, t(25) = 8.472, p < 0.0001, in
C2:Stress Paro, t(25) = 10.21, p < 0.0001, in C3:Bolster stress, t(25) = −8.546, p < 0.0001
and C4:Stress bolster, t(25) = −20.23, p < 0.0001. The results showed positive expres-
sions scores were higher in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro compared to negative facial
expressions. However, the negative expression scores were higher in C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster compared to positive expression scores.
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Figure 5.19: The mean with 95% confidence interval for negative and positive expressions to
each condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001
5.9.4 Mathematical task scores
A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed no significant difference between conditions on
mathematical task scores, F(3,100) = 0.147, p = 0.932,r = 0.004.
Further analysis using Chi-square to analyse the relationship between categories of math-
ematical task scores (low, high) and conditions. The mathematical task scores for each time-
point were split into two categories, Low and High. Participants with total scores that higher
than 5 were considered as high. There was no significant difference between categories of
mathematical task scores at pre-measurement (low, high) and conditions, X2(3,N = 104) =
0.707, p = 0.857.
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Table 5.5: Two way table of counts and percentages for the relationship between categories of
mathematical scores (low, high) and conditions
Mathematical scores categories Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4
Low Count 13 12 14 11
% within Condition 50.0% 46.2% 53.8% 42.3%
High Count 13 14 12 15
% within Condition 50.0% 53.8% 46.2% 57.7%
But as can be seen in summaries of cross-tabulation Table 5.5, the number of participants
in low and high scores categories were equal in C1:Paro stress, but high group were lower in
bolster condition. However, C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster showed a higher number of
participants in high scores category.
5.9.5 Effects of conditions on physiological responses
Skin conductance responses
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance ANOVA showed there was a significant
effect of time on SCR, F(3,300) = 41.98, p < 0.0001,r = 0.296, and no significant effect of
conditions, F(3,100) = 1.683, p = 0.175,r = 0.048. There was significant interaction between
condition and time on SCR, F(9,300) = 2.772, p = 0.004,r = 0.077.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. As evident in Figure 5.20, there was a significant increase in SCR from pre-measurement
(t1) to Session 1 (t2), p < 0.0001. There was a significant decrease in SCR from Session 2
(t3) to post-measurement (t4), p < 0.0001. However, there was no significant change from
pre-measurement (t1) to post-measurement (t4), p = 0.849 and Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3),
p = 0.389.
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Figure 5.20: The mean with 95% confidence interval for skin conductance responses to each
condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in SCR. The new variables are SCR t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, SCR t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and SCR t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2, and SCR t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SCR t2mt1, F(3,100) =
2.202, p = 0.093,r = 0.063. As is apparent in Figure 5.28 on page 242, all condition showed
an increase in SCR.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SCR t3mt2, F(3,100) =
6.029, p = 0.001,r = 0.153. The changes in SCR scores between Session 1 and Session 2
showed a greater decrease in C1:Paro stress compared to C2:Stress Paro, p < 0.0001. Further-
more, as can be seen in Figure 5.28 on page 242, all conditions showed a reduction in SCR.
C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster showed a low reduction in SCR.
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There was a significant difference between conditions for and SCR t4mt3, F(3,100) =
3.931, p = 0.011,r = 0.105. The changes in SCR scores between Session 2 and post-
measurement showed a significant difference between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster,
p = 0.030. As can be seen in Figure 5.28 on page 242, other conditions showed an increase
in SCR, and C4:Stress bolster showed a greater increase compared to other conditions. Only
C2:Stress Paro showed a small reduction in SCR.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SCR t4mt1, F(3,100) =
1.287, p = 0.283,r = 0.037. Although no significant difference in SCR changes scores for
SCR t4mt1, as can be seen in Figure 5.28 on page 242, there was a greater reduction in SCR
in C1:Paro stress compared to other conditions. There was also slightly increase in SCR in
C2:Stress Paro compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was a sig-
nificant difference between conditions at Paro and bolster session, F(3,100) = 3.231, p =
0.026,r = 0.088. But, only SCR between C1:Paro stress and C4:Stress bolster was signifi-
cant differ, p = 0.024. However, other planned comparison condition showed no significant
difference. Although no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.21, C1:Paro stress
and C2:Stress Paro which interacting with Paro showed higher in SCR compared to bolster
sessions C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant dif-
ference between conditions at stress session, F(3,100) = 1.075, p = 0.363,r = 0.031. Al-
though no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.21, the SCR in C1:Paro stress
was lower compared to other conditions, especially when comparing it with bolster session
(C3:Bolster stress).
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Figure 5.21: The mean with 95% confidence interval for skin conductance at Paro and bolster
and stress session to each condition. ∗p < 0.05.
Heart rate
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance ANOVA showed there was a significant
effect of time on HR, F(2.409,240.86) = 30.56, p < 0.0001,r = 0.234, and no significant
effect of conditions, F(3,100) = 0.061, p = 0.980,r = 0.002. There was significant interaction
between condition and time on HR, F(7.226,240.86) = 10.03, p < 0.0001,r = 0.231.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. There was a significant increase in HR from pre-measurement (t1) to Session 1 (t2),
p < 0.0001. There was a significant decrease in HR from Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement
(t4), p < 0.0001. (Refer to Figure 5.22). However, there was no significant change from pre-
measurement (t1) to post-measurement (t4), p = 0.245 and Session 1 (t2) to Session 2 (t3),
p = 0.133.
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Figure 5.22: The mean with 95% confidence interval for heart rate to each condition. ∗p <
0.05
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in HR. The new variables are HR t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, HR t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and HR t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2, and HR t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-measurement.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HR t2mt1, F(3,100) =
2.202, p = 0.093,r = 0.063. As is apparent in Figure 5.29 on page 243, all condition showed
an increase in HR. But, C2:Stress Paro showed a greater increase in changes score of HR
compared to C1:Paro stress, p = 0.002. C4:Stress bolster also showed a greater increase in
changes score of HR compared to C3:Bolster stress, p = 0.016. There was no significant
difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HR t3mt2, F(3,100) =
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33.35, p < 0.0001,r = 0.500. As evident in Figure 5.29 on page 243, the changes in HR scores
between Session 1 and Session 2 showed a greater increase in C1:Paro stress compared to
C2:Stress Paro, p < 0.0001 and, between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, p < 0.0001.
There was no significant difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between
C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was a significant difference between conditions for and HR t4mt3, F(3,100) =
5.770, p = 0.001,r = 0.148. As can be seen in Figure 5.29 on page 243, the changes in HR
scores between Session 2 and post-measurement showed a greater decrease in C3:Bolster stress
compared to C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.003. There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress and between
C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions for HR t4mt1, F(3,100) =
2.172, p = 0.096,r = 0.061. Although no significant difference in HR changes scores for
HR t4mt1, as can be seen in Figure 5.29 on page 243, there was a little reduction in HR in
C1:Paro stress, C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster. There was also slightly increase in HR
in C3:Bolster stress.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no
significant difference between conditions at Paro or bolster session, F(3,100) = 0.666, p =
0.575,r = 0.020.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant dif-
ference between conditions at stress session, F(3,100) = 0.231, p = 0.875,r = 0.007.
Taken together both session, although no significant difference for both time points, but as
can be seen in Figure 5.23, the HR in C1:Paro stress was lower compared to other conditions
during stress induction. Although, the HR was slightly higher in C1:Paro stress during the Paro
or bolster session.
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Figure 5.23: The mean with 95% confidence interval for heart rate at Paro and bolster and
stress session to each condition.
Standard of all normal RR intervals
7 outliers were removed from data analysis.
A mixed between-within subjects ANOVA showed there was a significant effect of time
on SDNN, F(3,291) = 7.929, p < 0.0001,r = 0.076, and no significant effect of conditions,
F(3,97) = 0.066, p = 0.978,r = 0.002. There was significant interaction between condition
and time on SDNN, F(9,291) = 2.053, p = 0.034,r = 0.060.
Planned pairwise comparisons between time points were done using Bonferroni correction
test. As can be seen in Figure 5.24, there was a significant decrease in SDNN from pre-
measurement (t1) to Session 1 (t2), p = 0.022. There was also a significant decrease in SDNN
from Session 2 (t3) to post-measurement (t4), p = 0.039. However, there was no significant
change from pre-measurement (t1) to post-measurement (t4), p = 0.659 and Session 1 (t2) to
Session 2 (t3), p = 0.121.
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Figure 5.24: The mean with 95% confidence interval for SDNN to each condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences be-
tween conditions in terms of changes in SDNN. The new variables are SDNN t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, SDNN t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and SDNN t4mt3 =
post-measurement minus Session 2, and SDNN t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-
measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SDNN t2mt1, F(3,98) =
0.836, p = 0.477,r = 0.025. As is apparent in Figure 5.30 on page 244, all conditions showed
a decrease in SDNN. But, C1:Paro stress showed a small decrease in SDNN compared to other
conditions.
There was a significant difference between conditions for SDNN t3mt2, F(3,97) =
6.405, p = 0.001,r = 0.165. As evident in Figure 5.30 on page 244, the changes in SDNN
scores between Session 1 and Session 2 showed a greater decrease in C1:Paro stress compared
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to C2:Stress Paro, p = 0.001. There was also a greater increase in SDNN in C2:Stress Paro
compared to C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.005. There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all
cases p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions for and SDNN t4mt3,
SDNN t4mt3, F(3,98) = 1.623, p = 0.189,r = 0.047. Although no significant difference in
SDNN changes scores, but, as can be seen in Figure 5.30 on page 244, other conditions showed
an increase in SDNN, and C2:Stress Paro showed a small decrease in SDNN.
There was no significant difference between conditions for SDNN t4mt1, F(3,97) =
0.384, p = 0.764,r = 0.012. Although no significant difference in SDNN changes scores for
SDNN t4mt1, as can be seen in Figure 5.30 on page 244, all conditions showed an increase
in SDNN. There was also a greater increase in SDNN in C2:Stress Paro compared to other
conditions.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no sig-
nificant difference between conditions at stress session for SDNN, F(3,98) = 1.014, p =
0.390,r = 0.030. Although no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.25, the
SDNN in C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster were lower compared to C1:Paro stress and
C2:Stress Paro.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant
difference between conditions at stress session for SDNN, F(3,98) = 1.208, p = 0.311,r =
0.036. Although no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.25, the SDNN in
C2:Stress Paro was lower compared to other conditions.
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Figure 5.25: The mean with 95% confidence interval for SDNN at Paro and bolster and stress
session to each condition.
High frequency
37 outliers were removed from data analysis.
A mixed between-within subjects analysis of variance ANOVA showed there was no sig-
nificant effect of time on HF, F(2.125,165.73) = 2.297, p = 0.100,r = 0.029, but a significant
effect of conditions, F(3,78) = 6.635, p < 0.0001,r = 0.203. There was a significant interac-
tion between condition and time on HF, F(6.374,165.73) = 4.783, p < 0.0001,r = 0.155.
A time trend analysis showed a significant linear time trend, F(1,78) = 4.654, p =
0.034,r = 0.056.
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Figure 5.26: The mean with 95% confidence interval for high-frequency to each condition.
New variables: New variables were created in order to check if there were differences
between conditions in terms of changes in HF. The new variables are HF t2mt1 = Session
1 minus pre-measurement, HF t3mt2 = Session 2 minus Session 1 and HF t4mt3 = post-
measurement minus Session 2, and HF t4mt1 = post-measurement minus pre-measurement.
There was no significant difference between conditions for HF t2mt1, F(3,86) =
0.937, p = 0.427,r = 0.032. Although not significant, as is apparent in Figure 5.31 on page
245, C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro showed an increase in HF, and C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster showed a decrease.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HF t3mt2, F(3,85)= 6.126, p=
0.001,r = 0.178. The changes in HF scores between Session 1 and Session 2 showed a greater
increase in C2:Stress Paro compared to C1:Paro stress, p = 0.009, and C4:Stress bolster,
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p = 0.021. (Refer to Figure 5.31 on page 245). There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, all
cases p = 1.000.
There was no significant difference between conditions for and HF t4mt3, F(3,85) =
2.392, p = 0.074,r = 0.078. Although no significant difference in HF changes scores for
HF t4mt3, as can be seen in Figure 5.31 on page 245, there was a greater reduction in HF
in C2:Stress Paro compared to other conditions. Only C4:Stress bolster showed a small in-
crease in HF.
There was a significant difference between conditions for HF t4mt1, F(3,86) =
6.619, p < 0.0001,r = 0.188. The changes in HF scores between pre-measurement and
post-measurement showed a greater increase in C2:Stress Paro compared to C1:Paro stress,
p = 0.012. (Refer to Figure 5.31 on page 245). There was no significant difference between
C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, between C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, and be-
tween C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
Paro or bolster session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was a sig-
nificant difference between conditions at Paro or bolster session, F(3,93) = 7.814, p <
0.0001,r = 0.201. The HF in C2:Stress Paro was higher compared to C1:Paro stress, p =
0.002 and C4:Stress bolster, p = 0.001. (Refer to Figure 5.27). There was no significant
difference between C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, and between C3:Bolster stress and
C4:Stress bolster, all cases p = 1.000.
Stress session A one-way between-subjects ANOVA showed there was no significant
difference between conditions at stress session, F(3,94) = 1.227, p = 0.304,r = 0.038. Al-
though no significant difference but as can be seen in Figure 5.27, the HF in C2:Stress Paro
was higher compared to C1:Paro stress. The HF in C4:Stress bolster was higher compared to
C3:Bolster stress.
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Figure 5.27: The mean with 95% confidence interval for high-frequency at Paro and bolster
and stress session to each condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figures changes in scores for physiological responses
Figure 5.28: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of skin conductance
responses to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 5.29: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of heart rate to each
condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 5.30: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of SDNN to each
condition. ∗∗ p < 0.001
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Figure 5.31: The mean with 95% confidence interval for changes in scores of high-frequency
to each condition. ∗p < 0.05,∗∗ p < 0.001
5.10 Discussion
The general aim of Study 3 was to investigate the effect of short-term interaction with Paro
on psychological and physiological responses, and the potential of the interaction for reducing
the effects of induced stress. The short-term intervention and its effect on induced stress was
also compared in different intervention formats. At the same time, Study 3 examined and
compared the immediate effects of a Paro session and a bolster session. The effects were
measured using self-reported stress, emotions, negative and positive affect, perceived stress,
and physiological responses: skin conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR), and heart
rate variability (HRV), and observed facial observation, and scores in a mathematical task.
Additional results, self-reported of math anxiety and noise experience.
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5.10.1 Effects of conditions on psychological responses at the end of experiment
compared to baseline
This section focuses on hypotheses H1(i)(a) and H1(ii)(a) and based on the results from psy-
chological responses based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement
(at3mat1). Contrary to the hypothesis, the increases in self-reported stress and negative affect
were similar in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress, where participants had a later stress ses-
sion. There was also no difference between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster, where par-
ticipants had an early stress session; both conditions showed similar responses in self-reported
stress and negative affect. (Refer to Figure 5.11, page 215, and Figure 5.13, page 216).
Unexpected results were found in self-reported positive affect, where all conditions showed
a decrease at the end of experiment when compared to baseline. (Refer to Figure 5.12, page
216).
Taking all the results together, based on the psychological responses, it can be concluded
that the earlier session with either Paro or bolster did not help to reduce the stress and negative
affect, and instead decreased the positive affect. Furthermore, none of the intervention sessions
moderated the self-reported positive affect. But, the later session with Paro and bolster session
did help to reduce the stress and negative affect. Hence, H1(i)(a) is not supported, and at the
same time, H1(ii)(a) is partially supported.
The findings are in line with study by Lass-Hennemann et al. (2014), where the authors
investigate the effects of being accompanied with either a dog, toy dog, unfamiliar person or
just resting alone. The authors found a reduction in positive affect from baseline to the end
of baseline. Lass-Hennemann et al. (2014) suggested that the reduction of positive affect was
related to the stress induction and sample population used in their study. In Lass-Hennemann
et al. (2014) study, the stressor used was a traumatic video showing a rape scene from a film,
and most of the participants were female. Hence, the stressor might highly have affected the
participants and the dog intervention did not moderate reduce the impact of the stressor. It
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might be that in the case of Study 3, the stress induction was too stressful, hence reducing the
impact of the intervention sessions (either Paro or bolster).
However, when compared to the recent study of Paro, the findings are in contrast with a
study by Crossman et al. (2018). The authors found an increase in positive affect after interact-
ing with Paro, even after participants had a stress session before the Paro session. A possible
reason for this differences in results, is that the stressor and sample population used in Study
3 was different from the study by Crossman et al. (2018). In Crossman et al. (2018) study, the
participants recruited were aged between 6 and 9, and the stress induction used was a Trier
Social Stress Test for Children, where participants were asked to tell a story and complete a
cognitive task in front of judges.
But, in Study 3, it worth noting that, there was a trend that showed a greater reduction in
self-reported stress and negative affect in C2:Stress Paro compared to C4:Stress bolster. This
may suggest there was a small effect of Paro intervention in reducing the effects of induced
stress compared to bolster, even though the result is not significant. At the same time, there
was a trend in both conditions of Paro that showed only a small reduction in positive affect
compared to bolster conditions (See Figure 5.12, page 216). This may suggest that the Paro
conditions (regardless of whether participants had the Paro session before or after the stress
session) have greater stress reducing effects compared to bolster conditions. Despite the results
not being significant, these findings are in line with the opinion of Khosla (2006) that positive
affect plays an important role in helping people to cope and to minimize the stress reactivity
during the stress exposure.
When considering the findings on psychological responses in all studies in this thesis, based
on changes between baseline and post-measurement, the results of self-reported stress and pos-
itive affect are partially consistent across studies. While, the results on self-reported negative
affect are consistent across studies.
In terms of self-reported stress and negative affect, these results suggest that decreased and
increased negative affect depends on when the stress was induced (either before or after the
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intervention session). For example, if the stress session came after the intervention session, the
negative affect increased. Then, when the intervention session came after the stress session, the
negative affect decreased. These findings are in line with the opinion of Hamama et al. (2013)
that changes in negative affect are more likely to be associated with exposure of stress.
However, in terms of self-reported positive affect, the findings may suggest that the changes
in the results not only depend on when the stress was induced, but also depend on the types
of stressor used. For example, in Study 1, the positive affect decreased after stress session,
but the positive affect increased and returned to baseline after the Paro session. But, in Study
3 (in C2:Stress Paro), the positive affect decreased after stress session, but the positive affect
decreased further than baseline after the Paro session. Based on this pattern of findings, it
suggests that the stressor used in Study 3 is probably more stressful than the stressor used in
Study 1. This comparison was made as both has a similar intervention format.
5.10.2 Effects of conditions on physiological responses at the end of experiment
compared to baseline
This section focuses on hypotheses H1(i)(b) and H1(ii)(b) and based on the results from physio-
logical responses based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement (t4mt1).
In terms of physiological responses, all physiological responses (except HF) showed no
effect of conditions, and all the physiological responses returned to baseline at the end of
experiment. Hence H1(i)(b) is not supported, and H1(ii)(b) is partially supported.
As mentioned earlier, although all the physiological responses returned to baseline at the
end of the experiment, there was an effect of conditions for HF. The HF was significantly
higher in C2:Stress Paro when compared to C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress. There was
also a trend that showed in C2:Stress Paro, the HF was the highest among other three condi-
tions. (Refer to Figure 5.31 on page 245). At the same time, the HF in C1:Paro stress and
C3:Bolster stress showed a tendency to decrease from baseline to the end of experiment.
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Then for other physiological responses, although the results are not significant between
conditions, there was a trend in SCR that showed a small reduction in C2:Stress Paro com-
pared to other conditions. At the same time, a greater increase in SCR was observed in
C4:Stress bolster compared to other conditions (See Figure 5.28 on page 242). There was
also a trend that showed a greater reduction in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro for HR (See
Figure 5.29 on page 243). There was also a trend that the SDNN also showed a greater increase
in C2:Stress Paro compared to other conditions (See Figure 5.30 on page 244).
Taking all the results together, the increased HF and SDNN, and the decreased SCR and
HR in C2:Stress Paro suggests an increase in parasympathetic activity which could be related
to excitement or relaxation (Park et al. 2018a). This indicate that the later intervention with
Paro (in C2:Stress Paro) might have had a small effect on reducing the effects of physiological
stress responses compared to the later bolster session (in C4:Stress bolster). Then, an increased
in SCR and HR, and reduced SDNN in C4:Stress bolster may suggest that participants were
still affected by the previously induced stress. A further explanation about the changes in
physiological responses will be discussed in next section 5.10.6, on page 253.
Facilitate faster recovery
Despite the non-significant difference between conditions on physiological responses from
baseline to post-measurement, an effect of conditions was found in terms of accelerating a
faster recovery. Based on changes in scores between stress session and post-measurement
(t4mt3), a significant decrease in SCR in C2:Stress Paro was found compared to bolster condi-
tions (C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster), since C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster
showed an increased trend in SCR. This suggests the later Paro condition may accelerate faster
recovery in terms of SCR.
Then, in terms of HR, the subsequent bolster intervention also showed a small decrease
in HR compared to other conditions, while the other conditions showed a greater decrease in
HR. But, interestingly, there was also evidence that the earlier Paro and earlier bolster session
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showed a significant decrease from stress session to post-measurement in HR compared to
the bolster condition (in C4:Stress bolster), reflecting a faster recovery. This suggests that
the earlier intervention sessions might have impact on accelerating faster recovery of stress
responses (in terms of HR and SCR).
5.10.3 Effects of conditions during intervention session on psychological re-
sponses
This section focuses on hypotheses H2(a) and based on the results from psychological re-
sponses during intervention session.
No significant effect of conditions in self-reported stress and negative affect was found
during the intervention session. All conditions showed low self-reported stress and negative
affect. Only self-reported positive affect showed an effect of conditions. Taking all the results
together, H2(a) is not supported.
Based on self-reported stress and negative affect, these findings are consistent with the
findings in Study 2, where no differences were found in self-reported stress and negative affect
scores were found, when comparing the scores of Paro condition and bolster condition.
However, as mentioned earlier, there was an effect of conditions for self-reported positive
affect in Study 3. An earlier intervention with Paro (in C1:Paro stress) showed significantly
higher self-reported positive affect compared to other conditions. There was no significant
difference between the later Paro condition (in C2:Stress Paro) compared to the bolster sessions
(in C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster). This may suggest that the effects of the earlier
induced stress reduced the self-reported positive affect during the later intervention session
in C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster. A possible reason for the different results between
the Paro intervention sessions in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro, is that participants might
have still been affected by the previously induced stress in C2:Stress Paro, hence reducing
the positive effects of Paro intervention. This finding is in line with the opinion of Frazier
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et al. (2004) that the induced negative affect might have minimized the effectiveness of positive
intervention.
5.10.4 Effects of conditions during intervention session on physiological re-
sponses
This section focuses on hypotheses H2(b) and based on the results from physiological responses
based on changes in scores between baseline and final-measurement (at3mat1).
No effect of conditions was found in HR and SDNN. Participants across conditions had
similar levels of HR and SDNN either in earlier or later intervention sessions. But, there was
an effect of conditions for SCR and HF. The SCR was significantly higher in C1:Paro stress
compared to C4:Stress bolster, but there was no significant difference with other conditions.
However, the HF was significantly higher in C2:Stress Paro compared to the other three con-
ditions. Therefore, H2(b) is partially supported.
As suggested from previous Study 1 and Study 2, the high SCR during Paro intervention
was evoked by engagement with Paro. As suggested in the previous section, the high HF in
C2:Stress Paro is also related to engagement with Paro and is reflected as a coping skill that in-
creased the parasympathetic activity during Paro session. At the same time, the bolster session
(in C4:Stress bolster) might also help in minimizing the impact of earlier stress responses.
5.10.5 Effects of conditions during the stress session
This section focuses on hypotheses H3(i)(a), H3(i)(b), H3(ii)(a) and H3(ii)(b) and based on the
results from physiological responses based on changes in scores between baseline and final-
measurement (t4mt1).
None of the hypotheses: H3 (i)(a, b) and H3 (ii)(a, b) are supported as no significant effect
of conditions in stress session was found either both psychological and physiological responses.
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This suggests that the stressor may not have been experientially different for participants.
The lack of a reduction in self-reported stress and negative affect in C1:Paro stress com-
pared to C3:Bolster stress during the stress session, may suggest that both the earlier sessions
(Paro and bolster) were not able to minimize the impact of stress during the stress session.
However, it is still too early to make a conclusion based on these results, therefore, in the
next section, we will look at the results based changes of scores.
5.10.6 Intervention session versus stress session
In order to investigate further the effects of intervention and stress sessions on psychological
and physiological responses, this section will discuss the results based on changes in scores:
(i) between baseline and Session 1 (at2mat1 or t2mt1), and
(ii) between Session 1 and Session 2 (at3mat2 or t3mt2).
Between baseline and Session 1
In terms of self-reported stress and negative affect, it was found that both the earlier inter-
vention sessions significantly reduced the stress and negative affect, and that the earlier stress
session significantly increased both measures. These findings provide evidence that the Paro
and bolster session have a similar ability to reduce the effects of stress based on self-reported
responses.
However, the Paro session induced significantly higher positive affect than the bolster ses-
sion from baseline to Session 1. These results suggest that without any effects from previous
session, when comparing the sessions to baseline, the Paro session can be considered as a
positive intervention. This finding is in line with opinion of Sin & Lyubomirsky (2009) that
mentioned that a positive intervention tended to induce positive feelings, and increase positive
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behaviours and thoughts.
In terms of physiological arousal, by comparing baseline and Session 1, it was found that
both the intervention and the stress session significantly increased SCR and HR, and signifi-
cantly decreased SDNN. There were no significant changes in HF.
These findings increase the understanding of the changes in physiological arousal during
stress and positive intervention. There was no difference in arousal of SCR from baseline to
Session 1 across conditions. This result is inconsistent with study by Mitsui et al. (2001b),
where the authors found that the SCR was higher in stress session than in Paro session. How-
ever, the different results could be related to different stressors used in Study 3 and Mitsui
et al. (2001b) study. Nevertheless, it worth noting a trend indicating that high arousal of SCR
can be seen in Paro condition (C1:Paro stress) compared to stress sessions (C2:Stress Paro and
C3:Bolster stress) and bolster session (C4:Stress bolster) (See Figure 5.21, page 232). This
suggests that the positive intervention with Paro may be related to high arousal in SCR. This
opinion is in line with the opinion of Balconi et al. (2009). Balconi et al. (2009) suggested a
high arousal SCR is more likely to be found in pleasant stimuli compared to unpleasant stimuli.
In case of HR, the HR also increased significantly from baseline to Session 1 across condi-
tions. At the same time, there was an effect of conditions, where the HR showed a significantly
greater increase in stress sessions (C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster) compared to Paro
(C1:Paro stress) and bolster (C3:Bolster stress) conditions. These findings suggest that both
intervention sessions in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress showed a lower HR compared to
stress session in C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster. These findings are consistent with Study
2, where participants interacting and stroking a bolster showed a low HR. But, at the same time,
the findings in Study 3 are only partially in line with the study Mitsui et al. (2001a,b), where a
high HR was found in the stress session (Mitsui et al. 2001b), a low HR was found in an active
Paro session, but a high HR was found in a session where participants were asked to stroke a
column covered with Paro’s fur (Mitsui et al. 2001a).
Regarding the SDNN, all conditions decreased from baseline to Session 1. This finding
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is in contrast with the findings in Study 2, where the SDNN increased when interacting with
and stroking the bolster compared to baseline. It was suggested in Study 2 that the increased
SDNN was related to relaxation and excitement, as mentioned by Geisler et al. (2010), Park
et al. (2018a). But, in Study 3, based on the observed trend, it can be seen that the SDNN
showed a small decrease in C1:Paro stress compared to other conditions (See Figure 5.30,
page 244).
There are three possible explanations for the results of SDNN. The decreased SDNN could
be related to (i) the effects of stress induction, (ii) positive moods as a result of an engagement
with Paro, and (iii) anticipation of the mathematical task.
It was acknowledged that the acute stress such as that created by mathematical task usu-
ally reduces, but can also increase the SDNN (Castaldo et al. 2015, Rodrigues et al. 2018).
In a review by Malik et al. (1996), it was claimed that the reduced SDNN during a stress
task will also be accompanied with an increased HR. The elevated HR is usually related to
an increase in sympathetic activity as response to the stress task. Therefore, in Study 3,
based on increased HR, and increased self-reported stress and negative affect, and reduced
self-reported positive affect, it may suggest that the reduced SDNN in C2:Stress Paro and
C4:Stress bolster is related to stress induction. Then, there is a possibility that the reduced
SDNN in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress was related to the positive reactions toward
Paro, and effects of stroking a nice and comfortable object. This is reflected in both conditions
(C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress) which showed lower HR compared to C2:Stress Paro
and C4:Stress bolster (where the participants had a stress session).
Furthermore, the reduced SDNN could be related to anticipation of a stressful situation, as
suggested by Shin et al. (2016). Based on the math anxiety results, most of participants rated
that they had high math anxiety across conditions, and participants might have been worried
about the upcoming stress session in C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress. Furthermore, al-
though the results were not significant, but there was a trend that the SDNN showed a larger
decreased in C3:Bolster stress compared to C1:Paro stress (See Figure 5.30 on page 244). This
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may suggest that the positive affect in C1:Paro stress has a small effect in lessening the impact
of anticipation to the stress session compared to C3:Bolster stress. At the same time, these
findings may support the important role of positive affect, in minimizing the effects of stress
responses, in terms of physiological responses.
Between Session 1 and Session 2
Then, based on changes in scores between Session 1 and Session 2 (at3mat2), a similar di-
rection of psychological changes was found between at3mat2 and at2mat1. The self-reported
stress and negative affect increased significantly in the later stress session (for both condition
C1:Paro stress and C3:Bolster stress), and there was an increased in positive affect in a later
session with Paro (C2:Stress Paro), but not in a later session with bolster (C4:Stress bolster).
However, the changes scores in positive affect between C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster
is not significant.
Then, in terms of physiological responses based on changes in scores between Session 1
and Session 2 (t3mt2), the SCR increased in the Paro condition (C2:Stress Paro), but reduced
in the other three conditions. The HR was higher in both the later stress sessions, but reduced
in the later intervention session (in C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster). There was also a
trend that the HR in C3:Bolster stress was higher than C1:Paro stress, but the result was not
significant. A similar trend in SCR and HR was also found between t3mt2 and t2mt1. Then,
interestingly, there was a different trend in SDNN and HF based on changes in scores between
Session 1 and Session 2. The HF and SDNN were higher in C2:Stress Paro compared to other
three conditions.
A possible explanation for this result is that the increased SDNN and HF during Paro
session in C2:Stress Paro was related to increased parasympathetic activity, as a result from
playing with Paro. The findings are in line with the study by Shi et al. (2017) that found the
increased SDNN related to positive emotions. These results are reflected in the Paro session
only (in C2:Stress Paro) that showed increased in self-reported positive affect from Session 1
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to Session 2. This may suggest that the Paro intervention helps in reducing effects of previous
stress in terms of physiological responses.
5.10.7 Effects of conditions on self-reported emotions
This section discusses emotions while playing with Paro or stroking a bolster.
Participants in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro rated significantly higher positive emo-
tions compared to C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster, and all conditions rated low negative
emotions This finding is in line with findings in Study 2, where participants also tended to rate
higher positive emotions when playing with Paro compared to stroking a bolster. Based on
these findings, H2(a) for self-reported emotions is supported. However, a manipulation of Paro
session (either before or after stress induction) did not reduce the positive emotions towards
Paro.
A similar trend on rated ‘confused’ emotion was also found in Paro conditions. Although
the effects of condition were not statistically significant, but ’confused’ was observed to be
higher in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro. This finding suggests that participants tended to
get confused in C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro because that was the first time they met Paro
and did not know how to interact or play with it, which is in line with the findings in Study
2 (in C2:no familiar) In C2:no familiar, participants were assigned to intervention with Paro
without a chance to get a familiar with Paro before the experiment.
This finding is also in line with the study by Birks et al. (2016), where the authors men-
tioned that participants tended to get confused as result of being unfamiliar with the Paro.
Birks et al. (2016) also mentioned that the lack of understanding about how interacting with
Paro will benefit them, increased the negative perception towards it. However, in case of Study
3, interacting with Paro positively affected the participants, as reported by high self-reported
positive affect in Paro conditions. The different result is possibly because a different sample
population was used in the study by (Birks et al. 2016), that is elderly people with dementia.
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5.10.8 Effects of conditions on observed facial expressions
The findings in Study 3 are in line with the findings in Study 1 and Study 2 on observed
facial expression. Participants were showing significantly higher positive facial expressions
in Paro sessions (C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro) when compared to bolster sessions
(C3:Bolster stress and C4:Stress bolster). Therefore, H2(c) is supported.
The findings in Study 3 suggested that participants were observed to show positive facial
expressions when interacting with Paro, regardless of when they had been asked to interact
with it, before or after the stress session. This also suggests that the previous stress induction
did not affect their ways of interacting with Paro. This finding is in line with Study 2 (refer to
section 4.10.3, page 139). Participants were observed smiling and laughing towards Paro robot
compared to both bolster sessions, where participants tended to show bored expression (See
Figure 5.18, page 226).
5.10.9 Effects of conditions on mathematical scores
H4 is about how the different intervention formats may have influenced participants’ perfor-
mance when doing mathematical task during the stress session.
A study by Allen et al. (2002) suggested that the presence of a pet dog when performing
stressful task reduced the physiological reactivity to stress. Therefore, it was expected that
participants would performed better in the mathematical task, as interacting with Paro showed
a similar benefit to dog therapy, and hence should help to alleviate the anticipation of the stress
session compared to other conditions. Unexpectedly, the results indicate that there was no
significant difference between all conditions in mathematical task scores, and neither earlier
interaction with Paro or bolster have an effect on the mathematical scores, therefore, H4 is not
supported.
In further findings on mathematical scores between high scores and low scores group, no
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significant difference was found between the high and low scores categories in each condition.
The results suggest that interacting with Paro and stroking a bolster might have not helped in
improving mathematical performance during a stressful event, at least not in the context of
short term interaction.
These findings are in line with a study by Trammell (2017), where the author found no
difference in exam scores between participants that interacted with a dog and that did not
interact with a dog. Trammell (2017) suggested that the dog might have reduced participants’
levels of stress, but that the intervention may have a less impact on improving the exam scores
in dog group. It was further mentioned by the author that the reason for no improvement was
because the dog intervention was on the same day as the examination day (Trammell 2017).
Therefore, it could be the case in Study 3, that the lack of effects of previous session with
either Paro or bolster on mathematical scores was because they had to do the mathematical
task immediately after the intervention session.
Another possible explanation for the lack of effects of intervention sessions on mathemati-
cal performance is math anxiety and noise annoyance. Based on a review by Foley et al. (2017),
the authors mentioned that there is a relationship between high math anxiety and poor mathe-
matical task performance. At the same time, Smith et al. (2010), Perham et al. (2013), Nasiri
et al. (2014) also mentioned that the noise might affected the task performance. In Study 3,
it was acknowledged that most participants rated higher in mathematical anxiety at the begin-
ning of the study, and participants perceived the noise as annoyed, in all conditions. This may
suggest that, the high math anxiety and high annoyance to the noise influenced participants’
performance in the mathematical task during the stress session. However, the short-term in-
terventions may not have been sufficient to help in improving their mathematical performance
or buffering the impact of noise exposure and math anxiety.
In a further review by Foley et al. (2017), the authors mentioned that a positive interven-
tion6 immediately before performing the mathematical task, may temporarily reduce the math
6A positive intervention is defined as activities that helps to elevate positive feelings or moods (Foley et al.
2017).
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anxiety. A study by (Park et al. 2014) supported that the positive intervention such as expres-
sion writing therapy help the participants with high in math anxiety to perform better. Despite
the Paro intervention session (in C1:Paro stress) in Study 3 considered as a positive interven-
tion, as reflected in increased the self-reported positive affect, the findings are not in line with
study by (Park et al. 2014). However, the contradictory results between studies might be related
to different mathematical task questions and intervention used.
5.10.10 Effects of conditions on perceived stress
H5 is about how the different intervention formats may have influenced participants’ perceived
stress, based on a comparison between baseline (t1) and post-measurement (t4).
Study 3 found that there was no significant difference between baseline and post-
measurement on self-reported perceived stress, therefore H5 is not supported. However, as
can be seen in Figure 5.17, page 222, the perceived scores had a tendency to reduce in
C2:Stress Paro and C4:Stress bolster. The trends may suggest that the later intervention ses-
sions reduce the perceived stress.
In a further analysis, when comparing between low and high scores of perceived stress7
groups, it was found that there was a significant increase in the number of participants that had
lower perceived stress at the final measurement when compared to baseline in C1:Paro stress.
But, there were no significant changes in the low scores groups (as compared between baseline
and post-measurement) in the other three conditions. Based on this finding, this may suggests
that earlier interaction with Paro prior to stress session has a small effect on reducing the
perceived stress in C1:Paro stress.
This finding is in line with the opinion of Schiffrin & Nelson (2010), that there is a rela-
tionship between low perceived stress and positive emotion (such as being happy). In Study
3, as the intervention of Paro increased self-reported positive affect, it may have facilitated
7Perceived stress is defined as how an individual interprets a situation or an event as stressful (Folkman et al.
1986).
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the reduction of self-reported perceived stress. However, no strong conclusion can be made,
as only the participants in C1:Paro stress showed decreased perceived stress (from baseline to
post-measurement), and not participants in C2:Stress Paro.
Nevertheless, these contradictory results can be explained by the differences in self-
reported positive affect between C1:Paro stress and C2:Stress Paro. As mentioned in an ear-
lier section, participants in C1:Paro stress had significantly higher self-reported positive affect
compared to C2:Stress Paro during the intervention session. The high self-reported positive
affect may help to reduce participants’ perception of their stress. These findings are in line
with the opinion of Lyubomirsky et al. (2005) who mentioned that high positive affect acts as
moderator to help an individual to cope with stress. The lower self-reported positive affect in
C2:Stress Paro compared to C1:Paro stress during the intervention session may be related to
the previous stress session, hence reducing the effects of intervention. This in line with the
opinion of Schiffrin & Nelson (2010), who mentioned that low positive emotions may have
affected the coping style, hence, no improvement was shown in perceived stress responses.
5.11 Limitations in Study 3
The main limitation of Study 3 was that the timing of the collection of self-reported perceived
stress was not controlled for all participants. All participants were asked to answer the self-
reported perceived stress questionnaire prior to the experiment day, but each participant in
C1:Paro stress (for example) may have answered the questionnaire on a different day. But,
the perceived stress asked how an individual perceived their stress within 1 month, and it was
acknowledged that all participants answered the questionnaire at least within two weeks before
the experiment day. The reason to collect participants’ perceived stress before the experiment
day was in order to examine participants’ pre-existing stress before and after engaging in the
experiment intervention. At the same time, the results may help to distinguish between pre-
exiting stress and the effects of induced stress on the experiment day. In future, the study should
account for the time when the participants need to answer the questionnaire, for example the
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experimenter can send an email to participant within 24 hours prior to the experiment day.
5.12 Conclusion
Overall, Study 3 presented two different intervention formats with a Paro or a bolster i.e. inter-
action with a Paro or a bolster before or after a stressor. The results from Study 3 suggest that
the different intervention formats influenced the self-reported and physiological responses. At
the same time, Study 3 also compared the immediate effect of Paro and bolster intervention,
and its effects on reducing the effects of induced stress: environmental noise and mathematical
task. The results suggest that both interventions showed a similar benefit to negative affect and
self-reported stress, but that only the Paro intervention increased positive affect. In terms of re-
ducing the effects of induced stress, it seems that neither of the interventions help to minimize
the stress responses during the stress session, but the Paro intervention showed a positive im-
provement in physiological responses compared to the bolster intervention. At the same time,
the factors (such as math anxiety, noise annoyance) that might have influenced the effects of
intervention in reducing the stress responses were also discussed.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
This chapter starts with outlining the aims and considering the main research questions of
this thesis. Then limitations of this research are reviewed and several suggestions for future
research are given.
6.1 The main aims of this thesis
There were three studies in this thesis. All three focused on young healthy adults or non-clinical
population of students studying at University of Sheffield. Each study in this thesis is different
from the others, however, all the studies share many common features. All the studies aimed
to examine the effects of interacting with Paro, and the effectiveness of a Paro intervention on
reducing stress responses.
Study 1 aimed to understand the effects of human and robot characteristics that influenced
any effects that occurred during a short intervention session, and their influence on reducing the
effects of induced stress (noise: traffic and noise conversation). Study 1 had four conditions:
C1: a full interaction (i.e. talking and stroking) with an active Paro, C2: talking to an active
Paro, C3: stroking an inactive Paro, and C4: no interaction with an inactive Paro. Label:
C1:active stroke talk, C2:active talk, C3:inactive stroke, C4:inactive rest.
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Study 2 examined the effects of an earlier Paro intervention on reducing subsequent stress
(noise: traffic, babies crying and noise conversation) responses, comparing them with the ef-
fects of a session with a bolster. At the same time, Study 2 also compared the effects of
familiarity and non familiarity with Paro. This comparison was made in order to investigate
the effects of novelty during intervention, and its role in reducing stress responses. Study 2
had four conditions: C1: get familiar with Paro before the experiment, then get another session
with Paro, C2: a session with Paro without a chance to get familiar with it, C3: stroking a
bolster, and C4: resting alone. Label: C1:familiar, C2:no familiar, C3:bolster, C4:rest.
In the final study, Study 3 explored the effects of different intervention formats on induced
stress (mathematical task and noise: traffic, babies crying and noise conversation). The inter-
vention of Paro or bolster was either followed by a stress task or preceded by a stress task. Addi-
tionally, the study examined the effects of conditions on task performance scores and its effects
on pre-existing stress. The pre-existing stress measured by Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) which
asked about participants’ pre-existing stress within one-month (Cohen et al. 1994). Study 3 had
four conditions: C1: a session with Paro before the stress session, C2: a session with Paro af-
ter the stress session, C3: a session with bolster before the stress session, and C4: a session
with bolster after the stress session. Label: C1:Paro stress, C2:Stress Paro, C3:Bolster stress,
C4:Stress bolster
Table 6.1 summarized the study design of three studies in this thesis.
Table 6.1: Study design of three studies in this thesis.
Study Study design Intervention format Label
1 C1: a full interaction (i.e. talking and stroking)
with an active Paro, C2: talking to an active
Paro, C3: stroking an inactive Paro, and C4: no
interaction with an inactive Paro
Post-stress reducing C1:active stroke talk,
C2:active talk,
C3:inactive stroke,
C4:inactive rest
2 C1: get familiar with Paro before the experi-
ment, then get another session with Paro, C2:
a session with Paro without a chance to get fa-
miliar with it, C3: stroking a bolster, and C4:
resting alone
Pre-stress reducing C1:familiar,
C2:no familiar,
C3:bolster, C4:rest
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Table 6.1 continued from previous page
Study Study design Intervention format Label
3 C1: a session with Paro before the stress ses-
sion, C2: a session with Paro after the stress
session, C3: a session with bolster before the
stress session, and C4: a session with bolster
after the stress session
Pre- and post-stress
reducing
C1:Paro stress,
C2:Stress Paro,
C3:Bolster stress,
C4:Stress bolster
6.2 Main research questions in this thesis
There are four main research questions:
1. What are the immediate effects of short-term interaction with a Paro on observed facial
expression, self-reported and physiological responses?
2. Does an intervention session with Paro have an impact on reducing effects of different
kinds of induced stress on self-reported and physiological responses?
3. What effects does the implementation of different intervention formats (i.e. either in-
teracting with Paro before or after stress inducement session) have on self-reported and
physiological stress responses?
4. Does interacting with active Paro have a different impact on psychological and physi-
ological responses than interacting with an inactive object i.e. an inactive Paro and a
bolster?
In the next sections, a brief summary of the findings across three studies are given together
with a discussion of the findings based on main research questions of this thesis.
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6.3 Findings on research question 1
What are the immediate effects of short-term interaction with a Paro on observed facial expres-
sion, self-reported and physiological responses?
The effects of short-term interaction with Paro were measured using self-reported stress,
positive and negative affect, and self-reported emotions, and using physiological responses (i.e.
skin conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR) and heart rate variability (HRV)). At the
same time, participants interaction with Paro was observed based on facial expressions.
6.3.1 Self-reported responses
Across the three studies, the findings suggest that full interaction (an interaction that involves
talking and stroking with Paro) with an active Paro resulted in high levels of momentary posi-
tive affect. Low self-reported stress and negative affect were also found across studies during
the sessions with Paro. Similar results were found regardless of whether participants were
asked to interact with either an active or inactive Paro (Study 1), or whether participants were
familiar with the Paro or not (Study 2), or whether participants had a session with Paro after
or before the stress session (Study 1 and Study 3). These results provide clear evidence that
a short interaction with Paro is sufficient to induce high positive moods, low stress and low
negative affect.
At the same time, the results highlighted that the physical embodiment of Paro such as
its soft fur, movement, cute face and sound influenced the positive moods and stress relief.
Engagement with the robot such as talking to or stroking it played a major role during the
interaction with the robot.
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6.3.2 Self-reported emotions and observed facial expressions
The findings on observed facial expressions during interactions with Paro were consistent
across the three studies. Interacting with Paro results in a high frequency of positive facial
expressions and low frequency of negative expressions. The findings on self-reported emo-
tions (the self-reported emotions were not collected in Study 1) were also consistent across two
studies (Study 2 and Study 3).
However, in Study 2, some effects of familiarisation with Paro before the experiment on
self-reported emotions of ’confused’ were found. This result highlights an understanding on the
effects of novelty in social robot interaction. The results indicated that participants experienced
some confusion when interacting with the Paro for a first time. This only occurred when the
participants did not get a chance to become familiar with Paro before the experiment. Even
though the intervention seemed to cause confusion but it did not influence participants’ moods
during the robot session. The findings showed that the self-reported positive affect was high and
self-reported negative affect was low in both Paro conditions (in Study 2). These findings are
in line with the opinion that even after the novelty effect of Paro has been removed, participants
still tended to show an interest in playing with Paro (Sabanovic et al. 2013, Birks et al. 2016).
Interestingly, these effects were not only found in self-reported emotions but also observed
in facial expressions. Based on observed facial expressions, there was a trend that showed
that participants tended to laugh when meeting with Paro for the first time in C2:no familiar
although the difference to C1:familiar was not significant. While, participants in C1:familiar
tended to show less laughing expression. The results were consistent with the opinion of Robin-
son et al. (2013c) that mentioned that participants in the healthy adult population tended to
show excitement when interacting with active Paro.
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6.3.3 Physiological responses
In terms of physiological responses, three physiological responses in total were recorded across
studies: skin conductance response (SCR), heart rate (HR), and heart rate variability (HRV)
parameters: Standard of all normal RR intervals (SDNN), and high-frequency (HF). There
mixed results in physiological responses were found during the Paro session across the three
studies.
Skin conductance responses
The increases in arousal of the skin conductance response (SCR) during interaction with Paro
were consistent across the three studies. The arousal of SCR during Paro session is argued to
have resulted from the positive emotions induced when interacting with the Paro, an argument
supported by the self-reported positive affect and emotions across studies (Except for Study 1,
where participants were no self-reported emotions were collected). High self-reported positive
affect and emotions were found in all Paro conditions across the three studies.
Moreover, the findings in Study 3 also supported this argument. When comparing Paro
session and noise sessions to baseline, both conditions showed high arousal of SCR, but the
self-reported positive affect was also higher in Paro session compared to stress sessions. At
the same time, the high arousal of SCR during Paro session also resulted from the physical
movements (talking or stroking the Paro) that occurred during the interaction. The findings
are in line with opinion that SCR are really sensitive to emotional changes (Figner & Murphy
2011), and at the same time the SCR is also sensitive to physical movement (Braithwaite et al.
2013).
Heart rate
The results of heart rate (HR) during the Paro session were consistent across two studies. These
findings are in line with Mitsui et al. (2001b), where the HR showed no change from baseline
to a session when participants interacted with active Paro.
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Heart rate variability
In the Paro literature, only a study by Mitsui et al. (2001b) measured the effects of interacting
with Paro using heart rate variability (HRV). The lack of studies of Paro using this measure
could be because of the challenges in collecting and interpreting the data (Mitsui et al. 2001a,
Kulic & Croft 2007, Sim et al. 2015). However, in the Mitsui et al. (2001b) study, the authors
investigated a different HRV parameter i.e. ratio of low and high frequency. Therefore, this
thesis is the first study that measures the effects of intervention with Paro using different HRV
(the HRV was only collected in Study 1 and Study 2) parameters: i.e. standard of all normal
RR intervals (SDNN) and high-frequency (HF).
The results of SDNN during Paro session were only partially consistent across two studies.
In Study 2, when interacting with active Paro, the SDNN increased (from baseline to Paro
session), and, in Study 3, the SDNN reduced. As discussed on page 254, possible explanations
for this trend during interacting with Paro are related to (i) positive moods as a results of
engagement with Paro, and (ii) anticipation of the mathematical task.
At the same time, the results of HF during Paro session were also partially consistent across
two studies. There was no significant difference between Paro sessions in Study 2, in terms of
HF. While, in Study 3, the HF was higher in the Paro condition (in C2:Stress Paro: Participants
had a Paro session after the stress session) compared to the Paro condition (in C1:Paro stress:
Participants had a stress session after the Paro session). A possible reason for these results
may be related to recovery processes from the previous stress session (in C2:Stress Paro). This
suggests that interacting with Paro after the stress session helps in increasing the HF, which is
related to parasympathetic activity (As discussed on page 255).
In general, the increased parasympathetic activity after stress exposure is important in order
to regulate the autonomic nervous system (ANS) reactivity (Brown et al. 2013). The ability to
cope with stress quickly not only helps to reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases (such as
heart attack (Wolff & Frishman 2004), but also helps to improve mental health (Ramanathan
et al. 2017).
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Conclusion Overall, the results of this thesis corroborated the findings of studies of short-
term interaction with Paro such as Mitsui et al. (2001b), Crossman et al. (2018), where the
Paro session was considered to be a positive intervention based on the improvement in positive
moods after interacting with it. At the same time, this thesis also provide an insight into how
interacting with Paro affected the physiological responses. These results are summarized in
Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Effects of conditions during intervention session. Notes: ns indicates no effect of
conditions during the session; An asterisk indicates there was an effect of conditions during the
session.
Stress PA NA SCR HR SDNN HF
Study 1 * ns ns *
Study 2 ns * * * ns ns ns
Study 3 ns * ns * ns ns *
6.4 Findings on research question 2
Does an intervention session with Paro have an impact on reducing the effects of different kinds
of induced stress on self-reported and physiological responses?
In research question 1, the results provide an insight into the effects of a short term session
with Paro on self-reported and physiological responses. In order to address research question
2, a comparison between baseline and final measurement was made for each measure.
6.4.1 Effectiveness of the stressor
It was suggested that the stress induction methods used in this thesis significantly affected
self-reported stress and negative affect throughout the three studies. This indicates that par-
ticipants experienced mild stress during the stress induction sessions. However, does the Paro
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intervention reduce the effects of induced stress?
6.4.2 Self-reported responses
In Study 1, no changes were found in self-reported stress and positive affect (from baseline
to post-measurement). However, the self-reported negative affect was significantly decreased
(from baseline to post-measurement), although no effect of conditions was found. There was a
non-significant trend suggesting that self-reported negative affect was lowest in the condition
with full interaction with an active Paro compared to the other conditions. Nevertheless, Study
1 concluded that the presence of Paro in all conditions reduced the negative emotions (As
discussed on page 99).
Then in Study 2, unexpectedly, no reduction (from baseline to post-measurement) was
found in the self-reported responses to stress in any of the Paro conditions. The findings showed
an increase in negative mood and stress, and a decrease in positive mood (from baseline to post-
measurement).
Different results were found in Study 3, in terms of self-reported positive affect, where all
conditions showed a decrease at the end of experiment when compared to baseline. The possi-
ble reasons for this may be related to the different intervention formats and different stressors
used across studies (As discussed on page 185). It was also suggested that the stressor may
have been too stressful in Study 2 and Study 3 (As discussed on page 171 and 247).
6.4.3 Physiological responses
In terms of physiological activity, this thesis provides an insight into how interacting with Paro
affected participants’ physiological stress responses.
In theory, as discussed on page 254, during relaxation or stress recovery heart rate variabil-
ity (HRV), high-frequency (HF) and standard of all normal RR intervals (SDNN)) tends to
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increase, and whilst, heart rate (HR) tends to increase due to stress exposure. Specifically, skin
conductance response (SCR) would tend to decrease or return to baseline when an individual
is a in state of calm and able to control a distressing situation (Ulrich et al. 1991). By contrast,
SCR would tend to increase due to engagement (Figner & Murphy 2011) or as a response to
stress (Ulrich et al. 1991).
In this thesis, no changes in SCR were found across the studies (from baseline to post-
measurement). Although, the SCR results were not significant, it is worth noting the trends
suggested by SCR in this thesis. For example, in Study 2 (See figure 4.17 on page 144) and
Study 3 (See figure 5.28 on page 242), at the end of experiment (compared to baseline), there
was a decrease trend in SCR in the Paro condition compared to other conditions.
Additionally, in Study 3 (See figure 5.28 on page 242), despite the increased trend in SDNN
(at the end of experiment compared to baseline) in C2:Stress Paro (where participants had a
subsequent session with Paro), at the same time, the SCR and HR decreased (See figure 5.29
on page 243), and the HF increased (See figure 5.31 on page 245), indicating that participants
might have experienced some reduction in stress (as discussed on page 249).
However, the findings in Study 2 showed no improvement in stress reactivity in terms of HR
and HRV in the Paro conditions. Interestingly, even though HR increased further from baseline
at the end of experiment in all conditions, HR was significantly lower in the Paro conditions
compared to resting alone condition. These findings may indicate that the Paro sessions helped
in minimising the effect of subsequent stress on HR. (As discussed on page 173).
6.4.4 Perceived stress
Study 3, the thesis revealed significantly positive changes in pre-existing stress in the Paro con-
dition (C1:Paro stress). As discussed on page 259, these findings imply that a Paro intervention
could help students cope with long-term stress. However, further research is needed to provide
a strong conclusion, as only one of the Paro conditions that showed an effect on perceived
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pre-existing stress.
6.4.5 Mathematical performance
It was predicted that participants would perform better when they had an earlier Paro session
before the stress session (in Study 3). Unexpectedly, no improvement in mathematical perfor-
mance was found in the condition with an earlier interaction with Paro. This finding is not
in line with study by Trammell (2017), where the authors found that participants in the dog
condition performed better in their examination compared to the no dog condition. In the case
of Study 3, the short intervention with Paro might not have been strong enough to reduce the
impact of stress during the stress session, and to improve the performance of participants on
the mathematical task (As discussed on page 258).
Conclusion Although the findings in most of the physiological responses were not statis-
tically significant, interestingly, the results suggest that a later Paro session may helps to reduce
the effects of stress in Study 1 and Study 3, but not in Study 2. These results are summarized
in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Effects of time between baseline and post-measurement and the effects of conditions
based changes scores from baseline to post-measurement. Notes: ns indicates no significant
difference between baseline and post-measurement (t4mt1); increased indicates there was a
significant increased from baseline to post-measurement; decreased indicates there was a sig-
nificant decreased from baseline to post-measurement; mixed indicates there was a significant
decreased and increased from baseline to post-measurement; An asterisk indicates there was
an effect of conditions.
Stress PA NA SCR HR SDNN HF
Study 1 ns ns decreased ns
Study 2 increased decreased increased ns increased* increased* increased
Study 3 mixed decreased mixed ns ns ns ns*
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6.5 Findings on research question 3
What effect does the implementation of different intervention formats (i.e. interacting with
Paro before or after stress inducement session) have on self-reported and physiological stress
responses?
6.5.1 Self-reported responses
There was no difference in self-reported stress and negative affect, in terms of the different
interventions formats across studies. However, the results reported in this thesis suggest that as
well as intervention formats, the different types of stressor also have an effect on self-reported
positive affect across studies (As discussed on page 247). For example, in Study 3, the positive
affect decreased in all conditions at the end of experiment when compared to baseline. It was
suggested that the decreased positive affect might relate to the stress session for being too
stressful in Study 3.
At the same time, similar trends in psychological responses were observed during the stress
session, across three studies. The trends are as follows: The self-reported negative affect and
self-reported stress showed a significant increase from baseline to stress session (Study 1),
a significant increase from intervention session to stress session (Study 2), and in Study 3,
a significant increase in both intervention formats: (i) from baseline to stress session, and
(ii) from intervention session to stress session. The self-reported positive affect was also low
during the stress session across the three studies.
These findings are in line with the findings of McGlynn et al. (2016). In the Paro literature,
only McGlynn et al. (2016) looked at the effects of stress before, during and after Paro was
present. Although the findings in McGlynn et al. (2016) did not show statistical significant
changes in self-reported stress, there was an increased trend of self-reported stress when Paro
not present. Then when participants were resting alone in the presence of Paro, there was an
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indicative trend that showed a reduction in self-reported stress. Then, when Paro was removed
again from the room, participants showed an increase in self-reported stress during the stressful
situation.
6.5.2 Physiological responses
As discussed in the previous section 6.4.3, based on the results from heart rate variability
(HRV), it was suggested the different intervention formats have a different impact on some
physiological responses. For example, in Study 2, the standard of all normal RR intervals
(SDNN) increased during intervention session, but in Study 3, the SDNN decreased during the
intervention session.
Conclusion Overall, in terms of the different intervention formats and psychological and
physiological responses, the Paro session may have a greater impact as a stress reducing inter-
vention compared to as a preventive stress intervention. This conclusion is made based on the
reduction in self-reported negative affect and stress (in Study 1 and Study 3), and improvement
in parasympathetic activity (in Study 3), from baseline to post-measurement (in later Paro ses-
sion). However, unexpectedly, the earlier Paro session did not have any effect on reducing the
psychological stress responses to a subsequent stress session in Study 2 and Study 3.
6.6 Findings on research question 4
Does interacting with Paro have a different impact on psychological and physiological re-
sponses compared to stroking a bolster?
This thesis provides a considerable insight into the effects of an active Paro session as
compared to an inactive object session such as inactive Paro (Study 1) or a bolster (Study 2 and
Study 3).
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6.6.1 Self-reported responses (During intervention session)
During the intervention session across studies, there are notable differences between the Paro
session and bolster sessions, in terms of positive moods. In Study 1, participants in either active
or inactive Paro conditions experienced high positive moods. While, in Study 2 and Study 3,
the results showed that the Paro session induced more positive moods compared to bolster
session. But, at the same time, in Study 2 and Study 3, both active Paro and bolster conditions
provided a relaxing effect, as reflected in the results of low self-reported negative affect and
stress.
6.6.2 Self-reported emotions and observed facial expressions
There are also notable differences between a Paro session and an inactive Paro (Study 1), and
a bolster session (Study 2 and Study 3), in terms of self-reported emotions and observed facial
expressions. Participants tended to rate positive emotions highly, and to show high positive
observed facial expressions, in active Paro (across studies) compared to inactive Paro session
(Study 1) and bolster session (Study 2 and Study 3).
6.6.3 Physiological responses (During intervention session)
During the intervention sessions across the studies, there are not many differences between
the Paro session and the bolster session, in terms of physiological responses. In Study 1, both
active or inactive Paro conditions induced high arousal in skin conductance response (SCR).
Then, in Study 2, the results showed no difference in physiological responses between active
Paro sessions and bolster session. The high arousal in SCR was also consistent across Study 1
and Study 2.
However, in Study 3, there are some differences in physiological responses between Paro
and bolster sessions. A lower arousal in SCR was found in the later bolster session (in
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C4:Stress bolster) compared to other conditions. A possible reason for this may be related to
stress reducing effect of stroking a nice object in C4:Stress bolster (As discussed on page 251).
At the same time, a later Paro session (in C2:Stress Paro) showed a higher high-frequency (HF)
compared to other conditions. A possible reason for this effect might be related to engagement
with Paro in C2:Stress Paro (As discussed on page 251). No difference was found in other
physiological responses (i.e. heart rate (HR) and standard of all normal RR intervals (SDNN))
between Paro and bolster session.
6.6.4 Stress reducing effect of interventions
When comparing the effects of Paro and inactive objects, in terms of facilitating a stress reduc-
ing effect, most results showed no differences between conditions across studies.
In Study 1, most of the self-reported and physiological responses returned to baseline at
the end of experiment. Interestingly, the self-reported negative affect decreased further from
baseline at the end of experiment, in both active and inactive conditions. In Study 2, the results
were different from Study 1. Both conditions, active and inactive Paro showed no reduction in
self-reported and physiological stress responses. Then, in Study 3, the results for psychological
and physiological responses are dependent on the intervention formats. No difference was
found between active Paro and bolster conditions on psychological responses. There were
also no differences between active Paro conditions and bolster conditions on physiological
responses. Most of the physiological responses returned to baseline at the end of experiment
in all conditions. At the same time, Study 3 found an improvement in physiological stress
responses (in terms of high-frequency (HF)) in Paro conditions compared to bolster conditions.
It was suggested that the improvement was dependent on intervention format (As discussed on
page 261). As mentioned previously, this suggests that the Paro intervention is more effective
as post-stress treatment than pre-stress treatment.
Furthermore, in Study 3, there was also plausible evidence that the Paro sessions facilitates
faster recovery compared to bolster sessions. There were indicative trends in heart rate (HR),
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that showed the HR was elevated in C3:Bolster stress, and that only showed a small decrease in
C4:Stress bolster, compared to Paro conditions, although the results are not significant between
conditions.
Taken together, all these results (most of the results showed no difference between condi-
tions: active Paro and inactive objects) are consistent with previous studies of Paro that com-
pared the effects of Paro to inactive objects (such as an inactive Paro or a toy). A study by
Moyle et al. (2017a) demonstrated that both conditions, active and inactive Paro, reduced the
symptoms of agitation, increased pleasure and improved moods in elderly people with demen-
tia. Then, when the effects of Paro were compared with a cat toy, the study by Thodberg et al.
(2016) also did not find any differences between both conditions, both showed an improvement
in depression scores.
Then, in terms of reaction towards active Paro and inactive Paro, a study by Takayanagi
et al. (2014) observed a noticeable difference on reaction towards Paro and a lion toy. Partic-
ipants tended to showed more positive facial expression towards Paro compared to a toy. The
finding of Takayanagi et al. (2014) is consistent with the findings in this thesis, where partici-
pants were observed to show more positive reactions (based on observed facial expression and
self-reported emotions collected during intervention session) towards active Paro than inactive
objects.
Then in terms of the effects of Paro intervention on changes in physiological stress re-
sponses, only a study by Crossman et al. (2018) investigated the influence of Paro on reducing
effects of induced stress. The findings in this thesis are partially consistent with study by Cross-
man et al. (2018), where the authors did not find any changes in hypothalamic pituitary adrenal
(HPA) reactivity in both active and inactive Paro conditions.
Therefore, this thesis expands the literature of Paro on changes in physiological responses
between interacting with active Paro and an inactive objects, and its potential on reducing the
stress responses.
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Conclusion Overall, based on the findings of the fourth research questions, between ac-
tive Paro and inactive objects, it was suggested that the active Paro intervention has a greater
beneficial effect on improving moods, and at the same time has some potential on reducing
physiological stress responses compared to bolster intervention. These results are summarized
in Table 6.4 and Table 6.5.
Table 6.4: Effects of conditions between active Paro and inactive objects during intervention
session. Notes: ns indicates no effect of conditions between active Paro and inactive objects;
An asterisk indicates there was an effect of conditions between active Paro and inactive objects.
Stress PA NA SCR HR SDNN HF
Study 1 ns ns ns ns
Study 2 ns * ns ns ns ns ns
Study 3 ns * ns * ns ns *
Table 6.5: Effects of conditions between active Paro and inactive objects based on changes
in scores between baseline and post-measurement. Notes: ns indicates no effect of conditions
between active Paro and inactive objects; An asterisk indicates there was an effect of conditions
between active Paro and inactive objects.
Stress PA NA SCR HR SDNN HF
Study 1 ns ns ns ns
Study 2 ns ns ns ns ns ns ns
Study 3 * ns * ns ns ns *
6.7 Significant of this research
Based on the review on page 16 and 56, there are a large number of studies of Paro that found
improvement in moods and reduced stress. However, most of the research focused on elderly
people with dementia in nursing homes and hospitalised and autistic children (Pipitpukdee et al.
2011, Okita 2013, Robinson et al. 2013c). At the same time, only some studies investigated
the effects of interacting with Paro on physiological responses (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b, Wada
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et al. 2005b, Crossman et al. 2018). Indeed, there are still many questions that need to be
investigated in order to fully understand the potential benefits of social robot intervention for
improving psychological and physiological health.
Possible reasons for the lack of studies investigating the effects of interacting with Paro on
physiological responses are the challenges of collecting and interpreting physiological data. At
the same time, the fact that physiological responses can be influenced by various factors that
confound the results. However, physiological measurements have been widely used to assess
the changes in autonomic nervous system (ANS), in order to monitor any risk associated with
cardiovascular diseases. The findings in the thesis provide some considerable evidence of the
changes in physiological responses as the result of interacting with Paro, of interacting with a
nice comfortable object and as being exposed to an acute stress. The effects also were assessed
using self-reported responses and observed video of facial expression to provide additional
clues to any changes in physiological responses before, during and after the intervention with
Paro.
The thesis expands the results of previous studies of Paro in several ways, as follows. There
are no previous studies of Paro and physiological measures on non-clinical or healthy young
adult populations using a large sample of participants. In terms of methodology, this thesis used
random allocation of participants to conditions, comparing short-term interaction with Paro
with a bolster, and controlled the independent variables and extraneous variables. In terms of
research on induced stress and study in laboratory settings, to date there are no previous studies
that look at the effects of interacting with Paro to acute stress such as environmental noise and
mathematical task. The thesis also added new knowledge to existing literature on physiological
responses to Paro and stress.
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6.7.1 Sample size
A large sample size of participants (n = 208, the total is based on three studies) was used in this
thesis as compared to previous studies of Paro that investigating the physiological improve-
ment after interacting with Paro in healthy young adults (n = 6 to 10) (Mitsui et al. 2001a,b).
However, this thesis did not provide the calculation for the power of sample size. But, some
results from this thesis showed several significant values on psychological and physiological
responses which implies the sample size was adequate.
6.7.2 Study design
This thesis used a randomised controlled design and control conditions that compared the
effects of interacting with Paro with a bolster. The current studies also carefully controlled the
variables that can potentially confound results when collecting physiological data. Potential
confounding factors include age, gender, and the exclusion of participants with skin problems,
heart problems and high blood pressure, mental health problems, hearing difficulties, and those
using prescribed drugs medication.
Indeed, investigating the effects of Paro in a well-controlled environment can help to elim-
inate extraneous variables that may have confounded previous results. But, in this thesis, the
findings found some improvement in moods and levels of stress as the result of short-term inter-
actions with Paro. Therefore, this research could be further explored in natural settings such as
in waiting room of dental clinic or emergency room, which commonly will induce acute stress.
The induced stress can be related to the anticipation of meeting a doctor or received a treatment
(Lundqvist et al. 2017, Santana et al. 2017), and may also related to noisy environment in the
emergency room (Nahm et al. 2012).
Another suggestion, is that the Paro intervention could be implemented in universities.
For example, at University of Sheffield, annually, during examination period, students have a
chance to play with dogs in a Guide Dogs room (Wood et al. 2018). There was also a study that
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found a benefit of having a short session with dog therapy during examination periods (Tram-
mell 2017). However, the short session with dog could be excluded to students who have fur
allergies or are afraid of interacting with real animal, hence the session could be replaced by
pet-robot therapy. Indeed, although, the findings from thesis found mixed results in different
intervention formats (Paro as a pre- and post-treatment to stress), both Paro intervention ses-
sions were able to induce momentary positive moods, and the positive moods seemed able to
minimize and reduce the effects of acute stress.
6.7.3 Short-term positive intervention
This thesis provides more evidence for the Paro literature, in terms of short-term studies. This
thesis also supports the claim the short duration sessions with Paro resulted in higher positive
emotions and expressions compared to inactive objects. Participants rated themselves as higher
in positive emotions after playing with Paro (either Paro being inactive or active). The research
also found there was no difference in moods as a result of the novelty effects of the Paro
intervention.The results reported here showed that participants continued to interact or play
with Paro, and none of the participants gave up or refused to interact with Paro. Another
interesting finding was that the participants reported that they felt less stress when stroking a
bolster, but it seems that the bolster was more boring than fun.
6.7.4 Physiological responses
Previous studies of Paro suggested that interacting with Paro reduces blood pressure, heart rate,
decreased stress responses by improving vital organs reactivity and improve moods (Wada &
Shibata 2007b, Okita 2013, Robinson et al. 2013a,c). The thesis also supports these findings,
which suggest improvement in heart rate variability (HRV) and a faster recovery in skin con-
ductance response (SCR).
However, there were also partially consistent findings in this thesis to previous studies.
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For example, in Study 2, interacting with Paro did not reduce the effects of induced stress. A
previous study found that there was a reduction in heart rate (HR) after a 10 minutes’ session
with Paro (Robinson et al. 2013c). But it should be noted that the study by Robinson et al.
(2013c) only focused on measuring the mere effects of interacting with Paro on heart rate, but
not the effects after an immediate stress session.
The thesis also added knowledge about physiological responses to the Paro literature, and
stress literature.
Even though, the thesis showed mixed results in HRV parameters across studies, the results
help to provide an understanding of the changes in physiological responses during, before and
after the interaction with Paro. At the same time, this thesis also provides an insight into the
changes in physiological responses, from the results of interacting with the Paro, and from the
results of exposure to stress.
Then, in terms of comparing the changes in physiological responses between Paro session
and stress session, the results of this thesis were only partially consistent with Mitsui et al.
(2001b). For example, Mitsui et al. (2001b) found that participants had higher physiological
responses (SCR) in stress session compared to Paro session. But, in this thesis, the arousal
of SCR were higher in the Paro session compared to the stress session (in Study 1 and Study
2), although in Study 3, a similar arousal of SCR was found between Paro session and stress
session. As discussed on page 100 and 253, a possible reason for the different results may be
related to the different stressors used in this thesis and in the study by Mitsui et al. (2001b).
Conclusion Overall, the results from this thesis suggests some potential benefits that in-
teracting with Paro can have on cardiovascular activity, and how interacting with Paro may help
to dampen the impact of acute stress on cardiovascular reactivity.
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6.8 Limitations of this thesis
Although every effort has been made to design and implement good studies in this thesis, their
limitations should be acknowledged. These limitations could be addressed in future research.
As mentioned previously, the three studies were different from each other yet have many similar
features. All the studies aimed to look at the effect of interacting with Paro and its effects on
stress.
6.8.1 Heart rate variability
Firstly, there are some challenges when investigating and interpreting physiological responses
such as heart rate variability (HRV). Two different sensors were used to derive the HRV data
in this thesis. In Study 2, photoplethysmography (PPG) and in Study 3, electrocardiogram
(ECG) was used for recording the HRV data. The PPG sensor was normally attached on
fingertip; however, the ECG sensors were attached on participants’ chests. The PPG derived
the HRV data from arterial pulse and recorded using pulse oximetry. The pulse oximeter will
produce a reflective light to the fingertip and the changes in light absorption based on increase
of pulse pressure was measured by the PPG (Jeyhani et al. 2015). The ECG, however, measures
the signal sent by the electrical activity of the heart (Eid et al. 2015). The use of two different
sensors was due to availability of equipment that could be used by the researcher.
The PPG has been shown to be a good alternative to ECG because it is inexpensive and
convenient to use to record HRV data for short and long-term (Lu et al. 2009). However, a
limitation when recording using PPG, is that the PPG uses pulse-to pulse rather RR intervals
(records by ECG) (Vescio et al. 2018). This could lead to problems when analysing the data, for
example to determine the right peaks or waves, that is R peaks, which determine the frequency
domain of HRV (Jeyhani et al. 2015).
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Furthermore, when recording the PPG on fingertip, the data can produce some noises be-
cause of physical movement (Vescio et al. 2018). However, in Study 2, the PPG sensor was
worn on the non-dominant hand and participants were instructed to avoid large movements of
their non-dominant hand during the experiment.
ECG sensors are indeed a gold standard for measuring HRV parameters (Jeyhani et al.
2015). ECG also has some limitations such as data noise generated by the movement of the
electrodes. The electrodes tend to dry after long term use and there was some electrical inter-
ference during recording also that should be noted (Davila et al. 2017).
Another challenge when measuring the physiological responses; previous research found
that there was a significant difference in short-term HRV parameters based on age, gender
and ethnicity. It was found that male and female participants aged above 50 showed lower
parasympathetic activity (Voss et al. 2012). Research also suggested that females have lower
HRV than males (Saleem et al. 2012). However, in this thesis, a gender balance in each study
was not always achieved; only Study 1 managed to have a gender balance in each condition.
Additionally, the sympathetic activity is also lower in ethnically White Americans when
comparing with African Americans (Choi et al. 2006). However, participants background such
as ethnicity and courses were not recorded in Study 1 and Study 2, the information was only
recorded in Study 3. Based on the report in Study 3, most participants were white and from a
science and engineering background.
6.8.2 Stressors
Another limitation was that the induced stress could be too stressful and the short time inter-
action with Paro or bolster might not enough to reduce the stress. Indeed, in this thesis, the
stressors used across studies were shown to be effective at inducing stress. However, the results
from Study 3 showed a promising benefit of a 5 minute interaction with Paro on reducing daily
acute stress.
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6.8.3 Topic
Another limitation was that during the intervention session with active Paro, participants were
asked to talk with Paro, but, the researcher did not record the conversation with Paro. This was
because an aim of this thesis was to look at the emotions based on observed facial expressions.
However, it would be interesting to assess the conversation between Paro and participants, in
order to know more about the effects that conversation with Paro has on improving positive
moods and reducing stress. At the same time, the researcher could suggest a topic to talk to
Paro about to all the participants, in order to ensure the consistency of the conversation during
the intervention.
6.8.4 Timed questionnaires
Lastly, some participants were not native English speakers, therefore some of them did not
know the meaning of certain items, so they did not know how to rate their feeling according to
the item. However, the researcher did provide a piece of paper that had the meaning of each
item for them to refer to as they answered the questionnaires. A longer time spent answering
the questionnaire between time-points might have affected the responses of the next session.
This issue could be addressed by putting a time limit to answer each questionnaire. This is also
could help to ensure participants did answer the questionnaire carefully, and would mean that
the researcher could eliminate the data that could affect the results.
6.9 Future research
There a number of studies that can be done in the future, building on the work done in this
thesis.
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6.9.1 Reminiscence therapy
In this thesis, across the three studies, it has been observed that full interaction with Paro may
have reduced the effects of stress responses. The full interaction with Paro involves stroking
and talking. Indeed, stroking is one of the factors that contributed to stress reduction, as re-
flected in decreased stress after stroking either a Paro or a bolster. At the same time, it was also
found that just talking to Paro also induced a positive mood and decreased stress in Study 1.
Therefore, the potential benefit of this aspect should be further investigated, in order to enhance
the effectiveness of short-term Paro intervention.
In the review in section 2.3.1 on page 19, it was shown that after interacting with Paro,
elderly people tended to show an improvement in symptoms of depression. One of the im-
provements was that the elderly people started to talk with the Paro and other people in the
nursing home (Moyle et al. 2013). It is commonly observed in people with dementia that they
have a poor communication and that this can lead to social isolation (Moyle et al. 2013, Sung
et al. 2014, Poscia et al. 2018). It was suggested that interaction with Paro may be able to
remind elderly people of their past memory (Moyle et al. 2017b), which is related to the effects
of reminiscence (Gallego-Perez et al. 2014).
Based on the Cambridge dictionary, reminiscence is defined as “the act of remembering
events and experiences from the past” (Cambridge 2015). In terms of therapy, reminiscence
helps to encourage social interaction among elderly people who have been diagnosed with
depression (Tatchell et al. 2004). At the same time, study by Hallford & Mellor (2016) also
found a positive effect of reminiscence therapy in reducing symptoms of depression in younger
population.
In future research, the effects of Paro on reducing effects of acute stress could be further in-
vestigated by adopting a reminiscence-based therapy in the Paro intervention, as also suggested
by Gallego-Perez et al. (2014). Participants will be asked to talk to Paro about a topic related
to their past memories which made them happy. It would be anticipated that the reminiscence
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would influence the ways that participants interacted with Paro by increasings positive attitude
towards it, hence increase the stress-reducing effect of Paro intervention on acute stress.
6.9.2 Hugging
Another aspect of human behaviour towards the robot is hugging. This thesis did not look
at this effect, however, in previous studies of Paro, one of the behaviours observed in elderly
people when interacting with Paro was hugging (for example, Shibata et al. (2009), Sabanovic
et al. (2013)). However, these studies investigated the behaviour with stroking and hugging,
hence the sole effects of hugging on improving moods or cardiovascular activity cannot be
determined.
It was suggests that hugging helps to improve physiological responses to stress (Light et al.
2005, Gallace & Spence 2010, van Erp & Toet 2015), by increasing the levels of oxytocin, and
regulate the blood pressure. At the same time, a review by Cohen et al. (2015) also suggested
that the hugging is an important component in social support, and it has the potential to pro-
vide comfort and increased emotional experiences, hence benefiting social interaction. Future
research could look at the effects on reducing acute stress, and whether hugging a Paro would
have a greater impact on stress reactivity compare to talking or stroking.
6.10 Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis provides an insight into the immediate effects of short-term interac-
tion with Paro. The effects of interacting with active Paro were also compared to the effects
of stroking an inactive object such as a bolster and inactive Paro. There are indicators that
different types of stressor influenced the self-reported responses and physiological reactivity.
In addition, this thesis also examines how the different intervention formats influenced the
self-reported and physiological responses.
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Importantly, this thesis has filled some of the gaps in the existing Paro literature through
recruiting large samples of participants. At the same time, this thesis also expand the literature
of Paro by conducting using different experimental design i.e. different types of stressor and
manipulating the intervention formats. This thesis also not only to understand the effects of a
Paro intervention on reducing, but also on protecting participants from stress responses. This
thesis also has shown the different effects of intervention format on self-reported Positive and
Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) and perceived stress.
Overall, this thesis provides empirical evidence of the influence of short-term intervention
with Paro on induced stress. This evidence should help other researchers to understand the
factors that can influence psychophysiological responses to the Paro robot and to acute induced
stress.
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